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SHOW
Exhibition organized within the
framework of the 13th Interna
tional Fair of Liege (Belgium)

from May 27 th to June 11 th

WORLD CENTER FOR
SMALL ARMS MANUFACTURE

Under the patronage of the Union
of Arms Manufacturers of Liege on
the occasion of the 150th anniver
sary of the setting up of the first
official testing stand in Liege and of
the 75th anniversary of the Arms
Museum of the Municipalityof Liege.

A public sale of ancient guns will ...
be organized June 3rd 1961 at 3 pm

Fly to Belgium

For all information apply to :
Guns Magazine-Liege
8150 N. Central Park Avenue
SKOKIE. Illinois.



Think you're fussy when it comes to
match ammunition? You ought to talk
to Mrs. Lowe, one of many specially
trainedWinchester-Western inspectors.
When she inspects a cartridge, it's per
fect - or she won't put her name and
number on the box.

This final hand-inspection is typical
of the quality controls maintained on
Western Super Match Mark III and
.Winchester EZXS-LV. It guarantees
you that our new 22 match bullet with
its "windshield" design is in perfect

condition. And that the muzzle velocity
will be the ideal 1120 f.p.s. - because
our tests prove that this combination
of bullet design and velocity gives you
ideal wind-bucking and consistent
match accuracy.

When you get your next box of
match 22s, or any Winchester-Western
match ammunition - centerfire or rim
fire - take a"look at the hand-sta~ped

signature on the flap; it tells you that
one of the world's most careful inspec
tors says these are "the best."

~I·
WINCHESTER·WESTERN DIVISION" In New H~ven .0 Conn. and East Alton. In.



UNNECKED CASE
Elimi"clte the trouble of fireform

ing your own wildcats with Norma's
special cylindrical cases •.. complete
ly finished • • • ready for necking.

Brass is Norma's famous "Re"
quality-with reinforced wall thick
ness for extra strength.

Available with outside head di
mensions to .300 H& H specifications.

7.5 MM NAGANT
Here are the cartridges that can

make your 7.5 MM Nagant revolver
a working gun instead of a souvenir.

Norma's usua I superb quality
throughout-made to rigid Swedish
Army specifications. Non-foul
ing Berdan primer. Can be reloaded
with suitable Berdan primers.

This is Q one-time offer.,
Stock up now,
while the.y last.

Want more handloading info?

Send 10¢ for the NEW
"Gunbug'. Guide:'

SOUTH LANSING, NEW YORK
Div. of General Sporting Goods Corp.

IMMEDIATE ACTION ALL GUNS READERS: A bill, HR 613, introduced by
Congressman Anfuso, New York, in the Congress, would require everyone who owns
a pistol to register it with the Director of the F.B.I. Every pistol would be registered
separately, as to caliber, maker, serial number, number of cartridges held, and from
whom the gun was obtained, plus "Such other information as the director may by
regulation prescribe." A purpose of the bill (Sec. 2, ff2) is "In the event of a future
war involving the United States, information as to the number, location, and types of
pistols in the U.S. would be indispensable to the prosecution of such a war." Yes,
indeed; but to whom?-Editors.

Han. William F. Quinn
Governor of Hawaii

HAWAIl INCLUDES in its constitution (Sec. 15, Art. 1) the words "A well regu
lated militia being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people
to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed." Chapter 157, Revised Laws of Hawaii
as amended ... require that a person must acquire a permit to purchase firearms,
other than a rifle or a shotgun, and that he must register such firearms with the
police department. One may keep firearms and ammunition at his place of business or
residence but he may not carry firearms except from the place of purchase to his
business or residence, or between these places and a place of repair or a target
range. A person 20 years or older who can show good reason to fear injury to his
person or property may obtain a permit from his local police chief to carry a con
cealed weapon. Law enforcement officers are excepted from the law. Unlawfully
failing to register firearms, or unlawfully carrying them can bring fine or imprison
ment. I should also like to commend Guns Magazine for your interest in the firearms
laws of the nation. These laws must be written so as to provide maximum protection
for the general public, without unduly restricting the sporting and recreational use
of firearms by intelligent and law·abiding citizens.

Congressman John W. Davis
7th Dist., Georgia

I FEEL GENERALLY sympathetic to the proVIsIOns of the Second Amendment
to the Constitution and would be averse to making any changes or to supporting any
measure which would abridge its provisions.

Congressman Hjalmar C. Nygaard
At large, North Dakota

WIDLE I FEEL I would resist any attempt to abridge the Second Amendment,
I also would be reluctant to project my views into a hypothetical situation. My
vote on legislation in this field will be governed by the specific problems, and I
certainly shall welcome the views of shooting sportsmen when these problems arise.

Congressman Richard L. Roudebush
6th Dist., Indiana

THE RIGHT OF INDIVIDUALS to own firearms, whether for personal prot~ction
or for use in sporting events, is a right which was granted many years ago by this
government. On taking control of a country, a dictator's first command is for removal
of firearms from that country's private citizens. I believe the right to own firearms
and maintain them in one's own household is one that should be guaranteed to all
of our people. I want to assure you that I wiD resist any effort to discontinue the
right of individuals to own and maintain firearms.

Congressman Peter H. Dominick
2nd Dist., Colorado

ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS while serving as a State Representative in the Colorado
Legislature I took the floor to protect against proposed licensing or registration of
firearms. I have been hunting and fishing for most of my life, and I can see little
or no reason for Government regulation of these activities. In addition, it is perfectly
apparent that.registration of firearms is of no particular benefit in controlling crime_

I would prefer not to try and give examples of what would constitute an infringe
ment of the 2nd Amendment as these problems more properly come in court cases
where the Judiciary decides the situation on the specific facts before them. I can,
however, say that the disarming of mobs protesting against legislation or court
decisions is certainly not an infringement of the 2nd Amendment. I would say that
the same situation would be true in the case of impounding of hunting weapons
where the owner has violated the game laws.

Readers Note: All Congressm.en may b~ addressed at "House Office Building," and all
Senators at "Senate Office Building," both at "Washington 25, D. C." Address all
Governors at: State Capitol, name of capital city, name of State.
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HAND TRAP FOR
THE 2"- CLAYS

7·shot, bolt action gun
with adapters, hand
trap, target carrier,

and NRA Qualification
Course folder-all for

only $3995
Rifled adapter converts

gun to a rifle of excellent
accuracy, handling all

3 lengths of 22 cal.
cartridges.

Also-MODEL 320TR
(same as 340TR except

is single shot. Same
accesliories)-all for

only $2995
'If

MOSSBERG SPRING TRAP MODEL lA as
used on barrel of gun. Has base for station·
ary use. Also clamps to hand trap frame.
Complete assembly only $14.95.

Ask your Mossberg dealer to show you TARGO
FREE: Send to factory for descriptive folder

O. F. MOSSBERG & SONS, INC.
18105 ST. JOHN ST., NEW HAVEN 5, CONN.

If 'controversy could kill, there would be
no gun experts. We believe that honest con
troversy, fairly stated and accurate within
the experience of the writer, is good for a
magazine and for its readers. Bullet design
is among the most ·controversial of all gun
subjects. We have printed Elmer Keith's
beliefs regarding handgun bullets; we print
here, with Keith's full knowledge and ap~

proval, the other side of the argument. The
writer, . Mason Will.imns, .is. Treasurer of
Shooters Service, Inc., Stanfordville, New
York, licensed manufacturer of Prot-X.Bore
and Jugular Jacke~ed bullets..

The Story oj the Harvey Bullet
••• BY MASON WILLIAMS

The long continuing search for accuracy
in handgun bullets has been accompanied by
a desire to increase the effective range of a
handgun and to provide sufficient shock or
stopping po'fer to broaden the range of hand·
gun use.

Back in the late 20s, Colt came out with
the super .38 automatic pistol and cartridge.
This outfit could shoot through bullet-proof
glass and riddle existing bullet-proof vests.
It would blast a tremendous crater in sand.
Unfortunately, when used on game, it simply
drilled a hole and went its way. Despite its
velocities, it lacked shocking power.

The next major step came with Smith &
Wesson's .357 Magnum revolver. In order to
obtain velocities of around 1400 fps, a very
hard lead bullet was used, with maximum
lubrication, the idea being that if the bullet
were hard enough and lubricated enough,
the handgun would not lead. Up to a point,
this proved out; however, these magnums do
lead badly. Accuracy was excellent, and this
handgun-cartridge combination would. shoot
like a rifle; but the stopping power of the
hard lead bullets was poor. Finally, the am
munition companies reduced the loadings so
that the .357 Magnum came to be not much
more than a highly souped-up .38 Special,
still better than most of the current cart
ridges in general use but not as good as
many had hoped.

Meanwhile many people had been work
ing on the problem of bullet expansion.
Something. had to be done to get these hard
lead bullets to open up. Hollow pointing
was widely used. A hollow point bullet
would provide more shocking power than
the same bullet with a solid nose; but un
fortunately, hard lead has a tendency to
shatter. When a projectile strikes and shat
ters, much of the shocking power is lost.

Everyone knew that the ideal bullet was
a pure lead bullet. Nothing has the shock- .
ing power of pure lead. Pure lead is a soft,
cohesive metal that flows and holds together

under impact. Rather than shattering, the
pure lead flows around a bone at the same
time that it is crushing it under the impact
of the full bullet weight. Attempts were
made to combine a softer bullet with larger
calibres. This proved relatively successful.
But there is a limit to practical bullet size
for use in a real working handgun. . .

. Elmer Keith reached the maximum combi
nation in his .44 caliber bullets. They were
probably the finest all-around hunting, hando.

gun bullets then available. The Thompson
. gas check design brought this type of bullet

to its peak development. The gas check
protected the base of th.e bullet from the
intense heat of the burning powders, cutting
down on leading and at the same time giving
a slight increase in velocity. These two
classes .of bullets, the Keith and the Thomp
son, remained for many years the accepted
standards for powerful handgun bullets.
. Yet, many shooters still wanted higher
velocity, longer range, and more shocking

Jim Harvey built bore scrap-
ing zinc-based lead bullets.

power-with accuracy, of course. The pro
jectile was the stumbling block. About 15
years ago, an entirely new approach was
tried. Engineers have known that zinc has
an affinity for lead. Zinc will pick up and
adhere to lead. Pure lead provided maxi
mum shocking power, but pure lead could
not be fired in handguns without rapidly
leading the handgun so badly it would jam.
Even excessive lubrication would not correct
the situation. But supposing bullets were
made of pure lead, fired down the handgun
barrel and then the lead that remained in
the barrel was scraped out with zinc? Zinc,
with is affinity for lead, should keep the
barrel clean.

The idea of firing pure lead bullets at even
nominal velocities to provide shocking power
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POINTER PUPS

Model V8 Soope
with Weaver-Adjustable
Mount; prioe. inoluding

mount, $79.50

~~~g:rl~e:rOld ~~l~~~ $~t:s/o
pro Yes. for Double 0 too.

OriR'inators of POINTER S. With thumb--
rest; and GENUINE W RGET STOCKS.

_ also most complete s1o· of (luality genuine
Pearl. Ivory. and Stag grips. for Ruger Single 6 & Colt SAA
new model $9.00.
ORDER NOW! REMEMBER, IF IT'S A PISTOL GRIP WE'VE
GOT IT! SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE.

SOUTHWEST CUTLERY & MFG. CO., INC.
1309 Olympic Blvd., Montebello 5, Calif.

Pointer
STOCKS
THE ORIGINAL THUMBREST STOCK
1st CHOICE of TARGET SHOOTERS!
For hlg-h scores & greater shock absorp
tion, cl'ack pistol shooters rely on Pointer
Stocks. Improved back strap built into
stock, additional lenA'th. Width & breadth

fgr~s~:~inlounc:,~~NfvegrJgAtr~TL&C~~e~\~~
shC?0tlng accuracy. Though often copied, nothinll' can com.

Jf~bCN~LLt.pCG~XhfN~rEbc!e~il~O~~~~r s~~s. f~Z;:~~~D~;
bUl'n. Will never lose its oriS, luster. Easy to install.
~8~&~; fW"A~~hfj'Por~Bg~~S$7.gg~ce of finishesI IVORY.

city zone_state _

address _

name' _

All new in design and features, the V8 is a con·
tinuously variable power scope for all hunting
and shooting, for short to long ranges. Instant
power change from 2%X to 8X with 113 turn of
eyepiece. Hard coated lenses; clear, sharp vision
at any power. Compression sealed; nitrogen filled.
Sold complete with Weaver-Adjustable Mount;
mount has micrometer click windage and eleva
tion adjustments. See_ the V8 at your dealer's.

I
FREE: New 36-page I

color catalog. •. I
W. R. WEAVER CO. I
DEPT. 43 EL PASO, TEXAS I

I

March 25, 1953

.38 Special cartridge with acceptable pres
sures.)
March 16, 1953 Cal. .44 Special 220 grain

Prot-X-Bore bullet. Aver-
age velocity 10 shots, 1291
fps. Pressures 20,310.
Cal. .44 Special 170 grain
Prot-X-Bore bullet. Aver-
age velocity, 10 shots 1516
fps. Pressures 19,770.

(Again, in .44 caliber, these bullets gave
magnum velocities with acceptable pres
sures.)

At this point it is interesting to note
comments made by H. P. White: "You may
be interested to note that the standard fac
tory bullet, at 786 fps and II,270 psi, de
livers about 340 foot Ibs. of muzzle energy,
while your 220 grain bullet, backed by 15.5
grains of # 2400 at almost exactly the same
pressure, travels at 1047 fps, delivering a
muzzle energy of about 540 foot Ibs.

"After all the firing we have done so far,
and especially the amount of high velocity
rounds that have been fired, there is no sign
whatever of any leading in the bore of our
pressure barrel from the use of your bullets."
And, in another letter: "Frankly, we were
amazed at the uniformity of weight we dis
covered. Of the entire lot, there was a
difference of only 0.8 of a grain between
the lightest and the heaviest bullets. This
shows excellent manufacture indeed and
provides the handloader with one of the few
constants he'll ever have to work with.

"We are again including a Range Test
Sheet on ten rounds of commercial ammu
nition for use as a control. We might also

(Continued on page 50)

the ALL NE"W'

far in excess of anything currently known,
proved to be the spark that set off a series
of tests using zinc as a barrel cleaner. James
Harvey of Lakeville Arms, Inc., finally settled
on a locked-on, machined, zinc base for a
bullet. The bullet was swaged from pure lead
wire, giving a bullet with maximum potential
shocking power plus much smaller weight
variations than any bullet then available.
Cast bullets could not - be taken directly
from the mould and used for fine accuracy,
due to air pockets, variations in metal, and
other factors. But the pure lead, swaged
bullet was perfect in both weight and dens
ity, and the machined zinc base provided
a perfect bullet base, one of the requisites
for match accuracy.

Jim Harvey spent years experimenting
with zinc alloys. Not- all zinc alloys worked.
Finally, one correct alloy was found and
used. The results were far beyond expecta
tions. First, the pure lead gave shocking

Soft lead packed into jacket
makes big punch in .44, .3575.

power that dropped game in its tracks.
Secondly, leading was slight and after two
or three hundred rounds the barrel be
came sherardized by the zinc bases. This
generally eliminated leading as a source of
trouble.

But a few handguns would not fire the
zinc base bullets; leading was excessive. It
was found that this was due to roughness
within the barrel. Barrels that had been
lapped or smoothly machined gave no diffi
culty. In many cases, troublesome barrels
were lapped or simply replaced. This cor
rected the situation. The fault lay inside
the barrel, not with the bullet. . . Third,
accuracy appeared to be excellent, exceeding
accuracy with cast bullets and with stand
ard factory ammunition. In fact, some groups
were so consistently small that nothing was
said about them.

Public reaction to these bullets was one
of complete disbelief. Such an unorthodox
approach could not possibly be right! Army
officers, national shooting organizations, and
writers of renown refused to have anything
to do with this development. Even men
like Elmer Keith turned thumbs down on it.

In 1951, a series of tests were commenced
by the H. P. White Laboratories in order
that Lakeville Arms, Inc., could have spe
cific, proved information obtained by scien
tific methods in an independent laboratory.
(About this time, the name Prot-X-Bore was
applied to the zinc base bullet. This name
is a Trade Mark, now the property of Lake
ville Arms, Inc.) Out of all the tests, just
a few will be listed here.
December II, 1951 152 grain, Lyman Experi

mental, swaged pure lead
bullet with zinc gas
check. Average velocity,
10 shots, II53 fps. Pres
sures 23,250.

(This meant that a 152 grain zinc base bullet
could be fired at magnum velocities in a
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GOOD NEWS
FOR HANDlOADERS

Rugged
semi-alloyed
steel frame.
3V2 inch stroke.
16V2 inch handle
with downward
leverage. Quick
interchangeable
shell holders.

POWDER SCALE: $6 95

• Accuracy guaranteed to 1/10 grain.
• Chrome plated easy to read beam,
• Big 325 grain capacity.•
• Hand honed tool steel b~arings.

• New positive control lock-beam design
-far advanced over any competitive
scale. Shpg. Wt. 4lbs.

Chrome plated full length, hard·
ened sizing and seating dies.
Standard ¥a-14 thread size. For
most rifle and pistol calibers.
Shpg. Wt. 2 lb••

• No scratching. No galling
• long life • Regular $13.50 value.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY! MONEY BACK GUAR.
ANTEE! If not 100% satisfied for any reason.
return for full refund!

Order with confidence from this ad.
Pay by M.O. or check. % Deposit with
C.O.D.'s Shipping charges extra.

FREE
'

Write today for: '''Beginners
Guide to Reloading". Book·

• let tells what is needed, why
it is needed and how itisdone.

1<. 1. Wells, JHf.
DEPT. 5-E, HOWARD LAKE, MINN.

Colt Gold Cup .38 Special
For many years, gunsmiths have attempted

to convert the .45 Colt auto to .38 Special to
meet the requirements of many of our top
target pistol shooters for timed and rapid
fire work in the National Match pistol course.
Some of these conversions have worked very
well. Many have been very temperamental
as to ammunition used, but they have cre'ated
a demand for such a weapon. Colt's new
Gold Cup .38 Special is designed to meet
that demand.

Externally, the new Colt looks exactly like
the famous and wonderfully accurate Gold
Cup National Match .45, but internally it
is vastly different. The new gun is designed
for light loads only. Specifications call for
mid-range or wad-cutter ammunition only,
and reloads are not recommended; but there
is no reason why reloads should not work as
well as factory ammo if c~ses are fully reo
sized and the loads are held rigidly to stand
ard velocities arid pressures.

The match target shooter now has a .38
caliber auto that will shoot as accurately as
a revolver and still give him that big ad
vantage in timed and rapid fire. User's of
the new Colt will have ample time for care
ful trigger squeeze and centering of sights
between shots, instead of having to cock a

revolver and then try and get back on the
target. Match records have long proved the
accuracy of the good old Colt .45 National
Match and accurized weapons, and the new
.38 Special should be just what the doctor
ordered for timed and rapid center fire
matches. The new gun is priced at $125,
much less than many gunsmiths have charged
for altering the .45 auto to .38 Special.

As to accuracy, Colt claims the new .38
National Match will shoot into 1% to 1%:'
at 50 yards, which is good enough for any
man and far above the holding capabilities
of most of us. Thus accuracy is assured for
both 25 and 50 yard match work. Light loads
have quite a trajectory arc, however, and
different aiming points may well have to be
worked out for the two ranges. Like the .45
Gold Cup National Match Colt, the new gun
has the long adjustable trigger and the old'
1911 straight grip housing. Personally, I

much prefer the shorter trigger and the
arched housing, but many of the best match
,405 shooters prefer the long trigger and the
straight housing. I have a short fingered.
heavy, square hand, and the arched housing
and short trigger fit me best.

Being made for light loads only, and
giving a very minimum of recoil and upward

.movement, this gun is intended as a target
gun only, not for defense or hunting use.
I hope they will furnish a stronger recoil
spring to order later, so that shooters may
also use standard loads, as well as high
speed, for small game shooting.

Front sight is a square faced blade for
target work, and the rear sight is an im
proved version of the fully adj ustable Colt
rear. Internal parts differ so much from the
conventional .45 action that I will leave the
details to Colts' own detailed description.
available from your dealer.

The new gun gives considerably less recoil
than even light loads in the .45, and less
disturbance of the gun in recoil, so it should
be much faster to get back on the target
after each shot. Match pistol shooters should
go for it in a big way, and we would expect
to see some new records set with the new
gun within a couple years. Present day
match pistol shooting is a highly specialized
game, and the finest procurable tools are
necessary to get even the best shooters into
top places. The new Colt is a tool designed
with that in mind, and we expect it to be·
come very popular on the target range.

Bolt Welding Jig
Bob Brownell, Montezuma, Iowa, has a

bolt welding jig that holds both tire bolt
shell and the handle in proper position and
angle for welding, when one wishes to alter
a Mauser-type bolt to low position for scope
usage. This jig is a well made and practical
tool. Brownell forgot to mention the price
to me, so you will have to write him for
prices. A 45 0 transparent triangle is fur
nished with each jig for setting up the bolt
and handle.

Blu-Blak Blueing
For many years, H. Tom Collard, who

owns and operates Pl;otective Coatings Inc.
under the Lynx Line brand, Box 3985, De
troit, Mich., has furnished a very superior
hot blueing solution and instructions. A great
many leading gunsmiths and large gun shops
have used BIu-BIak for many years, with
perfect success. However, no gunsmith can
blue any better than he can polish, and the
instructions must be followed to the letter.
Given a clean and perfect polish job to start
on, BIu·Blak properly handled will give a

(Continued on page 65)
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Here are firearIns to Ineet the need of \
the tiInes-honored by Inen of action \
for strict standards of craftsInanship. i, \
Colt looks to the future with enthusiaslD. I \\
and vigor ••• dedicated to sustaining the \ \t
name Colt as a SyInbol of Security. 1 '.

Today, as in 1836, you can put p,

your confidence in Colt hand- I '\
guns, rifles and accessories. ./""";"">~, I

:@"i)'
~iS y~ all Colt firearms bear \!2.~~..:j~ .~
~;'e ~25th Anniversary rnedallion.'~""·~l--.. ~-
COLT'S PATENT FIRE ARMS MFG. CO., INC., HARTFORD 15, CONN.

Born the year of the
Alamo ••• proved under
fire in the dramatic, dangerous
days of Apache warfare, the
Pony Express, the Gold Rush •••
spanning the last century and
a quarter, years during which
America pushed its Western frontier
to the Pacific and defended freedoIn
around the world .•• Colt firearIns have
becoIne a living legend.

SYMB~L OF
SECURITY SINCE 1836
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ROSSFIRE

C-H MAKES TOOLS
FOR ALL THREE...
RIFLE, PISTOL AND
SHOTGUN· SHELLS
That's ri,ht! Whether )'ou wish to reload rifle, pistol or
shoqun shells, C·H makes the type of reloadln, equip.
menUor )'ou. Dollar for dollar, C·H ,ives )'ou the ,reatest
return in shootin, enjo)'ment, accurac)' and econom)'. C·H
Reload in, Equipment Is eas)' to own, elS)' to operate,
produces ammunition that Is consistentl)' perfect.

. With. C·H. )'ou can choose )'our own components and
loads, and make ammo for onl)' a fraction of what factory
ammo costs toda)'. So whether )'ou are an ardent shooter
or an infrequent hunter, It pa)'s to reload the C·H wa)'.

Insist on the finest, it costs no more! At leadlnc
dealers EVERYWHERE!

C-H Die Co., Dept. G·5, P. D. Box 3284, Terminal
Annex, Los Angeles 54, Calitorn ia

Gentlemen: Please rush me )'our FREE handload·
inc booklet.
Name _

Address _

City & State_--,-,__-;--;--;- --,-,.,....,-
Name ot my sporting goods dealer or gunsmith is:

The Free State 0/ Arizona
Each' month when I receive my copy of

your magazine I turn first to the "Know
Your Lawmakers" section. I think this is in
itself worth the price of the magazine.

In the February issue I noted the com·
ments of His Honor Governor Price Daniel
of Texas, suggesting that the sale and pos·
session of pistols is one reason for the mur·
der rate in that state. This assumption lacks
any semblance of logic. Pistols have been in
the hands of people there for a long time;
how can this be blamed for a recent change
in crime statistics? And how can a sociolog·
ical problem such as murder be blamed on
a mechallical instrument?

Thank God for men like Paul Fannin of
Arizona who still defend our Bill of Rights.
I like my own home state very much as a
place to live, but its gun laws make me
seriously consider moving to a free state
like Arizona!

Frank Lee Barney
Sherman, New York

Cheers For Johnson
Three cheers for Al Johnson's article "How

to Stop Gun Accidents" (February 1961
GVNS.) I've seen this type of gun and hunt·
ing education first hand and it is the answer
to our ever increasing gun accidents. I'm
not saying it is the only answer, but when
you compare our gun accidents with those in
Germany, it seems tbe best answer known.
If anyone can come up with something better
I'm for it.

I've just come back from three years in
Germany. During those three years I hunted
nearly all the German game, have been on
numerous drive hunts; one of these hunts
included 135 persons, and I never saw an
accident related to guns. I got my German
hunting license in 1958 in January. In Feb·
ruary 1959 I went to the Instructors·Exam
iners school at Berchtesgaden and became an
Examiner.

When I went to Germany in October 1957,
I thought the set-up for getting a license was
screwy but the more I looked at it the more
it made sense. In Germany, a man in order
to obtain a license must know what he is
doing both gamewise and gunwise. I went to
a German· Hunting Club course which lasted
two weeks, 4 hours per night. It was quite
a course. I can supply anyone interested a
copy of the outline used in the course.

Germany is not the only hunting I've done.
I've hunted in this country for about 20
years both big and small game. I'm a life
member of the N.R.A., also a hunter safety
instructor, so I've seen both sides of the pic
ture and can see that something needs to be.
done on this side in order to cut our hunt·
ing accidents and take nearly all the ammo

from the so-called do-gooders with their anti·
gun laws.

The picture of Karl Grund nearly made me
homesick for Germany. He was one of our
instructors at the Instructor Examiners
school. He also signed my certificate from
that school and my Hunters Certificate. He
is also a swell fellow and a true German
sportsman.

James R. Pierson
Oildale, California

Letter To Lawmakers
Thank you for the fine letter suggestion

in the "Know Your Lawmakers" column,
March issue. It stated exactly what I have
long wanted to tell my representatives in
Boston and Washington. The letters I send
today are to be the first in a series of my
fight against anti·gun legislation. Thank you
for a fine magazine, .

George R. Mooza
Watertown, Mass.

Kid Dugan
Francis H. Doran died at the hands' of a

holdup man in Memphis, Friday, Sept. 2,
1960. Under the name of "Kid Dugan,"
Doran was a popular welterweight boxer
back in the twenties. His boxing days were
over when he entered the army during World
War II. After the war and until his death,
he operated a liquor store on the south side
of Memphis. The holdup and murder oc·
curred in the morning and the wanted man
was wounded and captured by three police
officers in late afternoon, not far from the
scene of the crime.

.The Kid tried to defend himself, bllt the
gun he reached for was an old .41 caliber
derringer and it failed to fire. The gun might
have been defective, or it may have been
bad ammunition, or both may have been bad.

Old, mis-used and abused firearms .should
be relegated to a glass case or a museum.
An armed robber usually means business,
and only a weapon in good working order
should be used in defense against him.

William H. Wilson
Millington, Tenn.

Applause and Appraisal
Applause for another fine issue of GUNS.

There are so many good things in this issue
I don't know where to begin-unless at the
beginning.

The pattern letter in "The Editor's Corner"
is very good, just what has been needed. I'm
going to make use of it in the very near
future ... Wonder how Elmer Keith keeps
from leading his gun barrels with hot loads
behind cast bullets. I get leading with 17.5
grains of H-240 behind a 235 grain cast pill.
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high-speed .22 long .22 long rifle
.22 short

New Stevens 87 and 87-K

You can depend on the speed and accuracy of this new'
Stevens 87 automatic. You'll be proud of its stream
lined good looks ... glad to know it handles .22 long
rifle, long and high-speed short cartridges. Mix 'em up
any way you want - the 87 pours out up to 22 shots
as fast as you pull the trigger. Converts instantly for
use as a single shot or repeater.

The new Stevens 87-K has the same action in carbine
length, with gold-plated trigger, chromed fittings,
desert tan stock. See your sporting arms dealer. And
write for free catalog of Savage, Stevens, Fox firearms.
Savage Arms, Westfield 20, Mass. Prices subject ta·
change. Slightly higher in Canada.

HANDLE ALL ~ LENGTHS

OF .22 CARTRIDGE

INTERCHANGEABL Y

- WITHOUT ADJUSTMENT

Hightailin'for coven..
stop him quick with

the new Stevens 87!

$41.60, model 87 (87-K "Scout" carbine, $42.95)

Stevens

87 by Sall8g8® •David E. Fishe.r
Penn. Outdoor Writers Ass'n.

Allentown, Penna.

Norman McKinnon
Fairview Park, Ohio

Thanks, Dave
Congratulations on your articles, "How To

Stop Gun Accidents," by Al Johnson, and
"Back To School For Shooting." This is
something that every Federation of Sports
men's Clubs should take up through all their
member clubs.

S. H. Brongersma
Santpoort, The Netherlands

Warning
Re "How to stop Gun Accidents": In Ger

many, as in the rest of Europe, the hunter
hunts on game preserves, either his prop
erty or leased. No other hunters are allowed
there, so there is little chance of sportsmen
shooting each other. That is the reason rel
atively few accidents happen here.

Most accidents are caused by rashness and
imprudence, just as in driving, and no exam
ination will put an end to faults of character.
Beware of more and more regulations, be
cause in the end you will find yourself spun
in till you suffocate.

Quotation
You may have published this quote before,

hut I don't remember reading it. Anyway, it
was written by one of the great social sci
entists of all time, and its age does not de
tract hom its value as a guide to government
today:

"The Chief foundations of all states,
whether new, old, or mixed, are good laws
and good arms. And as there cannot be good
laws where there are not good arms, and
where there are good arms there must be
good laws, I will not now discuss the laws
but will speak of the arms."

Interested? The quote is from "The
Prince," by Niccolo Machiavelli, written in
1513.

Would like to hear more about that .50 cal
iber rifle by Al Weber, and that .45-70 re
volver. Like to see what they would do on
big game •.• The letter in "Crossfire" from
Clifton Camp of New York sounds not un
like an article of mine in the Nov. 1960
issue of "The Handgunner Magazine." _ . .
The article by Frank DeHaas on "Renewing
the New Service" hits the spot. I've been
wanting to do something to mine (a .38-40)
for some time. A grip adaptor has helped
some, but I'm going to make or have made
grips like those shown. I've been trying to
get a new barrel but can't seem to find one
... "The Luger For Fast Draw" is of par
ticular interest. I've often thou ght the Luger
should do very well for this, but haven't seen
one in action. Mr. Hartwell's statement that
his draw time of .45 second is "not startling"
is too modest; that's doggone good! If Mr.
Hartwell were in the Southern California
area we'd like to have him in our Combat
Pistol Club ... We here would like to see
an entire issue devoted to Keith's comments.
. . . This. issue caused two friends who had
decided to drop their subscriptions to GUNS
because it didn't have enough pistol stuff, to
change their minds. Keep up' the good work!

W. E. Hensel, Jr.
West Covina, Calif.
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SOUTH LANSING, NEW YORK
Div. of General Sporting Goods Corp.

And famous Norma "Re"
quality cases insure safe func·
tioning, easy extraction, mini·
mum gun wear.

The safety cam prevents more than one
pull of the handle until a round is ejected.
Idiots may remove the cam, or pull it, and
get double charges. If you have a tie·up and
must work the cam manually, remember to
advance the turret for each pull of the han
dle. Establish a rhythm of operation, work
without conversation or distraction, and you'll
have few troubles.

Blunted ice pick, small brush, nail,
Allen wrench, pencil gauge (see next
page), and stubby screwdriver serve
as handy additions to a loader's kit.

speed is not needed. It nearly eliminates dou
ble charges by jamming two cases if the
turret is not advancec\. I wouldn't do without
it. Three clear plastic magazines, nicer than
the old aluminum tubes, each hold 41 hulls.
You can watch cases drop, and hear the
feeder working with a cheerful Click! Click!
Maintain a steady rhythm and your machine
will dance the light fantastic all day long.

The Mark II feeder is for .38-45 hulls. But
many .38 shooters load a few .357's. You
can't get a .38-357 selector plate. (See Hulme
literature.) To save $5.80 for an extra .357
plate, I made a JA;" shim to go under my
Mark II plate. It works dandy. Tools made
by Star since October 1958, and Phelps since
March 1959, are factory tapped and drilled
for a Hulme feeder. A drill, tap and jig are
available to make the one hole on older ma
chines. Use the feeder without a tub for short
runs, and you can feed it faster than the
shell plate. I do not consider these. loaders
complete without a case feeder.

A novice can goof. An instructor may say.
"Put a bullet here, pull the handle, turn the
turret, and repeaL" It's that simple. But don't
forget: THE TOOL PERFORMS ALL OPERATIONS

EVERY TIME THE HANDLE IS PULLED DOWN

AND UP whether you want them performed
or not. You'll get blanks with a dry hopper
or caked powder. You can see the powder in
the newer Phelps hoppers. If some pistol
powders stand a while, they cake lightly.
Stir it to the extreme bottom with a blunt
ice pick. Blanks are the fault of the oper
ator, not the tool.

Tricks For Turret Loaders
Good workmen deserve good tools-and

vice versa. Turret-type loading tools are high
priced, highly effective, made for the man
who wants to turn out his ammo in quanti·
ties, fast, on a production line basis. They
are made on the assumption that this kind of
man is a good, careful craftsman who will
use the tool the way it was intended to be
used.

Unfortunately, not all the buyers of such
tools have been in this category. And because
machines, whether loading tools or cars or
guns themselves, depend on their users for
brain work, handguns have been blown up
by cartridges which received double powder
charges on this type of loader, and other
users (a far greater number) have com
plained about cartridges coming out of tur·
'ret loaders with no powder at all. The first,
of course, is serious. The second is merely
annoying, since bullets lodge in the barrel
throat, lock the cylinder, and have to be
driven out with a rod. (I said it's merely
annoying; it could be considerably more than
that in a gun used in combat.) But neither
accident is the fault of the loader; they
simply prove carelessness on the part of the
operator.

Star and Phelps tools, for example, in the
hands of any operator who will follow the
simple routine of operation, perform to per
fection. The Star came out 25 years ago;
Phelps Engineering Co. of 487 Main, East
Orange, N. 1., brought out a similar machine
about three years ago. Most parts fit either
make.

The Phelps has a few new features that I
like. Let's discuss their .38 Special Deluxe
Model. It converts to other calibers. I'll give
you tips for goof-proof operation, and sug·
gestions to improve a fine machine. Most tips
apply to Star and Phelps tools, to Standard
Models that load .38's only, and Deluxe Mod
els in other calibers. Factory directions with
either make are inadequate for anyone not
intimately familiar with this type of loader.

A rotating shell plate ("shell holder" on
conventional tools) has stations at 8, 6, 4, 2,
12, and 10 o'clock. You feed shells manually
(or better automatically) to the 8 o'clock
station where they are turned to 6 o'clock to
resize and decap, to 4 o'clock to be primed
and expanded, to 2 o'clock for charging, to
12 o'clock for bullet seating, and 10 o'clock
where the finished round ejects automatically.
The tool handle is operated each time the
shell plate is advanced, which loads a round
with each down-up movement of the handle.
It's that easy.

Manual shell feeding loads up to 500
rounds per hour. A Hulme Automatic Case
Feeder (lfulme Firearm Service, Box 83-,
Millbrae, Calif.) will double production. I
highly recommend a feeder, even if the extra

This new non.fouling, jacketed
bullet is pleasant to shoot, too.
Muzzle velocity is 1470 fps in a
6V2 inch barrel, even more in
carbines. Breech pressure is
moderate.

Norma's made a. dream come
frue for all handgun hunters
and real gunbugs. Here's a .44
Magnum cartridge with super'
accuracy •.• tremendous shock.
ing power.

Don't miss this chance 10 fire
the first .44 Magnum soft paint
ever offered for handguns or
carbines. Ask for the brand
new .44 Magnum Norma soft
point cartridge at your favorite
gun dealer.

Want more
handloading info?

Send 10¢ for the NEW
"Gunbug's Guide."

Box GM·5

Norma's exclusive .44 soft
point bullet makes the big dif.
ference ••• doesn't deform as
do ordinary lead bullets • . •
,packs enough wallop to literally
flatten a moose!
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A Hi-Standard Target Pistol
(Olympic Model) brought in
the 33rd gold medal for.
United States in 1960 Olym
pic Games in Rome, Italy.

Ga. Choke Barrel Drop Pull Length Weight
FLITE·KING 12 Adj. Rib Comb Heel 14" About About
"Trophy" 6 pos. 27" 1Y2" 2Y2" 46" 7Y2lb.
FLITE·KING 12 Custom 30" 1Y2" 2Y2" 14" About About
"Deluxe" 16 48W' 7Y21b.

• "Free-falling" pump-action CAN be opened by gravity alone ... receiver parts
polished and honed to provide effortless handling.

• "Short-stroke" (3W') pump-action for fastest
shooting, uninterrupted swing.

• Walnut-Stock models with fluted comb, beavertail
Walnut forend, gold trim-line at non.slip buttplate.

• Barrels permanently aligned ... recoil cannot
disturb accuracy ... ever.

• Prices start at amazing $76.95!

FOR INFORMATION . .. see your dealer or write

exactly what you asked for...

Sportsmen choose ... Champions use Hi-Standard sporting firearms. The reason: the
features competitors list as "extras" are built into famous Hi-Standards! Take the all
new 1961 line of FLiTE-KING Pump-Action Shotguns, for instance. Your choice of 34 ..
handsome models from 27" barrels through 30" barrels, plain or ribbed, custom choke
or 6-position adjustable choke, 12 gauge or 16 gauge (with 7 beautiful new 20 gauge
guns to come).

THE HIGH STANDARD MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
HAMDEN 14, CONN.

new HI-STANDARD
"Flite.King" SHOTGUNS

13MAY ·1961GUNS

Bellah's pencil gauge in
shells shows normal load,
double load, and no load.

rule enters an uncharged case. A double
charge exposes about three times as much
wood.

Leave the tool handle up; an unseated bul
let in the last hull, and the safety cam locked..
To resume loading, gauge the 2 o'clock shell.
Gremlins may have charged it. It happens
once in a blue moon, but it happens. A gauge
may save your gun or life!

What are max changes for Phelps slides?
Up to 4.5 grains Bullseye, or 9 grains Unique
in a %6". Or 23 grains 2400 in a :liz". Phelps
14" slides are for Star tools only. The pow
der cam jiggles the slide for uniform charges.
You can ream a slide for a different powder,
but if it isn't re-stamped it could cause a
blown up gun.

The seater stem hole is to bleed-off ac
cumulated lube. If the seater isn't cleaned a
worm of lube extrudes after a few thousand
rounds. Bullets seat too deep and the turret
gets gummed up. Spilled powder mixes with
the lube and hardens. It takes half a day to
dissemble, clean, and readjust a gooed up
machine. Best deal is to keep it clean! Keep
the seater clean. Use a small brush to re
move spilled powder pronto. Catch powder
in an odd size shell when a station runs
empty. You can often free a gummed up
turret with lacquer. thinner applied freely.
Bullet lube should have a high melting point,
and cut clean. Anderol has just developed an
excellent new lube, the cleanest I've used.

Run a few dummies in a new machine
with the shell locating straps removed, to
make minor adjustments and learn how it
works. Straps are held by a screw. They
could have a spring-loaded screw, and be
designed to turn out of the way in case of
a tie-up, for single stage loading, or to re
move shells for a different charge. I may re
design the straps on my Phelps, at 6 and
2 o'clock.

Handle operation is very easy, due to a
(Continued on page 45)

Deformed cases, an odd .357 hull, or other
defective components will break your rhythm
and cause a tie-up. GI brass may give prim
ing trouble unless the pockets are swaged
or reamed. If you take a short break, use my
idea to lock the safety cam after flipping it
manually. Insert a 20d Box nail in the 10
o'clock station. It prevents the uncontrollable
urge some otherwise normal people have to
pull the handle.

Check for a double charge or blank if you
have a tie-up or get mixed up. My idea is
positive. Use about 2%," of the eraser end
of a pencil for a gauge. About lh" of. wood
should be exposed when it's dropped in a
case with a normal charge. Part of the fer-
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COLT SINGLE ACTION
Catalog SOc

An entire catalog devoted to genuine
hard to find early model Colt Single
Action revolvers. Complete listings on
engraved guns, ports, grips and hol
ster sets. Outstanding values on qual
ity collector Colts. Prices start at
544.00.

ANTIQUE PERCUSSION CONV.

,gre -
~ CARBINE

Lots of Brass. Good collectors item-
Good Condo $19.95
Very Good Condo 24.95

MAUSER RIFLES & CARBINES

Brand new unfired Argentina 45
autos. Beautiful blue finish wal-
nut grips $39.95
45 auto holsters. Brand new 4.95
Ammo-$3.50 Box
U.S. .45 Auto XLT Condo 539.95

.45 AUTOMATIC

. German Mauser Army Rifles,
as ISsue 8mm $39.95

Mauser 7mm Carbines, Good Condo $25.00
Argentina Mauser M-91 7.65mm, like new 19.9S
Swedish Mauser carbines, near mint 34.9S

GREAT WESTERN
Catalog SOc

Completely illustrated, showing all
models of Great Western Arms. The
Single Action, Derringer, Buntline,
Deputy. Also complete selection of
holsters and quick draw sets and
equipment. Parts, presentation case
and engraved models are also included.

7MM

BRAND NEW' UNFIRED
An Outstanding Collectors Find. Finest High Quality Rifle, Blue Finish,
Walnut Stock Only $24.95.

CUTLASS & SCABBARD
CW· -'m Y'~';-"""-':~:~-I"" : ;'~:~""\""';':i;:::;n,

fIlllll[a;;;__ti""f.i&;u;\.~iiE,v_,",<i.~.
A Rare Antique Collectors Find. Very
good condition $12.95

(Send $1.00 for Shipping)

GERMAN MAUSER 11 MM ARMY RIFLES

SMITH & WESSON
REVOLVERS

38 cal. M & P revolvers. Excel
lent select grade condition-
Military finish $29.50
Commercial finish 32.00
S. & W. 45 Cal. Revolver-V. G $32.00

GERMAN MILITARY
Catalog SOc

, Outstanding collection of German
Military Arms. German Lugers, P-38's,
Mauser Military pistols, Browning au
tomatics and many other German
Arms. Also parts, holsters, grips and
accessories, current listing of de-acti
vated mach ine guns.

MAUSER ARMY RIFLE

~~~::~~~.~~~~~~-:~:~~ Original as issued. Walnut Stock,Excellent Action-Good Shooter-Fair Bore.
MAUSER 7MM CARBINE $25.00

SPECIAL PRICE. . . .. . $15.95 Ammo $2.50 Box

COLT PERCUSSION

SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER

JUMBO USED GUN
Catalog $1.00

Tremendous selection of modern and
antique gun baraains. Colt Single
Action, Colt and Remington Cap and
Ball revolvers, used rev,llvers and au·
tomatics. Used shotguns and rifles
and hundreds of other hard to get
items for the collector and shooter.

AUTHENTIC
HOLSTERS

custom made Original Automatic type holsters. Avail
able for Colt 1860 Army, 1851 Navy. Colt S.A. and

~::Jna~~~etA.J;:le'. ~e.r~~~s.i~~ ..r:~~.I.V~~~••• ~~I~ $9.20
(Send SOc for Shipping)

s

5"~acGC~~accc~~accc~cccc=aaaaa=coocaaaac===acc=====c=a=coaeaaccaaaae-
REVOLVERS WEBLEY GERMAN 9MM P-38

.45 AUTO CAL. 514.95 $42.50
Quality English WWII revolvers.
Beautiful blue finish. Select
Grade $19.9S.
Nickel Plated Gun Like New

Am;"'o' S3j<i .p;;8B~~

DO·IT-YOURSELF
GUN KITS

Brand new-comes complete with
all parts & instructions on how to

assemble your gun. All machine opera
. t.ions ha~e .been perfor":led and !,nly,

i Fltttlng, Poloshlng and BlueIng remaon to
be done. Identical in size weight and

appearance to the Colt S.A. All steel parts Mfg. By
Great Western Arms Co. USA.

§CALIBERS: 38 Spl., 4S Long Colt, 44 Spl., 3S7 Mag
num. 43;.i-SJIz-7J1z" Barrels. Only $5S.00.* CLOSE OUT SPECIAL *

SALE
MFG. ilI'Germany.
The New Over &
Under Derringer~

.22 Cal. Blue Finish $16.95

.22 Mag. Chrome 24.95

.22 Cal. Chrome 19.95

.38 Spl. Chrome 39.95

Genuine rare old Trapdoor rifles
for the collector and shooter.
Model 1873, 45-70 cal. Select
Grade $59.95

"TIGER" SADDLE CARBINE

. $39.95
. .... $39.9S

Original blue finish. Walnut grips.
Good condition. Excellent condition
$31.00. Ammo: $3.50 box. Holster:
$3.S0.

A RARE COLLECTORS FIND
...44-.40 Caliber. Original

Blue FinISh, on Excellent Mechanical
and Shooting Condition Complete

with Saddle Ring ... ' .$39.95
like New Condition ..... $49.95

COLT 45 CAL. e;....;;;;.~;;;;;;:~E
REVOLVER

$25.00

lft:: .,.. Fine collector specimen, 11mm,
blue finish. Excellent mechan
ical & shooting condo .... $22.50

-;

FRONTIER DERRINGER

FRONTIER REVOLVER
SIX SHOOTER

HOLSTER

U.S. SPRINGFIELD RIFLES

ORIGINAL
ISSUE

Large type, black
Leather. Used in

WOrld War II by Ger
man officers. Good con

dition. Only $5.S0. Excellent
$6.50. Send SOc for postage.

Mfg. in Germany-Blue Finish Stag
• Grips - Full Size Single Action.

Weight 40 Oz.-5Y2" Barrel.
.22 Magnum Caliber .
.22 Short, Long & LR Caliber.

PISTOL

FINEST QUALITY LONG ARMS
Enfield SMLE Mark IV .303 Rifles , $16.9S
Enfield Mark III Rifle 14.95
Enfield Mark V with Peep Sight 19.95
Enfield Sniper Rifle .303 ................•....... 44.95
Enfield Jungle Carbine .303 24.9S

Used by Germans in
WWII. Beautiful blue
finish. Exit. Condo
$29.9S.like NewCond.
$34.9S. Ammo: $4.00
a box.

Good working condo
complete as issued.
Bargain 513.00.
5end $1.00 far

shipping.

FREE BOX OF AMMO G~~T~R~~~~D

If you like quality plus you can't afford to miss this
rare collectors find. Designed by Von Mannlicher and
produced by Steyr Arms Co. in Austria. Beautiful blue
finish, walnut grips. 7.65mm.

Very Good Condition .. $19.95
Excellent Condition 24.95
Like New Condition 29.95

MANNLlCHER MILITARY
VERY
RARE
ONLY ... $1995

EARLY & MODERN FIREARMS, Inc.
P.O. Box 1248, Studio City, California
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PARTS LISTS! PARTS ILLUSTRATIONS! Exploded views, schematic drawings, cut
away photos and actual blueprints! They not only illustrate every part in every gun, but they
show where each part goes, and the order of assembly! The nomenclature lists are there; the
detailed specifications are there; even the manufacturer's prices on aU the parta are there! Parta
Lists include original Part Numbers assigned by the various makers, so that authentic identifica
tion is possible for any part you may need at any time! Whether you own one gun or a hundred
-whether you just love· guns, coUect them or deal in them-you'U find the Encyclopedia your
every-day standby, in your hands every time you need the solid facts on any gun!

Dept. GE-5, 4540 West Madison Street
Chicago 24, Illinois

Yes-RUSH my order as checked below:

D Oe luxe Book·BouQd Encyclopedia of Modern Firearms. $17.00-5ent Postpaid
when full price accompanies this Coupon.

D Oe luxe Book-Bound Encyclopedia of Modern Firearms. $17.00 plus postage.
Send only $2 with Coupon and balance to be paid $3 per month for 5 months.

O 1961 GUN DIGEST and Encyclopedia of Modern Firearms,. both for $19.95
Sent postpaid when full price accompanies this coupon.

O 1961 GUN DIGEST and Encyclopedia of Modern Firearms, both for $19.95. Send
only $2 with coupon and balance to be paid $3 per month for 6 months.

O 1961 GUN DIGEST, $2.95-Sent postpaid when full price accompanies this
coupon.

ABSOLUTE. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACKl

Name ~ ~

Address _

City -L1one Slate__



By CLYDE G. HOWELL

MAY 1961GUNS

Variety of targets,
from trap birds of
both sizes to bits of
coal, cardboard discs.
or what have you,
adds spice to aerial
handgunning practice.

Y EARS AGO, when 1 was a firing member of the Illinois National
Guard Rifle Team at Camp Perry, 1 spotted a used .22 caliber Colt

Official Police revolver in a display case on Commercial Row. n- was
in excellent condition, and the price was right.

I haunted the place, trying to make up my mind whether or not to
enter the handgun game. In an exuberant frame of mind after racking
up a 95 on the 1000 yard range during the final team match, 1· threw
caution to the winds and bought the gun.

For years, 1 packed that Colt constantly, in the field, around the
farm buildings, even doing chores, using it mainly for plinking at any
thing and everything presenting itself as a potential taTget. Handling
the Colt dozens of times a day, seven days a week, soon proved to be
an ideal way of becoming a good shot. Targets of various sizes, and
-distances anywhere from a few feet to several yards, made tough going
at the start since the gun was equipped with fixed sights. But time and
practice make a man expert at Kentucky windage and eIevation-a
deadly form of shooting for the man who thoroughly knows his gun.
(1 do not imply that adjustable sights are worthless; they should be
used whenever possible for accurate shooting. But where it's a matter

When one target gets too ealiY. try two-or three. Here the
author has th~ee down, one to go. of three hand-thrown c1ay~.
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of split seconds between having a good shot or none at all, you often
need Kentucky windage with best of sights, so fixed sights are not an
insurmountable handicap.)

Sparrows, starling~, crows, ground squirrels, and other varmints,
though stilI quite plentiful, became very suspicious indeed whenever
"that man" was in evidence. Even the pigeons, although I never shot
at them, gave up their usual landing field on the barn ridgepole. So,
with live targets becoming more and more scarce, I looked about for
new worlds to conquer.

Aerial target shooting had always intrigued me and, never having
been blessed with any particular restraint, I followed the advice of a
tongue-in-cheek wit who said, "When tempted, yield; it saves time." I
yielded.

As every aerial shooting plinker has found, results at first were any
thing but gratifying. After a week of seemingly useless folly, I got my
dander up and swore an oath that I would one day become good enough
to shatter half-inch flying targets. I ordered a couple of cases of .22's
from the DeM, a Smith and Wesson K-22 with McGivern 1/10 inch
sights, and sent off an order to Walter Roper for his then famous made
to-order hand grips. Then, with the latest handgun shooting equipment

Invasion? No, but don't overlook Junior's toy-box in your search
for targets (right). A partner willing to learn the all-important
art of throwing targets will smooth your path to aerial gun skill.
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Midget Mo-Skeet-O clays from self-operated trap are
severe but not impossible test of gunner's skill, as proved
by photo sequence of aim (above) and hit (below).

available to members of the lodge, I set out to become
an aerial artist with a revolver.

Why a revolver and not an automatic pistol? Simply
because a revolver suited my particular needs and wants
for all-around shooting better than the autoloader. The
latter is unquestionably better for target work in my estima
tion and possibly for aerial work; but for top speed in the
field of fast draw, to which I had also become addicted and
wasn't about to give up, the auto is outclassed.

Why not two guns, one for fast draw and one for tar
gets? For several reasons: A pistol sometimes doesn't func
tion any too well when choked with field dust, oat and corn
chaff, and the et cetera found in the line of duty in general
farm work. Too, I subscribed to the idea that a one-gun
man is a good gunman. Any person can, I think, through
constant one-gun handling, become so familiar with its
grips, balance, sights, and trigger pull that sure hits are
as easy as feeding the face without a mirror.

Shooting at miscellaneous debris of various sizes wasn't
paying off, so I started over on gallon cans, something that
could be tagged with some degree of regularity. If you
can't stand this kind of humility, do as I did; go find an
isolated spot away from prying eyes and the usual un
complimentary remarks. You'll find, too, that it is com
paratively easy to ring up solid hits, that it helps salve the
ego, and is a great self-confidence builder.

When regular hits became monotonous on these fat tar
gets, I acquired an abundant supply of quart-size ones and
was surprised how easily they were to hit. In less than a
week, these gave way to much smaller baby-food cans.

Troubles set in the moment I tangled with these. Up to
th:·s point, little attention was given to tossing the cans.
Some didn't go high enough, some flew out, others went to
the side or directly overhead. Apparently it's a common
fault of the aspiring aerial plinker, for I have watched the
same thing happen to others.

Heaving targets into the wild blue yonder with wild
abandon just won't work. Not at the start, at least. Besides,
it's a highly discouraging procedure. Undoubtedly it is
why many shooters give up aerial work after shooting only
a few boxes of ammo.

Think! Trap shooters never have helter-skelter targets to
shoot at. True, they never know the angle at which a bird
may fly, but there is a definite pattern of flight. They vary
but little in height, and seldom exceed more 'than 45
degrees to left or right. The shooter's position is that in
which he may easily cover a bird regardless of the throw.

Or take it a step farther. Remember the time you wit
nessed an exhibition shooter going through his bag of
tricks? Did he have his targets tossed all over the land
scape? Not much. Why should you attempt targets more
difficult to hit than the experts try?

I learned to throw my targets carefully, trying to have
them complete their upward arc about twenty feet above
ground and some ten feet to the immediate front of my
gun. Scores picked up considerably, for I had eliminated
the need of shifting my gun to right or left. All that was
needed now was to follow the target straight up or straight
down, depending upon how long it took to pick up the
sights and get them on the target.

Targets two or three inches in diameter are well within
the realm of every handgunner with only a minimum
amount of ammunition, if the targets are tossed to rise and
fall in a regular pattern. Flying targets of these dimensions
drilled with regularity make (Continued on page 46)
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EARLIEST OF ITS KIND IN AMERICA.

By JOHN W. BOYLE

Display cabinets on shot tower office held samrles of drop, chilled, mold
shot including buck sizes. U.S. purchase of al large shot gave firm its
beginning, but Sparks' Quaker partner backed out during the War of 1812.

19

Same idea of dropping melted lead to form in
balls is used at Western Cartridge, East Alton,
III. today. Philly tower, now playground, was
once model for Coast Guard lighthouses.

1807-1961

PHILADELPHIA SHOT TOWER DEFIES AGE
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SHOT
TOWER

O E OF THE FEW remaining shot
towers in the United States is the

first one built in this country. It stands
in the city of Philadelphia, at 131 Car
penter Street (South Philadelphia, be
tween Front and Second Streets).

In 1807, John B. Bishop and Thomas
Sparks, who were in business as plumb
ers, suggest&iJ. the building of a shot
tower. The idea took hold, and when
the United States Government agreed
to contract to take the entire supply of
heavy shot, the idea was developed and
financed. The corner stone was laid on
July 4th, 1808, and a year later the
tower was completed. It was con
structed from data obtained from an
English shot maker. The tower, circu
lar in form, arose to a height of 142
feet. It was 30 feet in diameter at its
base and 15 feet in diameter at its top.
The tower was so perfectly built that,
from. its measurements, the United
States Light House Board have con
structed many light houses in this
country along the Atlantic Coast. It is
interesting to note that not a brick has
fallen or needed replacing to this date.

The firm was known as Bishop and
Sparks from the year 1808 until 1812.
Bishop, who (Continued on page 61)



By JAMES E. SERVEN

A' GUN COLLECTOR in eastern Oregon recently admit
ted to his home a stranger who introduced himself as

"a fellow collector, just passing through; thought we
might have interests in common. I'm just a beginner, but
I've picked up a few things; thought you might like to
see them."

A heavily laden bag of pistols was soon dragged in and
its contents spread. The Oregon mall ~. a heavy cap
and ball six; lIno with a nine i . ed it
up. "A Wal\¢r II r scarce pi esh,
bpt,;l4~in't mar ,0 it," said the ange~ ght
tJ"ade it for a :£ of these old flintlocks." He porn ed to
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Thuer cartridge ring is back plate to cylinder,
contains firing and shell ejecting parts. Fake
"conversions" from Mexico have plagued experts;

Most famous of all Colt fakes are Walkers
made by welding up Dragoon barrel (top)
on which bullet cut, lever tip reveal change.

CSA pistols are field for fakes.
Dance Texas gun can be made by
flatting breech of common Colt.

Most common pocket '49 Colt
is often altered by removing its
loading lever and welding to re
semble "Baby Dragoon" (top),
"Wells Fargo" rare variations.

HERE ARE SOME TIPS FROM THE TOP THAT COULD SAVE YOU FROM

BEING TAKEN BY SELLERS OF PHONY FIREARMS FORGERIES

several North-Berlin martial pistols; a rather good choic~

for a novice.
Luckily, the Oregon man was wary. He made careful

notes of the markings and other features of the "Walker,"
told the stranger he would think it over. When the Oregon
man gave me the precise information, I chanced to know
the source of supply and modus operandi of this gun
trader. The pistol was an artificially aged, improperly
marked, modern copy of the rare Whitneyville Walker Colt.
Unluckily, not all buyers were as wary as my friend in
Oregon. Several of these bogus Walkers were unloaded
on eager buyers. A young Korean War veteran in New
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Mexjco paid $1,500 for a Walker as phony as a three
dollar bill. So far as I know, this gun trader is still at
large. He, or others like him, may be headed your way.

Imitations, replicas, rebuilds, and all stages of restora
tions are an old story to collectors of antiques of all kinds.
Phony antique furniture, forgeries of paintings and othel
art objects, are often reported. There has always been, also,
some skullduggery in the sale of antique arms; but the rise
of values of antique guns in recent years has attracted more
and more dishonest artisans and salesmen whose policy is
caveat emptor-let the buyer beware.

United States flintlock (Continued on page 38)
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Heart shot with .338 Win. Magnum this big bull
caribou still did not drop; was dead on i.ts feet.

Beyond those hills there are no gun shops. Be sure
your rifle-load combination has adequate power.

Author confesses to bad hits to illustrate
relying on too-small calibers. Sportsmanship
hunter have thorough knowledge of calibers
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T HE OLD SAW that "any animal can be taken
with any caliber if you hit him right" is prob

ably true, but-it's a big "if." Many species, in
cluding several kinds of North American game,
because of sheer poundage and toughness, need
an extra measure of power behind the bullet if
they are to be taken cleanly and consistently. This
is.definitely true of elk, grizzly, brown, and polar
bears, Rocky Mountain goats, trophy moose, and
big bull caribou.

True, all of these species have been taken with
medium-powered loads, sometimes with clean kills.
But weighing heavily against the clean kills are
the ones that "got away," the ones that had to be

THE MAXIMUM IN

SPORTSMANSHIP. NOT

THE MINIMUM IN

CALIBER. IS YOUR

CRITERION IN CHOICE OF

BIG GAME LOADS

By CLYDE ORMOND
Top stopping power is needed for game of great vitality.
like grizzly shot with .300 by author's pal John Phillips.

(or should have been) followed up and dispatched,
and the ones that weren't followed and died some
where in hiding because the hunter thought, "He
didn't act hit; I must've missed."

Too many hunters approach the problem of
taking really big big game from the wrong end. It
isn't just a question of how much the beast weighs
and what is the minimum power necessary to kill
an animal of that weight; the fundamental ques
tion is, "What will a certain cartridge do under
the actual conditions in which it will be used?"
This means the hunting condition-and the hunter.

Let's approach the problem from field experi-
ence. (Continued on page 36)

Among best for big ones in C.Oo's
experience are .300 H & H, .338
with 200-250 gr. bullets, .375.
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Among first big game hammered down by .338 Winchester cartridge in devel
oping new cartridge was this handsome Canadian moose. Extensive field testing
has helped armsmakers improve old calibers and design effective new loads, guns.
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Luxury engraved but machined to ,tool
room standards, M21 is hand-finished.

Royal grade of gun, Model 21, is liked by man of ,the
people, "Ike" Eisenhower. Five stars denote war rank.
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By WI LLiAM B. EDWARDS

BUilT FOR BEAUTY. TESTED FOR GUTS.

WINCHESTER·S lOVELY M 21 VIES FOR

TOP PLACE AMONG WORlD·S FINEST

Who
Makes a
Better Double?



ARE AMERICAN GUNS as good as European guns?
1\.. According to the craftsmen who still hand-make the
last quality double gun to be produced in America, the
answer to the challenge is a resounding "Yes!" From mas
ter engraver John Kusmit, who puts the last touches to a
gold head of King Buck, famed Labrador retriever, on the
trigger guard, to a host of unsung metalsmithing heroes in
the huge Winchester plant in New Haven, the great Model
21 "Grand American" is the expression of workmen of
every grade of skill who possess one significant trait in
common: each is his own inspector.

This is an important clue to a unique gunmaking ac
complishment in the mass-production factory once known
the world over as Winchester Repeating Arms Company,
and now distinguished as the Winchester-Western Division
of the Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation. Here, in what
is really a shop within a shop, the Model 21 double-light,
facile, elegant, durable, and expensive-is put together.
Its listing as a standard factory model is discontinued: you
cannot now buy a "plain" Model 21; can only obtain one
on special order. Tabs on the crisply finished latest issue of
21s begin about $1000 (the Custom), to $2500. (Pigeon
grade) , to the top of $3500 for the Grand American model.
All grades are made in 12, 16, and 20 gauges; 26, 28, and
3D-inch tubes, and chokes of Skeet No.1, Skeet No.2, im
proved, modified, improved-modified, and full. The 12
gauge guns can also be fitted with 32-inch barrels, and all
grades have a gold plated trigger and traditional gold oval
name plate on the toe of the stock. Chambers up to 3" are
optional on Pigeon and Grand American guns.

The grades differ in finishing details. The Custom is
scroll engraved with matted rib. The Pigeon Grade has a
heavily gold plated, engraved pistol grip cap, and ornate
engraving with specially carved stock of finest-figured
walnut. On the Grand model, engraving goes wild: care
ful scroll with animal figures in gold. Also, each Grand
has two sets of barrels, with a fitted trunk case. The stocks
of all Model 21s today are custom made only. At select
stores in the U. S. are gun fitters to take your measure
ments for the Winchester Model 21.

The finish and fit of a custom Model 21 will be accept
able to the most discerning gunner, but the surface is only
a part of the story. At half the cost of a new automobile,
the American Model 21 is one of the cheapest shotguns in
the market. Durability and quality retained for a lifetime
are not commodities lightly bartered. For the sportsman
who is wedded to the classic double, Winchester's gun
craftsmen can supply an arm without peer.

Inside the Model 21, the fact of handwork needs some
explaining. This last surviving of America's great doubles
-and still going strong- (Continued on page 55)
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Flame breaks string, releases spring to trip gun
trigger on Model 21 wired to recoil-indicating rig
at Winchester lab. Gun swings, measuring kick.

Proof test unexcelled by any gun in world was done
using Model 21. Each barrel was fired 1,000 times
to stress gun to maximum but no change in original
dimensions coul~ be measured. Proof stamp (left) on
each Model 12 of course is for standard test only.
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Schuetzenkoenig gets to wear medals
made by preceeding shoot winners.

LOOK IN YOUR
OWN BACK YARD
By DICK MILLER

DESIRE. A LITTLE INGENUITY. AND WORK
Avon Rifle Club members include all
around shots, scattergun and big bore.

CAN SOLVE THE PROBLEMS THAT FACE EVERY INFANT GUN CLUB

Now-flourishing club in Skokie Valley has' weathered hard times; kept' interest high by tough and challeng
ing matches. Using 20X scope on .22 at 50 feet tests shooter's nerve by exaggerating pulse twitch.
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At Lincolnwood, ilL, government range made avai'lable to DCM-enrolled club, the
Avon Rifle Club lines up to fire handguns as well as smallbore courses weekly.

EVERY GUN CLUB in existence today has experi
enced some trials and tribulations in its efforts to

establish itself as a going concern. Most of the problems
a new club faces are similar, if not identical to the prob
lems faced by all clubs. They are not insoluble problems;
the difference is that one group finds a solution, the other
doesn't. Typical are the problems of finding a place to
shoot, of getting 'members, of maintaining member in
terest. These are not insoluble problems, and the story
that follows could supply the spark or the idea needed
to make your club effort successful. This is the story of
the Avon Rifle Club.

It all started back in 1932, when a group of friends,
interested il} shooting, set out to find ways and means
whereby they could get together, shoot together, and
enjoy the good-fellowship that is so much a part of the
shooting sports. They thought of the age-old German
"schuetzenfest" as a pattern of what they sought. The
first medal offered was home-crafted out of scrap met<ll.
With it went the responsibility that the winner must,
during the year, make another medal to be put up as a
prize for the next shoot. Shoots were held once or twice
a year, with competition for originality and artistic effect
in the making of the medals running a close second to'
the competition for high score in the match itself. Each
year, the group grew, and each year a new medal added
to the club's tradition.

One member of this family-friend group, employed as
an employee-recreation executive with Avon, a large
cosmetic firm in Morton Grove, Illinois, took it upon
himself to find a larger and better place to shoot, and to
find possible new members in his own company. Twenty
five people expressed interest in the idea, and Avon's
Rifle Club was born in April 1958, at a meeting which
featured the showing of a Sportsmen's Service Bureau
film. The core of the club consisted of Avon employees,
50 percent of which were women. This was a case of
employees producing face powder in the day time and
doing a bang up job of burning (Continued on page 61)
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Palm rest hook butt American rifles reflect original
"schuetzenfest" idea that caused club to be founded.

Once yearly a President's Match is held. Individ~~1
honors may earn the coveted President's gold medal.



Nate-Bishop-stocked .458 chopped to 22" is
same overall length as Keith's favorite .476
Westley Richards. Light M70 kicks like wild
mule but comb plus pad make it a one-hole
grouper at 100 yards, "if you can hold it."

28

Years ago, as shown by old picture of Keith
shooting .375 Model 70 custom-stocked, Elmer
preached virtues of up-slanting comb in kick.
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RELAX AND
EN,",OVIT

By ELMER KEITH

KICK IS REAL. BUT FLINCHING FROM IT IS LARGELY CAUSED BY MENTAL

AND MUSCULAR TENSION. CURABLE BY PROPER STOCKS AND PROPER HOLD

time
to my desl
now most cu
companies as w
stock on their n'

An eight p and given to me for
Xmas of 192\ ," y James V. Ho ith a stock of my
good friend Col. Townsend W design, was what
led me to the design of my M 0 comb rifle stock.
Ten shots prone with that rifle, .' 350 grain slug and
63 grains of 17% powder, would give me a gun headache,
and I set out to see what could be (Continued on page 42)
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FEAR OF RECOIL is the bJii~~~ii
Anticipation of the re9,9j " ,

physical effect itself. Jib'-iil'-\l,I'~~
inclination to duck
Fear of recoil is the ca
and flinching is fatal to
shoulder .,a@):n. Let
come this'. \'. L.a_~

The lar- ,
actually be a
why many sma 1--
rifles of heavy rli
heavy, powerful (
shoulder moves ba '.
heavy massive shoulder: bLf1f~'~~,:s i, el g'more
resistant to the inertia of the moving gun stock, naturally
absorbs more of the blow.

Facial recoil is much worse than shoulder recoil" and
is more conducive to flinching. Let us analyze the actual
effects of recoil, so that we may work out a cure, both for
the physical discomfort caused, and also for the fear that
is worse than the fact.

Facial recoil is more apt to cause flinching than shoulder
recoil. A shotgun or rifle, when fired, starts to move to
the rear from recoil. Then, if the center of the butt plate
is very far below the plane of the barrels, the barrels



HUNTED IN BLACK DARK ON JAGGED WOODED MOUNTAIN

SLOPES. THE AUERHAHN IS WORLD·S RAREST FEATHERED TROPHY-

t:b~ Cotk of tb~ Rips
By MSgt. ROBERT J. WOOLVERTON

I F YOU HAVE EVER aspired to the truly bizarre in
hunting, try conquering an Alp at night in search of

that feathered legend, the Auerhahn, or Capercailzie.
The largest of grouse, and probably the oldest (known

over 12,000 years ago), this almost extinct mountain cock
is one of the highest ranking trophies in Germany, so
valued that it is listed ;IS Big Game along with the
equally famous chamois, .itpd tougher to collect than a
royal stag. Seldom seen, much less heard, except during
the mating season in April and May, and then swathed
in swirling mist and inky blackness atop some high and
windswept Alpine promontory, he challenges any man
with guts enough to stalk him at night in the Ui-wald-

30

any man willing to settle for the stingiest bag limit in
birdland.

Rarer than the ermine petaled "Edelweiss," the un
written law allows only one per a hunter's lifetime, and
you defy death collecting this one. Not only do you hunt
him at odd hours, but to further satisfy ancient custom, you
stalk him like a wary kudu, leap from one Alpine peak to
another, and in the end discover you can't shoot him in
flight or on the ground. Furthermore, no dogs, beaters, or
artificial lights are permitted on this nocturnal safari. It is
strictly man versus bird-the nimble hunter pitted against
the watchful cock, his alert harem, the perilous terrain,
and the elements that act as the auerhahn's evil allies.
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When guide hears "hauptschlag" sound of auerhahn mating call, you
move out to stalk great bird. Shotguns taking maximum of No. 2s are
best: some jaegers refuse to guide you if No. 4s is your shot size.

Perched on a lichen-covered branch somewhere close to timber
line, elevation 1400 meters plus, you battle the elements all the
way. Sometimes it doesn't even pay to crawl out of bed, but this
realization never seems to come until you're halfway to your
trophy and the night is almost spent. Then it's too late to do
anything but curse your insanity. Either the damnable fog
drifts in to shroud the hangout of the serenading cock, or the
pelting rain drowns out all sound-the only thing that can guide
you to him. And if these two arch enemies don't sabotage your
plans, you've got that infernal wind to contend with. Singly,
or combined, they make a venture after this trophy cause for
getting him mounted for posterity.

A rare delight to the taxidermist, the auerhahn is a vision of
primitive elegance and might. Beautifully plumed, with a shimmer
ing green breast plate, a slate-grey head and neck, dark brown
wings, and jet-black tail and upperparts, he combines practically
every delightful shade natural to his forested domain. In con
formation, he looks like a startling cross (Continued on page 48)

With beak like eagle, tail like turkey, auerhahn may gross 14 pounds.
is typical engraving ornament to shotgun-rifle combo Ferlach firearms.



HERE IS CHEAP INSURANCE AGAINST THOSE MISSED

SHOTS THAT CAN SPOIL A BIG GAME HUNTING TRIP

AMISSED SHOT can ruin an
expensive, long-Iooked-forwarci-to

hunt, and many missed shots are the
direct result of .lack of practice with
the hunting rifle. Here is a means
by which you can practice with your
big game rifle in relatively settled
areas, even in your basement, at mini
mum cost. Load, your big bore empty
cases with pip-squeaks.

As basic equipment for all calibers
you will need primers, Bullseye pow
der, and a couple of pieces of facial
tissue. Special equipment would in
clude a bullet sizing die, a twelve-penny
nail with the tip cut off, and the proper
size buckshot. For the .30 calibers, I
use size 0 buckshot, miking .313 to
.319, and weighing about 49 grains.

Fancier gear is the Ideal tong tool,
plunger for round nose #308291,and
a .311 sizing die.

Take a fired case that fits the cham
ber, and punch out the spent primer
with an ice pick or ground down nail.

Seat the fresh primer, using a vise
as power and the cut off 12 penny
nail as a plunger against the bottom
of the case.

Bullseye is the hottest powder avail
able to the hand loader. In the .30-30,
2:lJ:l to 3 grains (weight) of this p~w
der will produce a good, accurate, cel
lar and small game load, with a killing
velocity of 800-1000 feet per second.

If you have no scale, a .22 rim fire
case holds about 2.6 gr. of this powder.

Place the sized buckshot in the neck
of the case. It should have a"friction
tight fit. If the fit is loose, take' a
single thickness of facial tissue and
cut it into two inch squares. Put one
square over the mouth of the case and
then seat the bullet. Tear away excess
tissue.

There is no need to worry if the shot
gets pushed back into the neck of the
case. But if the shot gets pushed back
into the body of the case, throw it
away or reclaim the components.

Treat these loads with respect, for
they are as deadly at close range as
·a .32 revolver bullet. With them, you
can now shoot that rabbit out' of the
cabbage patch or ventilate last week's
tin cans. Best of all, your can acquire
confidence in your ability to ~
use that big game rifle. ~

Ideal tong tool (top) is "fancy" in
this simple reloading plan. Nails
are deprime, reprime punches; about
2.6 grains of Bullseye, a .22 case
full, makes good load with power to
flatten bullets or kill small game.

I

By VERNON F. SCHULTZ
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Name .

City & State m ..m .. m m m ..

5000

Are yau a gun trader? Gun collector? Or are

you just plain interested in guns? If you are,

you'll profit from reading the bargain-filled

columns of SHOTGUN NEWS, now pub

lished twice each month. It's the leading

publication for the sale, purchase and trade

of firearms and accessories of all types.

SHOTGUN NEWS has aided thousands of

gun enthusiasts locate firearms, both mod

ern and antique - rifles, shotguns, pistols,

revolvers, scopes, mounts ..• all at money·

saving prices. The money you save on the

purchase of anyone of the more than 5,000
listings twice a month more than pays your

subscription cost. You can't afford to be

without this unique publication.

Free trial offer!
Money Back Guarantee.

As a special introductory offer, we'll send

you the next issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free

of charge with your one year subscription.

That means you get 25 big issues. What's

more, if you're not completely satisfied, just

tell us. We'll immediately refund your

money in full and you can keep the issues

you already have. Fair enough? You bet!

Fill in the coupon below and mail it today!

STOP fLINCHING-IMPROVE SCORING!
Acclaimed by champion shooters and recommended by
Ear Specialists as the best protection ogoinsl harmful
noise. lee Sonic EAR-VALYS let y·au hear everything
normally while they eliminate the harmful effects of
gun blast noise. A precision engineered, patented
mechanical hearing protector. NOT EAR PLUGS. Only
$3.95 a pro with money back guarantee. ORDER TODAY
or write for FREE Medical Proof cnd literature.

SIGMA ENGINEERING COMPANY
1608 Hillhurst ·Ave., Dept. K, l~s Angeles 27, Calif.

FIREARMS
BARGAINS

,----------------.
I THE SHOTGUN NEWS G-5
I Columbus, Nebraska

I Yes, send me the next issue of SHOTGUN

I
NEWS FREE and start my subscription for one
year. $2 enclosed-ta be refunded if I'm not

I completely satisfied.

I
I
I
II Address . .. mmm m m ___

I
I
~----------------_.

The shooting park is interesting to another
booming field of recreation, that of industrial
recreation. Don Neer, executive secretary of
the National Industrial Recreation Associa
tion, reports that many member companies
of NIRA have built and are building these
recreation areas. He reports tha t many other
industrial recreation directors are keeping
an eye out for the possibility of renting such
facilities for periodic employee recreation
programs. The same observation holds true
for recreation directors in some of our large
trade unions.

This column would not be complete with
out mentioning the commercial possibilities
of the shooting park which, while it does not
include all the other recreation areas, does
offer the complete course of shooting sports.

A pistol club operated solely as a pistol
club loses the rifleman and the shotgunner.
A rifle club fails to attract the handgunner
and the clay target fan. A skeet and/or trap
club without other facilities does not pull
into the fold the rifle and handgun buff. And,
the trap and/or skeet club which does not
offer such novelty games as duck tower,
quail walk, rabbit run, pigeon ring, MoSkeet,
etc., loses the sizable number of shotgun
fans who, while they are not bugged by
formal trap and skeet, get a big bang from
the novelty games.

Put these all together and you have a
shooting park inherent with great commer·
cial potential for the operator, and a great
potential for building the ranks of all shoot
ing sports.

Give these observations a think. Look
around you, especially in the urban areas,
and you'll see some great possibilities for
shooting parks, either with or without addi
tional recreational facilities. It all adds up
more shooting, and we'll all be better off
with more shooters and more shooting. More
shooters make for more and better facilities,
and more and better facilities mean better
shooting.

000

A recent column by the great trapshooter
Vic Reinders in "Trap & Field" raises a
point which is worthy of passing on.

Vic describes in some deta'il the almost
superhuman task performed by such organi
zations as the Amateur Trapshooting Asso
ciation (ATA) and National Skeet Shooting
Association (NSSA) in keeping records on
the performance of the .nation's shooters. He
points out that, without these records, tour
nament competition would be next to i~

possible, and at best, a horrible headache
for the local club.

When a group of local shooters square off
for a match, most shooters' abilities are
known, and some sort of equitable handi

(Continued on page 45)

SHOOTING PARKS are springing up
across the nation as an effective answer

for the total family recreation needs of our
space-age people. A host of authorities in
II wide range of fields agree that recreation,
especially family recreation, no longer can
he regarded as a luxury, or even an optional
facet of living, but is now a very real ne
cessity.

Shooting parks make a significant contri
bution to meeting the recreational necessities
of our time. This is not t.o say that gun
clubs, as they are now operated, do not
themselves make an important contribution
to the recreation needs of millions of citi
zens, American and global. But the concept
of the gun club and the shooting park is
different.

Most gun clubs offer members and guests
recreation in the specialized field of shooting.
Certainly many forward-thinking gun clubs
offer varying degrees of· entertainment and
recreation for members and their families.
These clubs recognize that it's easier to get
and keep Dad as an active member if his
shooting activities don't orphan his family.

But we cannot escape the conclusion that
the principal business of a gun club is
shooting. All other recreation and entertain
ment is incidental to the central theme. And
only a small percentage of existing gun clubs
are operated principally as commercial ven
tures. In most cases, the gun club exists
to provide shooting at a fair cost to mem
bers, and not to amass a profit.

The newest concept of the shooting park
markets recreation, including shooting, as
a commercial venture. When Mom, Dad, and
the moppets enter the front gate of the
shooting park, circa 1961, they can picnic
in the park, and find recreation in season,
including tennis, badminton, golf driving
ranges, batting cages, ball diamonds, basket
ball, trampoline, ice rinks, and even ski runs,
to name only a few possibilities, along with
the complete shooting picture.

Since this column is more directly con
cerned with the clay target sports of trap
aud skeet, we are interested in the shooting
park as a means to bring the sh'ooting sports
to more people. All trap and skeet addicts
kuow that giving someone a taste of these
great games is the surest way to lead them
into the fold. But, how do you get 'em out
to the gun club so that they can have that
taste?

In the shooting park, they will be exposed
to all the shooting sports as one more means
of recreation. And the operator of the shoot
ing park has recreation to offer twelve
months of the year. While many gun clubs
are year·round operations, it remains that
the most active seasons are the warmer
months.
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Ye Old Hunter Is all heart!
Y. Old lIunl" iUulJtrat.. all wl!apon. b. adual ""re·
fl'/Wrluf' f)1,otoor(fpM .0 WOK can _Be how the'll REALLY lookl

*
*

AMERICA'S GREATEST SHOO
NOW! FABULOUS PERSIAN Sun L
At last! At last! The most sought after shootable, collecterable, finest Mauser of them all ••. the i~credibly rore
SUN LION Mausers. Manufactured during the truly great arms production era of the 20's and 30's, these ma'
exclusive deal with the Shah after all competitors failed to pass the Purity of Blood and Best of Breed tests.
machined (no cheap stampings) gems before this word gets out! (See Page 42, February GUNS, where these were

AD!-

@r
1917 .45
ACP REVO

World's Greatest Pist*ORDER FROM THIS

SMITH & .ll!!!!e;;iiI
WESSON 
.38 SPECIALS!

ONLY

Thc most popular brush JtUn on the $229market today! Think of it, the per·
feet short riflc With a 171/2 inch le~1 barrel. Good
condition-a few select ones only $4.00 additional.

BRNO VZ24 MAUSERS!

ONLY
Ask anyone who owns one! The finest $199workmanship ever seen on a mllttary .

rlne, Without qualification. And on a Mauser to hoot. .
Very good to excellent-with a few choice ones only
$4.00 more. Make this your number. one. choice.

A supreme, supreml, Ilallo ONLY
supremo if there ever was $ 9
one. \Vhy pay tWice the price 14for le~s elsewhel c" Ye Old Hunter selected goood or better

~~~Z~~~n:r~On;~I~gs~~~~~~~.~ly~~n6:~e~n~~~abn~}o;'~ldl\~i~
low price collap~es completely. Save before l1"S too late!

~ Your choice of the famous BRNO VZ24 With ONLY
Ut~cbe°:~flPu~~ B:~~ '}:~JIKNors~seLv.;bVJ$299crest. The Mauser 98 Without a peer as an~' real JnInsmtth

will confirm. 1FOoth. with unequaled machinin~ and in
totally Iirood or tter condition, with barrels in even better
condition. You' I never a~in find these available like this. .

GERMAN-MADE ARGENTINE MAUSERSI

.~ G33/50 SWEDISH' MAUSER CARBI~E!

Cal.6.5MM

Cal. 6.5 Italian

.. Ii ...... ! i .. eM ".Ie., i"iN iN iOi! i" ii" i I! I! , .. ii Ii iii" i .... i i! C", 0100 ...... ,. .. 11

""'I"'I'I'I,I"'SPANI'S'HI,IYIGR'f'(AR'BINES'j"I"'lji,I,'.. ,,,,,
Cal. 44-40

, .. ",., I,. ,III, IITALIANI
' (ARCANe' 'cARBINES'! r1' I, I, ......."

ONLY

$2295!

REGISTERED DEAI_F:RS: Write on your
official letterhead for new sensational discount
lists. CAXAI>IAX RUYEUS: Write direct to
OUf Canadian Distributor,~ P. O. Box 628.
Peterboro. Ontario. Add 200/0 to above prices
when m·del·ing and SA VE. Imn1ediate service.

M95 (55) SHORT RIFLE!

M95 (A) MAUSER RIFLE!

M95 (55) MAUSER RIFLE!

M95 (55) MAUSER CARBINE!

\..y The perfect litlle Mauser Carbine co.m-
C1~.;~1 ':~~h i; a~~rj~~eIY1:~'o;:~e~~~

condition. All the same desirnble features of the larger

~o~~~ ~~Jit~~na~\'~\'i~~dh~~tin';~i~llf~~gjeV:r~~~~ ~~~
beautiful Chilean crest on the receiver rin~ fof' full aes·

thetic fascination. Original slings .50, NEW bayonets $1.95.

PERSIAN M98 MAUSER RIFLE!

ONLY
Back from the Middle East-a coveted Mauser $2495'treasure to send collector and shooter alike
into paroxysms of delight. A true Model 98

Mauser. With all milled Rarts and in perfect shootin~ Sha~

~~~lu~~~~ ¥{;e~i~~ ~~~~ ~~~S\~NY~~U~;~~t~:~t~Y~re~tY •
of BMM ammunition in stock for only $6.00 per 100 ros.

The same rlOe as the M95 leader in the
itrrS~eNi~t~\~'itO~hy h~~li~l~od.f~eh~kt~e A:,j~

Mauser in stock without the special THrUD lockin~ lug, but
Who rcally cares about this EXTRA third lug anyway. Special
for you Who insist only on the fine conventional M95 With

nil the weat conventional features nnd In ~ood or better condition.
Used leather slings .50 and NEW Bayonets with Scabbards only $1.95.

Read the above Introduction to convince
yourself that these German made Mausers
are the answer to your Wildest desires, and

~~d~~et~~eth~~thC~~f:t~alhri~i~'hlt~~f~:;t~td3c~r 3Ei-~~J
only $24.95! Grade II, ~ood or better and in perfect shooting
sha.pe only 822.95! 7MM (M.e.) ammo only $6.00 per 100.

Used military slings .50. NEW Bayonets only $1.95 complete with scabbard.

The finest selection of the famed German made SS (Super Strength) .Model 95
ever available! Paul Mauser's most expensive masterpiece-the SPECIAL
SS (Super Strength) model with the THIRD locking lug behind the bolt. Also
a special bolt guide rail to REINFORCE the receiver wall and make this
the world's smoothest-not to mention a special SPORTER follower. ALL
matching numbers, ALL milled parts, NEW bayonets, AND the four models
below to choose from-ALL in the popular 7JVIM caliber! Better order today!

FAMED GERMAN MADE CHILEAN M95 MAUSERSH

~ INCREDIBLE AMMO BARGAINS ~ (TA~;~ L~~~~~(~~~
Minimum order (except Soft Point) 100 rounds. All prices below (except Soft Point> per 100 rounds. A rare opportunity to stock
ShiplJed RR. EXPRESS. SHIPPING CHARGES COLLECT. Sensational New Prices! Save, save, save! up for life in your favorite

NEW REDUCED PRICES cartridge for practieally
PISTOL .30·06 U.S. M2 BALL (Non·Corrosive). $ 6.00 nothing. Order today while
7.63 MAUSER (PISTOL) (M.C.) $5.00 .30-06 BLANKS $ 4.00 the supply still lasts!
7.65 MANNLICHER PISTOL (M.C.) 54.00 .30.4~:IRf;H (~i(UTARy·_· ·· ·.. · ·· 15.og 1 CASE-7.6S MANNLlCHER
9MM LUGER (PARABELLUM) (M.C.) 54.00 :m BRlilSH BLANKS ....::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::$ ~:go PISTOL AMMO
9MM LUGER (NEW. NON·CORROSIVE) $6.00 S d ) 0 I $20001 Just received The
9MM STEYR PISTOL (M.C.) $4.00 8MM GERMAN MAU ER ISSUE (M.C.) $ 6.00 (1,000~y. bargain of ourtlme.
45 (ACP) COLT AUTOMATIC (M.C.) 55.00 :~5~ kE,.~n~~ig~ER ::::::.:::::::J ~:gg CASE-9MM STEYR .38 Cal. Smith & World-fam
RIFLE .42 COLT BERDAN RIFLE (M.C.)· $IO.OO PISTOL AMMO f'iss0'I:t Mil/tary & M.?917.4~..
6.5MM JAP (M.C.) $6.00 .43 (IIMM) REMINGTON (M.C.)· $ 5.00 (1,000 rds.) Only $20.001 cg~~\e;;J' ~o"rth'~e~Opular .38 Spe- ~~ \'~~~ier'
6.5MM ITALIAN IN CLIPS (M.C.)· 55.00 SOFT POINT CASE-7MM MAUSER cial Caliber. Also completely re- Some excel

~~r I~:~~~R ,~MAlps ..·iMj~j· ..::::::.::..:::.Jtgg ~:g ~~f~I~~F~O~~1~~1~2~ ~:~.{~~:>.:::::::jUg "PULLIN" AMMO ~~~~S;:,~ $~~.~5 re'll~:~ tt~d r.:'~l;':n~ ~alf~;;'~~n
7.62x39M M RUSSIAN SHORT (M.C.) 7.62 RUSSIAN SOFT POINT (45 rds.) $ 6.65 (1,000 rd•.) Only $10.001 order today! Unbelieveable but true! ammunitio

(20 rds.) -........... nmn..h S4.95 7.65 MAUSER SOFT POINT (20 rds.) $ 3.45 ~ro~ee ~~~~~~~t dJM~ie b:::~~~ •• ~_

7.62 RUSSIAN (M.C.) ........... ..S6.00 (Those lew with asterisk (*) above are par- Those with-out cracked necks .' j7.65MM (.30) MAUSER (M.C.) ..S6.00 con,';'u'e the bo".. of the

~:30;M~1~C:A:R~B:IN~E:;(N:o:n:.:c:or:rO:S:iv~e:):.:~~~$~5.~0~0~"~'a~l/:y~S;h:o:o:ta:b:':e~b:u:t~f:U:I/:Y::C:o:m:p:o:n:e:n:ta:b:':e:.)::c:e>:'i:"':Y:'):::;-~;;:;:;..~H~U;.:N~T~E;R~S;,:LODGE-MEMBER of the ntl
->~i~"es "::~~R f~~~ii~ibles:~c~i:d AlL ~~~~c~~~
WORLD'S BIGGEST ARMS HOUSE. Volues that
SPEAK for THEMSELVES! Selections for EVERYONE
--shooter, hunter, collector, decorator, hobbyist-
Give-owo s YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO BUY!



ONLY
~995!

Complete!

S995!

ONLY
S7995!

ONLY

In the heart of the Golden State

TERNI MODEL 91 !

MODEL 95 CARBINE!

M 1916 MANNLlCHERS!

Stupendous! The 1960 Olympic Bi
athlon Masterpiece-the rifle that

won fivA out of the first six places during'
the Winter Olympics at Squaw Valley. Fair

togoodcondition. A few select ones at only $;;.00 more.

These rines you see advertised else
Where at exorbitant prices under dlf-

~ireth~sn:tml~~t~~h-~~~cim~~n~tm~e·~afta~:a:~ra;:fc~~

RUSSIAN MODEL 91 !

Back for the last time. One of the orig'.
tnal. fast, straight pull designs that was

the "atomic" weapon of its day. A unique design that
will keep you incessantly enRl"ossed.! Totaily fair shape.

First time on the U.S. market. A col
lector's de1i~ht at a cost less than the

Stfrr~~~d~tin~a:~:ic:~~J~u~al~e~~fl~t~~rn~flr~':tch~o~~~f~~~i~~:

ITALIAN 70VV SNIPER RIFLES!
Cal. 6.5 Italian

AUSTRIAN MODEL 88/90!
Cal. 8x50 Austrian

Cal.8x50

IMPORTANT SALES INFORMATION - I>LEASE READ CAREFULLY: All eun, and ammo ,hlpllOdl
RAILWAY EXPRESS OR TRUCK (Shipping Charges ColleCt) from Alexandria. Va. or Culver City. California.
(California residents include 4 % State Sales Tax on Cuh·er City shipments.) Send check or Money Order_
DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry no COD's. "Money's Worth or :Money Back" guarantee when goods are returl)ed
prepaid within two days after receipt. Ye Old Hunter will nol answer ascrinllnoneotls lellers. Send them elR
where. Sales limited to continental United States! SpeciaJ sale prices. above. are good for this month (Apr.) o."!

ONLY
S1295!

Brand new German man·
ufactured 4" 9Ml\I Luger
Barrels, threaded, finish
chambered and blu(>(i and

~~~r o~~~: ONLY
tunlty to $9951make new
your favor·
fte Lu~er! •

NRA CONVENTIONEERS! !
Make your Convention trip complete and TOTALLY
profitable this year by visiting Ye Old Hunter EAST
or WEST! The Convention would only be miles out
of your way regardless of WHERE you live or WHAT
route you take-so take your FAVORITE route and
load up (without a cent of freight) with today's SALE
bargains and SAVE enough for even next year's trip!

The best dollar for dollar value ever. The
famed British Royal Enfield at an absolute

Rive·away price. Order now before these are Rone
forever. Fair to good condition. Bayonets only $1.75.

Select shipment of
improved .38 V{eb
leys. 'l.' h e s e have
both the single and
double action de
sign and shoot the standard .38
S&W. Only $3.00 additional for one
in NRA Excellent condition. An
amazing low price for top value!

Cal••38
WEBLEY &
SCOTT REVOLVER!

The pride of the British Empire - in
use as latc as Korea. A selected lot
held until now to prevent you being

victimized b)' run·away inflation. In Rood. condition al

~~:e~o~~o~~bf;d~:ts~n~~w$r~~t~;~rJ'nf~~~lrh ~til~?

ONLY

S2
°9NL9Y5' "are, original. The "",ate.t ot them an accordIn" to S5995 'All milled Harts-fresh from ~overnmentcases. m3ny experts. V.G. to EJc:. A few near mint only $10.00

All G •• v.n. or better. A few Excellent only additional. Now available-bargain .30-06 non-corrosive ammo $6.00 per 100. •

$5.00 additional. N~w Leather Slin~s $1.9S-used .50. • '.IIIIIIIIIIII ~ .::.;:.• .::.IJGenuine M 191'1 Bayonets only $1.75. Order yours today. I
1.1 ••••• lililiI.IiI.·I •• ,lu,Ii ••••• uilll ii .liluu.II •• 'u' lu ili'.... COLLECTORS CORNER!* SPECIAL INCENTIVE SALE! *

(Good April!96! Only)
An)' two rifles listed below ONLY $18.9G
An)' three rifles listed below , •••....•••••••.....••.•.. ONLY 527.35
An)' four rifles listed below ONLY 535.31)
Any five rifles listed below ONLY 543.25
All six rifles listed below ONLY 551.20
Order ALL SIX of rhese delightful specimens depicted below or less rhan whar other.

have charged for any TWO models!

PERSIAN MAUSER 98 CARBINES!

U. S. ARMY MODEL 1917!

ROYAL ENFIELD No.1, Mk III!

WHAT A FI1\L>! The ultimate. ultimate,
_ ultimate Mauser 98 Carbine at an un·

precedented low price. The stron~st. yet trimmest
carbine ever availa forerunner of VZ/33 and

almost identical to the famed G3 40 Mauser. In top shooting-

~'b~(tr8~ bnR~g~a~~ ~8tier;,~r~ ~l1f~l~\fA~WN~~:~tt~
DITION With ORIGI1\"'AL FACTOK~ TAR NLY $15.00 ADDITION-
AL. An offer that never has, or ever will be matched to say the least!

Cal••303

Cal••30-06

ONLY
The trimmest, fastest-han- S2495 'dJinJl: mllitary rifle ever de-

veloped. An "already" sporter rlg-ht
down to the rubber recoil pad. A

must in any league. Yours In fair to good condition. •

Cal••303

ROYAL ENFIELD JUNGLE CARBINES!

* LUGER OWNERS!!

ENO PERMIT IF YOUR STATE OR CITY REQUIRES

i!I.I!! •• ! i,l! I! I! i.l! I. I! il" i! i!"I! i. i. I .I.I.I! II (".I,I,I! i!'!'! ,!,! I. i! i. i! i!'.I, I. I! I! i!!

ROYAL ENFIELD No.4 SERVICE RIFLES!
Cal••303

CUSTOM ROYAL ENFIELD M60 SPORTERS!
Cal••303

YERS!
s Colt ONLY

CP Re- $24.95 I
y good
onditlon only $24.95.
nt only $5.00 addition
ay more elsewhere?)
clips .10 ea. .45 ACP
only $;.00 per 100 rds.

Is! • World's Lowest Prices!

nlil now-ALWAYS sold for $100.00 and UP) PERSIAN
ficenl Mousers were secured by Ye Old Hunter in an

\
,y 99,849 in stock, so load up now with these totally
d as high as $263.33.) Some NEW with original target!

!

)0 98 MAUSERSI
R'S BARGAINS



MAKE IT YOURSElF

to his feet, bolted, and ran a paced 125
yards, before he died in mid-stride and
landed on his belly. That much remaining
vitality would have enabled him to disem
bowel a hunter. Surely, no lesser cartridge
would have been adequate.

Another British Columbia grizzly, t.he larg
est I've ever taken, absorbed three 180-grain
Silvertips from another .300 H&H. The first
broke his left shoulder and blew up in his
lungs. Ten minutes later, as he rose and
staggered from the bush, another one did
exactly the same t.hing, in the right shoulder.
A third, ten more minutes afterward, broke
his neck at a matter of yards. Yet that
grizzly was still up on his hind feet, chest
flat on the earth but. still alive and 'still
defiant, when I reached him... Would you
say that I was over-gunned?

Or take the case of Evelyn Vissing's Rocky
Mountain goat. That old patriarch stood
broadside to us on a sheer pinnacle, over
looking a quarter-mile of Salmon River preci
pice. Evelyn, who can shoot minute-of-angles
from prone all day, laid three shots from a
.30-06 into his heart. Billy just stood there.
Fifteen seconds after the third shot, with
Evelyn nearly in tears and refusing to shoot
any more, Billy simply let go and toppled.
AIl three bullets had gone into a space the
size of her doubled fist, over his heart. But
goats are tough cookies.

Or consider the four buIl caribou Don
DeHart and I killed in Alaska, in 1958. Each
of us killed two bulls, both using the amply
adequate Winchester's .338 Magnum, shoot
ing the wonderful 200-grain Power-Point
buIlets. AIl hits were in the heart-lungs area.
Ranges varied from l75 to 328 paced yards.
All were clean kills, but not one of those
buIls went down at the shot. AIl staggered
around-one I swear was about to go on
grazing, then folded up and keeled over.

Lastly, and in a way more typical of the
adverse hunting conditions that often con:
front the hunter at the time of his only.
chance shot of a hunt, consider a Wyoming
buIl elk taken in 1958. This one loped across
an opening about a hundred yards from me,
a spot I was watching. Again I was packing
the .338 Magnum. By the time his feet hit
t.he snow the second time, the 200-grain slug
had smacked him fuIl in the lungs. I "saw
him go down as momentum carried him on
into the pines.

The thing here was this: there was time
for nothing but a snap shot. A hunter, in
such a situation, is lucky to put his l:luIlet
anywhere "between harne-strap and britch·
in'." With a less powerful outfit, I certainly
would not have fired. But I knew what the
big .338 Magnum would do.

These are the conditions under which
really big big-game is hunted and shot.
Paper ballistics, theory, conjecture, have no
place in such hunting situations. The current
situation, the individual conditions, the
hunter, and the relative adequacy of his
ordnance determine the outcome.

It's true that the Selway buIl, had he been
shot with a .257, a .270, or a .30-06, would
have surely died. So would the Wyoming
and B.c. grizzlies. AIl four trophy caribou
would have died (eventually) had they been
lung-shot with even a .32-20. The difference
is that the wolves, not the hunter, would
have coIlected 'the meat..

TAKE A BIG ONE FOR THE BIG ONES
(Continued from page 23)

Take that six-point Selway elk.... It was
late when we located him. The rut-crazed
buIl had moved into a basin, thick with
waist-high alders. Three of us were hunting,
but because tbe buIl was in heavy cover, ears
tuned for trouble, it would be foolish for
more than one to attempt to stalk him. Tbe
other two insisted I try for him. They'd wait,
up on the canyon-rim.

From the crest, I bugled once on the bam
boo "Judas," and the buIl answered. Putting
the caIl into the pack-sack, I started down
ward into the alders.

It took me over half an hour to make
three hundred yards. I stopped, listened. If
he hadn't moved, he'd now be within rifle
range. Ears and eyes straining, I could hear
faint, tiny, twig-breaking sounds-not many;
not often; just a tick, and a wait, and then
another faint whisper of movement.

As any veteran elk-hunter knows, that buIl
was suspicious. He figured from the bugling
that another bull was there, and he was
stalking that rival, moving very slowly, cau
tiously, all his senses tuned like a wireless
antenna.

I waited a fuIl fifteen minutes. There was
no noise now; nothing. One minute there
was nothing-then, suddenly, there was the
antlered head sticking out around a pine
tree, at 75 yards. Just the head and a foot
of neck.

Inch by inch, I eased up the .300 Weath
erby Magnum. It was fuIl of 180-grain soft
noses at near-maximum-certainly an ade
quate elk outfit. The only position possible
was to stand on tip-toe, get the barrel above
the alders, and shoot off-hand. This I did,
aiming to break his neck.

At the blast of the rifle, the buIl went
down. I yeIled for my partners, Burn and
my son Ted, and waited till they scrambled
down to me. Then we went to dress the bull.

That elk, however, was not there! There
was a big puddle of blood, and tracks lead·
ing away. Obviously, instead of breaking his
great neck, the buIlet had missed the spinal
column.

We tracked that buIl a quarter-mile. Only
Ted's keen eyesight, detecting a fleck of
blood here and there on an alder leaf, en
abled us to find him. When we did, I
leaned the Weatherby against a tree-bole,
and started to take a picture, head-on. Burn,
certain as I was that the beast was dead,
reached for a hind leg to 1'011 him over, so
we could dress him. The buIl exploded to
his feet, head still down, and plunged that
monstrous rack of "swords" straight at me.
I can't believe he was charging, only pain
crazed and still trying to escape. I do know
that if Ted hadn't up-ended his _300 H&H
and shot the beast in the brain at six fee/,
he'd have had me.

That bull's neck measured exactly eighteen
inches t.hick.· No wonder he'd absorbed t.hat.
buIlet.. I'm sure that. wit.h a lesser cart.ridge,
I'd have lost. that trophy.

Then there was the Wyoming grizzly I
shot fuIl through the lungs with a 180-grain
Silvertip from a .300 H&H at 92 paces. He
keeled over with all four legs up into the
air. I watched several minutes' before moving
up, until his paws no longer moved.

But as I approached, another cartridge in
the chamber, that bear roIled over, staggered

Keith
Design

"WORLD FAMOUS CUN"
COLT FRONTIER REPLICA for
collectors. quick draw practice.
Western TV fans. Looks and
feels like real gun.

Blue finish $4.00. Deluxe polished
56.00. Add-SOc shipptn2:.

VALLEY GUN SHOP ~~?~n.~~°ci~m:

"Tbese fine bard b"llets hold tbe
rifling perfectly and are sOlJle of tbe
most acc/o'ate I have .e/1er fired frolJl
an)' bandg"n,"

See full story on page 8,
March issue, "GUNS" Mag.

New. 357
Magnum

HARD ALLOY LUBRICATED
SWAGED - READY TO LOAD

The same rUg"g-ed knife used by Jim Bowie $298
for cutting, chopping and throwing. Made of
heat trE'ated cutlery steel (grade :Jtl040). Bowies 11" blade
is tough enough to cut nails or part a 2x4. Completed it
sells for $14.95. Huge savings beo::ause you make the han
dIe-. We supply all materials. Send $2.98 plus 27c postage
(Sheath $1.00 extra) to: Noble & GleasonCo., Del. City 2, Del.

SOUTHWEST PRODUCTS, INC.
ROUTE 4. BOX 90-SAN ANTONIO. TEXAS

DEALERS' INQUIRIES INVITED

15" BOWIE KNIFE

Caliber Hollow Solid Sized Price per
Point Point 100

.38 160 gr. 173 gr. .357" $435

.357 160 gr. 173 gr. .357" 4.35

.44 235 gr. 250 gr. .429" 4.95

.45 235 gr. 250 gr. .452" 495

Postpaid in U. S.
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The vital difference is that the hunter of
big tough game doesn't want merely an
outfit which will cause an animal's death.
He wants one which will kill cleanly, cer
tainly, and consistently. He wants to collect
the trophy, not leave it for the predators;
and he doesn't want such game as grizzlies
to collect him.

Because the hunting condition can never
be determined in advance, and because they
always reduce the killing-power ratio, the
hunter needs a surplus of power for the
really big ones. A margin of power, and the
acquired ability to use it, will .cover a multi
tude of unforeseen hunting adversities.

The long-standing argument against this,
repeated till we're black in the face, is
this: "A hunter kills big-game cleanest with
the rifle he shoots best." There's just enough
truth in that to mislead. Any man shoots his
very best with the rifle of least recoil, which
is the .22 rimfire. Don't tell me he should
shoot big-game with that cartridge. My con
viction, based on long big-game experience,
is that cartridge should never be compro
mised in favor of what a hunter can currently
handle well. I believe the hunter has no
ethical right to hunt the biggest game until
and unless he can handle a cartridge-rifle
combination adequate to do the job cleanly
and consistently. .

Fortunately, any person with strength and
stamina enough to climb the hills after big
game can learn to handle an adequate outfit.
It's simply a process of learning to walk
before learning to run-of graduating the
shooting experience from lesser qalibers and
cartridges to those of more horse-power. This,
and more practice.

What, then, is an ideal cartridge for the
biggest, toughest species?

I'd say it should be no smaller than .30
caliber. It should handle bullet-weights of
from 180-grains on up, and be capable of
sending such bullets, of 200-grains and above,
at 2700 feet per second or more. The car
tridge should have its heavier factory load
ings in bullets with good brush-bucking abil
ity, and with muzzle energies of 3,000 foot
pounds and up. And the rifle-cartridge com
bination should be capable of at least 2
minute angles. Add to this that the ideal
should also be a cartridge which is non
critical to handload, one that has a wide
range of good bullets, and you have a load
for the biggest game which is hard to beat.

In factory cartridge-and-rifles, three fill
this rather large order: The standard .300
H&H Magnum, Winchester's new .338 Mag
num, and the time-proven .375 H&H.

Yes, I know, the .300 H&H is intrinsically
a poor cartridge. Its long tapering shape
was designed for cordite powder. Its neck
is wrong for modern powders. It wears out
throats reasonably fast. Despite all this, the
.300 H&H is accurate, and it's adequate.
I've used it on grizzlies, moose, bull elk,
big caribou, rams, goats, mule-deer bucks
most everything. And under a wide range of
conditions and game, it will come through.

The newer .338 Magnum is, in my opinion,
the best American factory cartridge, bar
none, for the really big stuff. With its 200
grain bullet, it will take all the big stuff
cleanly. The 250-grain bullet is needed only
in heavy cover.

As for the great .375, nothing more need
be said. I do believe, however, that even
tually the .338 Magnum will replace it for
all the big species of North American game.
Almost equalling the mighty .375 in per-
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End Cutter Plate
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for $2.75. Micrometer Target Re
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SHORT LEE ENFIELD RIFLES
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End Cutter Plate
Size 5/16"
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.22 .243 .308
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to-shot, detachable
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ed Enfield sights. World's
fastest bolt action. Currently in use.
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ly checkered simulated ivory grips.
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Write today for 28-page book.
Prices, illustrates grips for alt
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eign.

Franzite Grips Are Sold Under Our Guarantee

Federal Firearms Manufacturerls License
No. 84-1360

Department of State-License No. 3627

FREE
CATALOG

For All American, Many Foreign Cun.

Non-slip and precision-fitted, FRANZITE GRIPS aro
the most duroble made I Beautiful colors; smooth,
checkered, staghorn and fancy carved; truly distinc
tive. Long-wearing, unaffected by moisture, per
spiration, most mineral and vegetable oils. Will not
chip or peel. Luster, color are permanent.

Conventional or conversion styles. Also target grips,
with or without thumb rest. Available for all popu
lar guns in: Ivory, Pearl, Onyx, Agate, Walnut,
Black and Staghorn finishes. Low cost, $2.50 ta
$8.00-See our complete catalog!

IMPORTED PERCUSSION CAP GUNS

~:ZEDMUZZLE LOADERS
28-ga., 32" bbl., lightweight. Finely
finished. Checkercd walnut stock,
patch box, ramrod. Excellent shoot
ers. Each $19.95; 2 for $35.00. Also
medium weight. 38" bbl., only
$33.50, 2 for $60.00.
FLINTLOCK GUNS, bbls. 35" to SO",
only $39.50, 2 for $70.00.

.22 MOSSBERG MODEL 42MB
TARGET RIFLE

Non-Breakable. Guaranteed

For
Colt Remington Browning
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H & R Savage Dreyse
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Iver-Johnson Walther Llama

And Many Others
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OVER $1400
IN READING AND REFERENCE •••

·ALL FOR $798

$14.00 worth of reading and reference enjoy
ment for the hunter and shooter-yours for
just $7.98 if you act today. And, as a special
bonus, we will include a beautiful II x 15 full
color lithograph of a famous hand gun-if
yon act promptly.
Send in the coupon below, today, to earn this
special bonus. This offer is fully guaranteed;
if you feel that you're not satisfied, simply
tell us: we'll refund the unexpired value of
your subscription to Guns and Guns Quarterly.
You risk nothing!

MAIL COUPON before May 1 for special bonus gilt

r GUN~AGAZINE GUNS QUARTERLY'
I 8150 N. Central Park Skokie, Ill. G-5 I
I Gentlemen: I
I Include me among those who accept I

I
your special offer. Enclosed find I
$7.98 to be returned if I'm not I

I satisfied. I
I Name I

Address '
I City Zone_ State__'_ JL _
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ularity and high prices, have been a prime
target of those who like to make easy money
by converting cheap weapons into valuable
ones. The Whitneyville Walker, the Pater
son, the pocket pistols which collectors like
to call the Little Dragoon and Wells Fargo,
the Thuer conversions, the flat· top target and
storekeeper model Bisley and SAA (Fron
tier), and various models with detachable
shoulder stocks, are most often copied. A gun
dealer in Mexico has been the source' for
replica Thuer conversion rings; but, as in
most full-scale replica making, there is some
thing about the work to trip up those who
try to represent spurious copies as originals.

Colt's single action army revolver; gen
erally referred to as the Frontier, is one of
the most popular of all models. Countless
efforts have been made to transform the
standard centerfire models to the rarer rim
fire variation. Surreptitious attempts have
been made in locked workshops to produce
the old long·barreled "Buntline," the short
barreled and ejectorless storekeeper's model,
or the flat-top target model. All specimens
with these features call for very careful ex
amination. For a fee of two dollars, the Colt
company, when furnished with the serial
number and other pertinent information, will
search their records to provide original speci
fications and sales data for Frontier revolvers.

Colts are by no means the only firearms
which have drawn the attention of the fast
buck traders. Confederate shoulder arms and
pistols have been very popular subjects. It is

ones. I'm referring largely to the 7 mm series
-the Weatherby 7 mm Magnum, the 7 mm
Mashburn Magnum, the 7x61 Sharpe&Hart,
and so on. These calibers perform wonder
fully well on big game where the ranges are
long and the country is more or less open.
With their maximum of 160 grains in bullet
weight, they do lack the brush-cutting ability
and knock-down power often needed, not to
kill, but to stop the biggest critters in heavy
cover.

Right now, I'm experimenting with Win
chester's brand-new .264 Magnum. From
initial tests, I would say this new one is
going to fit into the list of 7 mm's very well
indeed. I believe though that it, too, will
prove to be wonderful for the species for
which it was developed, but marginal for
the really big, tough ones.

Finally, if you'd line up one hundred
hunters and ask, "Wha't objections do you
have to a very powerful cartridge, for shoot
ing the biggest game?" I think the answer
would be consistently, "I don't like the
recoil."

Recoil is a relative thing. It amounts to
the "bump" your pet dog gives when he
bounds up, happy to see you. It's no harder
a jar than a four-year old boy can hit, if he
punches you on the shoulder. It's a less
"awful" jar than you get when jumping a
ditch. The rest is in the shooter's mind.

I know a way to cure a hunter of fear of
recoil. That's to have a grizzly bounding
straight at him in heavy bush, as I have.
Then, brother, you pray for more recoil. You
yearn for 'its effect on the other end! Re
member this could happen to you, and you
may have a more friendly feeling P'!i!I
for the big rifle! ~

martial pistols came in for an unusually
heavy share of reworking several decades
ago. The restoration on the lock is sometimes
rather difficult to detect, especially when
done by such master craftsmen as the late
L. E. Davis of Illinois. Actually, some col
lectors make no bones about having con
verted U.S. martial pistols put back to their
original flintlock form; and as long as the
collector or dealer represented the pistols
honestly and valued them accordingly, no
harm was done. But honest intentions are
frequently lost in the passage of time or
change in ownership. Today's buyer becomes
tomorrow's seller, and may have no scruples.

Probably the most valuable and most
eagerly sought American-made flintlock is
the North & Cheney pistol. This gun was pat
terned after the French 1777 model. French
pistols of this model being rather easy to
find and relatively cheap, there were inevi
table attempts to rebuild French pistols into
the rare North & Cheney model. Some such
forgeries have gone undetected a long time,
but sooner' or later they are exposed, and
then the sparks do fly!

Today, there are workmen in Japan, Italy,
Austria, Germany, Belgium, and England who
can duplicate any firearm ever made. There
are men of equal skill in America. It is the
manner in which such skills are used which
concerns firearms collectors and which will
have a great and possibly grave influence on
the future of' arms collecting.

Colt firearms, having led the field in pop-

formance, the .338 has advantages which ap
peal to the hunter; such advantages as
shorter cartridge length, and less recoil.

Wildcats and blown-out versions of these
three factory cartridges which duplicate their
performance are, of course, adequate. First
among these are the Weatherby Magnums,
Ackley Magnums, Mashburn Magnums, etc.
Perhaps the most recent and interesting of
the wildcats for the really big stuff is ten
tatively called the "Belted .30 Newton." It
is simply the .338 case necked down to .30
caliber. Fred Huntington of Oroville, Cali
fornia, already makes dies for this number,
,and does chambering. Since a velocity of
3200 fps and over with the 200·grain bullet
has been safely achieved in this carlridge,
it seems a good bet that it will eventually
be factory·produced. It's that good in ve
locity and performance.

Deliberately I have left the most important
element till last-the bullet. The bullet, not
the carlridge or rifle, does the job. As to
the ideal, at least two current bullets stand
out. Either will up the performance of any
cartridge. These are Winchester's rather new
Power Point bullets, currently loaded in the
.338 Magnum and the new .264 Magnum;
and the second is NosIer's Partitioned Bul
lets. It's enough to say here that these two
approach the ideal in performance on game.
They surely will lead the way to other better
game bullets.

Because of such improved bullets, and with
constantly improving powders-notably the
slow-burning granular powders and the new
ball powders-the slightly smaller-calibered,
high-intensity magnums, which are now mar
ginal on the biggest stuff, are bound to
improve in capacity for use on the big tough

BIG
OFFER!SPECIAL



a simple thing to turn an octagon pistol bar
rel round for part of its length, grind off the
markings, and make up a C.S.A. stamp.
Where the frame was supposed to be brass,
some who believed in short cuts merely gave
an iron frame a brass plating job. Collectors
have gotten on to this, and now they test
brass-looking parts with a magnet.

The prized Dance Bros. & Park pistols
made in Texas have a distinctive flat-sided
frame without a projecting recoil shield. So
some commoner pistols have had· their sides
flattened, given other face-lifting, and then
represented as good products of the Lone
Star state.

A favorite trick of the faker is to select
some make of arm about which not much is
known. Then he can work freely without too
much fear of comparative analysis. I cannot
urge too strongly that collectors be wary of
the unique or the unusual.

Special markings and inscriptions call for
a good, close look, too. Once a fellow tried
to sell me a Model 1866 Winchester which
bore the obviously fictitious stamping "1 of
1000". He was quite indignant when I told
him someone had lowered the value of a
good, plain gun by butchering the barrel.
And he seemed quite surprised to learn that
Winchester never placed this inscription on
any of their Model 1866 rifles. For a few
dollars anyone can have General U.S. Grant's
name engraved on a gun. More evidence than
someone's say-so is required to establish the
authenticity of value-increasing markings.

Even sworn affidavits are not always re
liable. I was once offered an affidavit which
purported to show that an old Frontier Colt,
for sale at a fancy price,' had been the favor
ite shooting iron of not one, but three of the
most famous outlaws ever featured on a
wanted poster. Another fellow tried to sell
me a derringer pistol he claimed had been
in the pocket of the minister when he mar
ried Abraham Lincoln. I've heard of shot
guns at weddings, but this was the first nup
tial derringer in my experience.

There are different shades of misrepresen
tation in the buying and selling of antique
firearms. Perhaps the least harmful and easi
est to detect are the imitations produced in
a period contemporary with the popular
models they attempted to copy. In this class,
we have the Belgian and other caplock imi
tations of the Colt, many of which now have
a value comparable to bona fide Colts. Henry
Deringer imitations may be spotted when
found to bear a name closely resembling the
original; Deringe and J. Deringer are ex
amples. Col's Patent and "Made Exclusively
for Smith & Wesson Cartridges" are mislead
ing markings found sometimes on Spanish
and Belgian imitations of Colt and Smith
& Wesson firearms.

Next we have the more serious business of
restoration. Not everyone is agreed on what
is or is not legitimate restoration. Certainly
some restoration can be considered neces
sary and proper; but all will agree that any
extensive restoration which is deliberately
'done to deceive for profit must be condemned.

Somewhat different in nature and generally
more deliberate in illicit purpose is the alter
ation or rebuilding of a firearm to make of
it a more valuable or unique specimen. The
application of spurious engraving or value
increasing inscriptions are also devices em
ployed to give a firearm a dishonest face.

A relative newcomer to the ranks of fire
arms counterfeits, but one of the most serious

Lyman Choke Tubes provide just the right
shot pattern for every shotgunner's need. Prices

start at a low $10.25 installed. For basic
unit ••. adapter, sight, and single pattern

tube of your choice ••. $5.25.
• Upland, All-Purpose, Long-Range

Tubes . • . $ 3.25 each
• Lyman Choke. Adjustable $10.50

Recoil chamber $2.45 • • . see your
dealer now •.• FREE Booklet

Finest bolt jeweling $6.50
New low bolt handle for low scope $7.50

Both for $12.50

Block Myrtlewood Streamliner stock, pret
tiest wood that grows.
Sporter style stocks of many different kinds of wood. Custom rifle
building and custom gun work. Send 25cfor illustrated 1960Catalog.

ANTHONY GUYMON • 203-G SHORE DRIVE • BREMERTON, WASH.
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Colt·
Buntline

SHOULDER $40
STOCK

Precision machined, satin nickel finish. An
exact copy of the rare original worth $500.
Also fits Frontier sixshooters, Percussion Army & .
Navy originals and copies, others. $10 for C.O.D. Money back guarantee.
MARTIN B. RETTING • 11029 Washington Blvd., Culver City 81, Calif.
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pOSItIOn by the factory.
Experienced collectors and dealers have a

"feel" about the appearance of various fire~

arms models; but even experienced reaction
to a weapon \is not infallible, and compara
tive analysis and various kinds of metallo
graphic testing may become essential.

One of the simplest procedures in study
ing a suspected weapon is to examine it un
der magnification-a binocular microscope of
about 20 magnification often can reveal tell·
tale work not otherwise visible to the eye.

The red flag of suspicion should go up
when one finds a high-priced offering which
is replated, reblued, or which shows evidence
of artificial browning. There is an amusing
story about a very prominent collector who,
during the early period of his collecting, was
sold a valuable pistol by a neighboring col
lector, presumably a very good friend. The
pistol was represented as having all it!?, orig
inal finish, whereas in fact it had been heat
blued, a poor job quite obvious to an expe
rienced observer. In time, the collector be
came wiser in the ways of gun collecting and
learned the truth about his pistol. It is said
he then placed the pistol in a case with
some of his choice and most prominently dis·
played weapons, where his "friend" could al
ways see it and be tortured by his deception.

When we get into rebuilding which in
volves welding or brazing, we face the prob
lem of looking deeper into a firearm's struc·
ture. Here, modern science has given us a
strong helping hand. There are metallurgical
testing laboratories in the larger cities where
x-ray, Magnaglo, or supersonic tests can be
made. I have found it very rewarding to talk
with specialists in this field. As most of you
know, x-ray provides a shadowgraph wherein
differences in density and granular structure
are shown-the thicker the metal the lighter
the picture. While it is possible that the alloys
used in welding rods could be of the same
composition as the old parent metal, it is ex
tremely unlikely, and in most cases a clear
picture of welded parts may be obtained.

Another system which has become pop
ular, and which is used for testing at Spring
field Arsenal, is a process developed by the
Magnaflux Corporation called Magnaglo. A
solution containing fluorescent magnetic par·
ticles is applied to the part to be examined;
this part is then viewed under a black light.
Welds, cracks, defects, are thus revealed that
would otherwise not be visible to the eye.
llltrasonic tests are sometimes used tbo, when
checking for voids or other faults deep,
within the metal.

A technician of the Bethlehem Steel Cor
poration advises of a simple method to show
up variation in the crystalline grains of the
outer surface of ferrous firearms parts. A ten
per cent solution of ammonium persulphate
(in water-held at room temperature) is
swabbed on the metal parts to be examined.
In about a minute, the crystal grains of the
surface will undergo a very mild etching
which may reveal a weld, plug, or variation
in the basic metal. It is believed that the
mild action of this process will in most cases.
be unobjectionable; but for those who have
done no metallographic work, it may be well
to test the process on another piece of steel
before proceeding with your firearm.

On the brighter side of the collecting pic·
ture, we must not lose sight of the fact that
fraudulent transactions and doctored up or
phony firearms represent only a very small

(Continued on page 42)

menaces to the uninformed is the full-scale,
identically marked replica of valuable mod
els. There is need for some types of muzzle
loading arms which duplicate the old time
weapons which black-powder marksmen like
to shoot; the manufacture of these brings
forth little complaint. But collectors organ
izations have expressed strong and wide·
spread opposition to the duplication of non
shooter models like the Paterson, Walker,
Dragoon, and Wells Fargo Colts, or any
other rare and valuable collector's models
and their accessories. It has been shown that
such replicas almost always fall into the
hands of short-memoried people who conven
iently obscure the weapon's non-historic ori
gin and attempt to sell it at many times
its fair value.

A careful, side-by-side, comparative inspec·
tion of a suspected specimen with a pistol
or rifle known to be bona fide will usually
reveal the faults of a "doctored" gun. I
earnestly recommend that collectors follow
this procedure whenever a gun appears to
be of questionable composition. This testing
method is quite simple and is especially
effective in spotting full-scale replicas or
major restorations measurable from the ex·
terior. I recall a case where the serial num
ber on the cylinder of 'a well-worn Colt
Dragoon pistol (represented as one of the
scarce Whitneyville-Hartford transition mod·
els) appeared to the practiced eye of a
dealer to be a bit tOQ far forward. Sure
enough, when he checked the measurements
on a specimen which showed the standard
scroll line framework for Dragoon serial num
bers, it became apparent that the serial num
ber on the pistol offered to him could not
possibly have been applied in its present
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u.s. ARMY MODEL 1917 RIFLES - .30-06 SPRINGFIELD CALIBER

I•

SALE! DE LUXE GUN CABINET

Genuine, original M-I semi-automatic Garands made at
the world famous Springfield Armory! All are in uNRA

Very Good" or better condition, all shoot any .30/06 cartridge
the world's greatest! All in original "a8 issued" conditloD
GUARANTEED BY KLEIN'S-All milled parts. 24" barrel, 42*
overall. Pay only $2.00 down, balance 54.08 a week $7995for only 22 weeks.
KLEIN'S CASH PRiCE .••••• _ •••.••••••••••••••

.305~lYMfl~g..:,yO :~~(Jo.fo~nf:r$':b~ .~~ct\Oono?1I5~6ltfO~le~~~.5()

GENUINE FRONTIER DERRINGERS REDUCEDI
Pay only $2.00 Down!

Completely assembled and finished. Beautifully made>
of cabinet hardwoods hand rubbed to a lustrous;.
finish. Keeps your guns safe, dresses up ~our den..
Holds 8 guns. Barrel racks and stock pits green
felt lined. Full width drawer holdS accessories..
Locks for sliding glass doors and drawer. 651/2-

~i~" x 12~~ ~~e&h ~t;t~e;e~l}~~ ~~J~;~~t\$:~
nut. S Frt. Collect from Indiana. Wt. 77 Ibs...
Pay $ Down. Balance $3.48 a Week for 22
~1~~ $9 1tr No. 4988. Certified List $6777
KLEIN'S SALE PRICE •••••.•.••••

6-GUN CABINET. Similar to above except bir~_

620d
"fi~is~4'! i~ fg~ J~~~~e ~~rM:dIT~~ ~i~~i~

han~e8. Shipped from Indiana. ehges. $4995collect. Order it 5966.
PAY ONLY $2.00 DOWN •••••••••••

I.-R~H-v";U;';I~o";;'o;;-Fffil ";A; -;;'E~V;tTO:

&aa
0 KLEIN'S-Dept. G-5 .

• 227 W. Washington St. I
• • • • • • Chicag.o 6, Illinois I

Estabhshed 1885 •

100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEEI CASH OR CREDIT
o cash Order 0 Credit 0 C.O.D. Order (InclUde $2.00) •

~R~US!.'H!.:.: :

~M,,-,Y~N~A~M~E,- I
~A'."D'."D~R~E~S~S,- I
~Rv~D~;[e cs~a1P~~~~~ sc'hna~g$e~'?Pb~a~~~eOIfo~~hP~~k:nits ia~~ •
;1~~~~e3~g:l~·y. 0i~~~i~~'e~:r balance in 22 weekly payments••

~~~}C~~:~Tpc;~~~~f':~Ra~eTls~d~~e~~U~fo~~see~gl~:e~Oa~oJ •
names and addresses of 2 or more companies with whom you

:t~~;:-n~:~~?d~~~:S:'~~J~btsbe~~,~rid ;8~ ~;~J'I;U~ia~: I
~:~Hin:;r~~t":~ ~su;~~~r;:s:n~e:; :::~fi~;t ~::i; ~:::. in •

~~'a~~a:i~:a~~~;·?o~ ~~~ie~~t~:°i'~c~~~~~': ::nddo$~~5~\)~~ •

~s ~db~~~dS~~~~:d ~i~ ~~:';:;s ~h:rg~-~~~ll~:.~~' hand- •

HAND,GUN PURCHASERS: Please send signed statem*,nt
stating that you are 21 or over, not an alien, have not
been convicted of a crime, not under indictment. not a
fugitive from justice or a drug addict.------------------

FRONTIER
SIX-SHOOTER

.22 or ,22 MAGNUM
Col. Colt's Frontier SIX· SHOOTER is
an exact super-accurate modern shoot·
lng reproduction of the famous 1800's
single action frontier six-shooter most

pnt:ed by the men of the old west. These guns are
made by J. P. SAUER & SON in Germany in the ex·
act size and weight of the original models. Excellent

~I~:~~~~lgfi~~i~~i~'b'g~.m:'J~~~ct~olh~rb~i~t 8~:~ci
new! State choice of .22 (shoots .22 short, long' or
long rifle) or .22 Magnum.
:~" ~"iYw~:k~.O g~~~'1t$l6~8 a week for $3995
KLl'IN'S CASH PRiCE................ ppd.

ALL MILLED PARTS
All N.R.A. Very Good, or Better!

EXTRA II TIRED OF PAYING OVER $40 FOR A U.S. ARMY .30-06 1
.. RI FLE? So was Milt Klein, so he went out and now hringsBONUS OFFER!! you this "SPACE AGE" SPECIAL and U.S. ARMY MODERN

.30-06 RIFLE GIVEAWAY WITHOUT PRECEDENT! The
Limif: One order of gun case or ammo I&t08t and Iast model U.S. Army bolt action .30-06 riDe, and
wifh each 1917-30/06 Rille purchased strongest U.S. Army bolt action EVER made.... This super

-TAKE YOUR CHOICE: b d t k . t II ANY
(1) Certlfted $5.95 Mfr's List. Top QuaUty Full Length. 99 strength action can e converte to a e VIC ua y car-
full zIpper padded Vinyl Gun Case for the 30/06 C tridge but it already shoots the BEST OF 'EM ALL, the
RI8.. Only................................... fantastic U.S.•30-06 Springtleldl

f~l ~~t~~~n~~~~.~s: ~~~~i~h?po,g3t~lA~a~dA~o 99c All milled parts, all NRA very good or better! 6 shot, 26"
by express-see coupon.). • . • . . . • • • • • • • • . • . • . . . . . . barrel. Protected precision peep sight. Pay

Famed M·94 li.~.iiiilii~lonlY $2.00 Down, $1.46 a week for only $2995Deer Rifle 22 weeks. Immediate Deliveryl
KLEIN'S CASH PRiCE .

SWEDISH MAUSER 6.5 CARBINE IA few selectedse:p:~r;;e~~er:nath'~~~for you ultImate
The Swedish Artik-Karlin Model 94 cavalry carbine is Model ')7 seekers at only 55.00 additional.J Genuine

prized because of its extremely fast action, light weight and Leather Best Hew Adjustable Slings Only 51.99; U. S.
:~~eID~r;~~i:68o~~~~rv:81e:8~', 5M~~~~Iv:!og~tlr~~ 2c~~rc:tha~~ made Me ammo only 56.00 per JOO, or $28.50 per 500.

~J.~~."."nE'i.':,~lto~:r.\~~r~~~ \~ ~nl~~~~r.~~g~~o':l~l';,':t~~~~r:.:=.:....::.:..:...::.:.:::.:.:....:.:.:::....:.::.:..:..:...~-=-=~-:--:-~~N::=E::W:-S::-:H::IP~M;:E::N::T:-J::U::S:::T:;--;A:;R::R~I::V;;E:;D::!--;I';'M;;M;;;E;D:;IA;;T;E--;D;';E:;L-;I;;V;E;R:;:D;;.
~~t~o~il~evS2.otedd~~~m~i.t46N~A;::iVg~2~on~':~~i: $2995 !!! RUGER TRADE-IN OFFER! ! !
fo-n~~N:;.').~~S~xrr~ICf~; . Exce·ti';n·t· 'S~e'dis'; 'Ala~ser)'6.5 target YOUR OLD GUN IS WORTH $20.00! 30/06 AUTO
ammo only $5.00 per box of 65; $16.95 for 260 rds. Soft nose
ammo, $2.95 per 20.)

~ Q I SCOPE SALEI
--.--...- SeQ P. ~~:.~as~~p~; SM;:~'\
and Cheekpiece to Fit Your Swedish Mauser. All mounted Free
if ordered with above carbine! Scope is the new ·'TEXAN". by
Sovereign Instruments Co. Certified 562.75 Mfr's List. Pay only

~i.fION,~o~':S.flp~~C~.w:l~kft~~.2.2. ~.e.e~~.. • • • • • • • •• $24.99

Fresh from U.S.
Government Cases!

Beretta or Terni
Italia "Suprema" Carbine-6.5 mm Italian

These completely reconditioned guns come to you like
new-ready for immediate action! Lightweight carbine is fast
loading. clip fed. bolt action. 6 shot with thumb safety. Stock
and forend oU finished. Weighs 71/2 Ibs.. 18" barrel. 41.l/2"
~;i2~1.w::!s.onlY $2.00 down, balance 89¢ a week $1887
KLEIN'S CASH PRiCE ....•••••••..•...........
6.5 m/m ITALIAN SERVICE metal case ctgs.. (150 grain, M. V.
2296, M. E. 1925) $6.00 per 108 rds. with free 6 shot clips;
OT 150 grain soft-1>0Int-$2.95 per 20 rd.'L

CONVERTED S.&W••22 CAL.
Compare to $39 88 iiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

$75.00 GUNS Pay $2.00 Downl
Sensational Smith and Wesson .22 Target Re
volver Value! Accurate, reliable and priced
far bel~w any comparable gun! Custom con
verted lD England from .38 S&W caliber to

b~2 o~~t~rrBf~rn~~~m~nf~i:ran~u~~~~jhlIous·e.·~~~~
weight, excellent condition famous Smith & Wesson Mili
tary and Police model has top quality specially made

~bi:dfOnre~i~~a~~r~e~d~fer~~St~ri~~OyP:t~rJg~~;p~~~o~~g~fg~t~d~:;
checkered Walnut grips. Original S&W frame, cylinder, trigger

jll~eJrl~Y~h~s~~~:i'.2~ :gg~t, IfglihorI~;n;~~~IlCar~[cig~:.oz.

Pay only $2.00 down, $1.97 a week lor 22 weeks. $3988
KLEIN'S CASH PRICE, only•••••••••••••••••••••
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SHOOTING ACCESSORIES
NEW MARK III BSA. MARTINI INTERNATIONAL .22
Caliber Target Rifle, the Supreme in Accuracy. com
fort and workmanship, for RIGHT HAND or LEFT
HAND shooter, without sights ..••..•••••••$210.00

and suffered damage as the result.
A seller cannot avoid responsibility by

silence, for silence in itself constitutes fraud
and deception where the seller has notice
that the buyer is acting upon a mistaken
belief to a material fact. This is especially
true in the case of firearms dealers, for once
a man sets himself up in business, he is by
law assumed to be an expert.

There is no one simple defense against
being "taken" by a dishonest seller of col
lector firearms. There are, however, safe
guards w~ can employ. Important among
these is a policy to deal only with those
dealers and collectors known to be reputable
and solvent. We must be cautious in our
dealings with unknown individuals. If you
see an advertisement in the newspaper which
reads, "Grandpa Selling His Old Guns,"
don't break your neck. to be the first to re
lieve the poor old gentleman of his treasures
at half their apparent value. Maybe in that
cottage at the end of the lane you'll find a
human wolf in grandpa's clothing. And.-this
is no fable-it has actually happened.

If you have any doubts about the authen
ticity of a gun, seek out an experienced col
lector or dealer who has a known original
and, with him, make a careful comparative
study. Should doubt still remain, do not hes
itate to spend a few dollars at a good testing
laboratory; it is cheap insurance. And in
any case, where an important sum is in
volved, do not fail to obtain a carefully
drawn bill of sale. This can be the instru
ment which turns on the green light of vallJe
received. More important, it will put ~
up a legal stop-sign to value deceived. '--

(Continued from page 40)
percentage of the activity in this fascinating
field. The purpose here is merely to bring a
few pertinent facts out in the open and to
suggest some defenses against those few
who would deceive.

The Gun Collectbrs Committee of the Na
tional Rifle Association, on which I have
served for some years, is responsive to the
thoughts and recommendations of approxi
mately fifty affiliated gun collectors associa
tions. One of the early endeavors of this
committee was to prepare a clear and con
cise code of ethics, a code of conduct, and
a list of condition standards for antique fire
arms. These instruments spell out the moral
and the orderly approach to arms collecting.
Subsequently, many collectors have suggested
that something further should be provided
to assure compliance with the principles set
forth in the codes. Therefore, after consider
able study, a suggested bill of sale was pre
pared. The object of a bill of sale is to pro
vide a record to show that the scller gives a
warranty as to the facts concerning a fire
arm he offers for sale. If a seller identifies
a firearm on the bill of sale as a Colt made
at Paterson, N.J., and it turns out to be a
.replica made somewhere else, then the seller
is in trouble and must make restitution.

The legal elements of fraud are relatively
simple, and are: the making of a statement
of fact, knowing such statement or represen
tation to be untrue; the statement was known
to be untrue by the party making it; the
representation was made with intent to de
ceive and with the purpose of inducing the
buyer to act on it; the buyer did act on it

ALL ANGLE
TRIPOD
$15.25

BIPOD
$17.50

FREELAND
.30 Cal. Kit
$13.50

4B" RIFLE
TRUNK $26.25

I You must be 21 or over. "ollce use as 'second lun.
NATIONAL PRECISION SAlES CO••Dept. T-12

I 606 MAtN ST., EAST ORANGE, N. 1. (MONEY lACK GUARANTEE II-----------

RECOIL? RELAX AND ENJOY IT
(Continued from page 29)

pad. (The pad itself, though it helps to
soften shoulder recoil, does not prevent facial
damage.)

Another phase of recoil, particularly on
rifles and shotguns with considerable recoil,
is the jerk on the head and neck caused by
the shoulder being jerked or punched to the
rear by the buttplate while the head has not
started to move to the rear. That is, in re
duced form, identical to the neck-breaking
"snap" effect of a rear-end collision in auto
mobiles.

Having shot about everything, from a big
Mauser rifle made up for the 50 ~l!liber

Browning machine gun round by Al Weber
of Lodi, Calif., down through the double 8
bore elephant rifle by Greener, to the .600
and .557 Nitro Express, I believe I have
found the answers. With all shoulder arms
of very heavy recoil, the teeth should be
closed tight together and the head, shoulder
and shooting hand and arm should be used
as a unit to hold the stock firmly to the
shoulder, so that the head and shoulder and
shooting arm moves to the rear as a unit
with the stock. The shooting hand should
pull the buttstock firmly against the shoulder
and hold it so; and except for the unit of
head, shoulder, and arms, the rest of the
body should be relaxed as much as possible... --------- -.• WORLD'S FINEST AUTOMATIC!

The "TIGER" by Armi-Galesi I
I S.ShOI-.25 Col.-4" long

This compact, deadly repe.ating Auto- I
matic is beautifully engmeered by

I world-famous gunsmiths for personal
.. . ~~~~r:~jJst_ I

$25.00. DELUXE
Ba?eC~~~~ L~~ther I

I
I----

MERCHANTEERS. INC.
1221 S. Grand Avenue, Dept. G·5, los Angeles 15, Calif.

ITALIAN OFFICER'S $695SWORDS • • • • • ppd.

ft~~tl~~~e~i~~~~eth·~1~~rte~o~y~
lection of swords that have
cut their way through Italian Antique 4 ft. dress
History. swo hand_J:,riJ.....-jjiil~=- guard. Onl Paironly $11.95 Send

cash, .check -or M.O. oney
back guarantee. Calif. res. add 4% s a e tax.•

done to eliminate it.
That Whelen stock fitted me perfectly for

all off-hand shooting, and the rifle always
came up with sights right on the game. It
was, and still is, a very fine stock design,
especially good for quick, off-hand shooting;
but from a prone position with sling, it will
punish the shooter's cheek bone.

My design called for a comb drop of 1%"
at the point or forward portion, and only
1Y2" at the bump or rear end of the Monte
Carlo cheek piece. The front of the stock
comb was actually lower than the rear por
tion of the Monte Carlo. Result was that
the point of comb just slipped out from
under the cheek bone in recoil rather than
lifting upward and bruising the cheek bone.
My stock design thus eliminates facial recoil
of that sort.

Another type of facial recoil, however, is
caused by too short a stock, either on shot
gun or rifle. In shooting any arm of heavy
recoil, the thumb should be over the small of
the stock for a good firm grip with the
shooting hand. When the ~tock is too short,
the thumb comes back and pounds the
nose or lips in recoil and can be painful.
Elimination of this phase of recoil is easy:
simply lengthen the stock by addition of a
recoil pad or of spacers under an existing

lillie Blue Peeps

TWO EMERGEN,CY SIGHTS
Iron sights that replace a damaged scope

CAN SAVE THE HUNT.
THE MARK III is ci fully adjustable rear sight

with both peep and open sights. Use with a
front sight on rifle barrel or MARK IV

Mod. B fils all Buehler mounts.
Mod. R all Redfield $4.25.

THE MARK IV front sight (for Buehler mounts
only) is also adjustable. Made in 2 models
HIGH for use with Mark III open sight. LOW
for Mark III peep. $1.25.

For full information on all Buehler Equipment.
• WRITE TODAY FOR CATALOG lB-G
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Rare Circassian Walnut-Imported from Turkey. For the first time in many years we now offer
this distinctively attractive, light weight, yet very close grained walnut. Takes smooth finish and
sharp checkering. No other wood compares with Rare Circassian Walnut for stock making. Turned
and semi-inletted Circassian Walnut stocks, $16.50 to $80.oo-Mannlicher length ~5.oo additional.
Rifle blanks $15.00 to $75.00. Shotgun blanks $10.00 to $50.00. Pistol grip blanks (pair) $2.50 to
$7.50.

OTHER TURNED AND SEMI-INLETTED STOCKS-BLANKS ALSO AVAILABLE
FRENCH WALNUT I PENNA. WALNUT I CURLY MAPLE I OREGON MYRTLE
$25.00 to $55.00 $6.00 to $40.00 $8.00 to $35.00 $8.00 to $75.00

Flaig's by
Sako, featur

ing Sako's
smooth-working

hinged floor plate.
with floor-plate

release button in-
side trigger guard,

completely blued. Will
fit any M·\903 Spring·

field,including .03-A3. In
creases resole value to your

Sporterized Springfield. A
$15.00 value-$10.00.

NEW TYPE "COl
SPRINGFIELD STOCKS

FULL PISTOL GRIP
STRIPPED

POSTPAID, $4.00

NEW SPRINGFIELD A3-03 2-Gr. Barrels.
each $3.00. Case of 10 .•••••. . $17.50

SPRINGFIELD 4-gr. issue barrels. (A3·03
or 1903), with both sight bases, each
$9.00. Case of 10 $70.00

SPRINGFIELD
TRIGGER· GUARD

MILLED
STEEL

Mauser 98 Actions, all milled
parts .............•...... $25.00

Mauser 98 Actions, W / stamped
floor plate ••••••••••••• : •• $20.00

Shows very latest in rifle and
shotgun stock designs along with
the time (ested favorites. It
pictures and describes oomplete
gunstock service from semi
finished to completely custom
made.. Shows many carved game
scenes and carved border checker
ing. Whether you buy a stock or
wish to make your own, this new
book catalog will be a real guide
and an authoritative source of in
formation on gunstocks. Send $1.00
N~w for your copy, sent postpaid.

ACE BARRELS for .338 Win. & .264 Win.
Your choice of 24/1 Sporter weiJ!ht or 26" med.
wt.. fitted to your action. (Win. '10. Enfield, High
No. Springfield, FN or 98 Mauser-no others).
Head spaced and test fired .....•..•.•.•. $40.00
If we t FN Deluxe Action ••••••••• 79.00
If we r FN 400 Action •.•••••••••• 89.00
45 Colt cIs, New •••••••••••••••••• 4.50
45 Colt e, New. • • • • •• •• •• • • • • •• •• • 8.00
45 Colt agazines. New •••••••••••••••• 1.50

Silver Anniversary Catalog 25c
Write for FREE lis~ No. 33.

Sporter-weight 24"-3 Ibs.

Med. Heavy Weight 26"_4 Ibs. 40u.

ACE TRIGGER SHOE
$2.50

Specify gun.
ACE DOUBLE-SET
TRIGGER, $10.00
Fitted, $6.00 mare

ENFIELD 1917 issue rifle .30~06 cal. Eddystone
make only. 5 groove barre1-$30.00. Case lots of
10 guns $22.50 each F.O.B. Millvale.

ORIGINAL DWM Mauser mod. '98-09 is rare
collector's piece because of its unusual fine
quality. These are finest actions, bar none, we
have ever seen in forty years association with
Mauser, 7.65 caliber. Matched numbers, smooth
actions, V.G. bores, 30" barrel. Hinged floor
plate release in trigger guard. Walnut stocks.

Rifle with v.g. bore, complete __ $3S.00
Rifle with slightly used bore, complete 30.00
Action, complete (in white) __ 2S.00
1909 SWM Stripped Receiver __. 10.00
1909 DWM Trigger Guard 10.00
Alter to .30-06, proof test __ .. 7.50
Alter bolt for scope 7.00
Ammo: 7.65 MC - $7.50/C; 7.65 S.P.- $3.45/20

ACE "BUTTON-RIFLED" BARRELS
(White), Each $24.00
For Enfield Only--$2.00 Additional. (If Your Action
is Sent to Us. We Charge $6.00 to Fit Headspace
and Test-fire. Returned F.O.B. Millvale, Pa., Un-

~~~~edro*~i1~A~~dBa:~:lur;:~tj~.~w~n:r.c~..~67~jO
Using F. N. Supreme (Series 400) Mauser

action •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • $77.50

RARE TURNED AND
SEMI.INLETTED
CIRCASSIAN WALNUT BLANKS

Over 100
. Gunstocks

pictured in new
36 page book
catalog just
published.

Many fancy grades
of Walnut, Maple,
Myrtlewood shown,
in brilliant full

J
life-like colors,
with easily under-

~
stood standards of
grading.

Distributed on West Co••t b y .."

THE NEW FLAIG
ACE FINISHED
BARRELS AND

Barreled Ac:tions
Lightweight 22"-2 Ibs. 6 oz. (White)

Made exclusively for Flaigs by a nationally known barrel maker. each barrel Is the best Quality, six Jtroove.

~~~iJ~~ E~}tgl~. ~aJJ :;Jd.f2~ ~~rit\tg:l~~rF.a~~5~~~iflJ~.r·Ji~.re~~~~~~u:~. 9s~~uii~~~FM~~e~aS~;~i~hr~~~~~~:
~i~•• ~~7 ~~~'er~' 2~':t6 ~7~O~'"}f~1~~a~Jgafiat~~~:n~86dR~~ .•th:062S:~.~, 3~~O~i~~~t30~~~ ~~'22~4~e~~mior 1~~
722 Rem. only. Also now available Cal. 6.5x55.

I

•

PRTTERson SmITH
269-Q Shepard
E. Orange, N.J.

HANDCUFFS
LEG-IRONS.
Modern & antique \'
restraints, crime .
books bou\lht. sold. \

'lIIIi"IIIIIIi~~ Illus. co to log, 25c..~~"IIIIIIIl~

Pull that stock back firmly and contact the
comb with your cheek; then relax the rest
of your body as you would when dancing
with your favorite gal. Make no attempt to
fight recoil or to tense the muscles against
it. Fight kick, and you will get kicked.
Simply pull the gun tight to the shoulder
with hand, shoulder, and head all gripping
the piece by the stock; then relax the re~t

of the body and let it roll with the recoil,
just as a ball player allows his hands to give
and come back with the impact of the ball
and thus cushion the actual blow.

If the butt stock is thus held firmly to
the shoulder, and the shooter's head moves
back with it, while the rest of the body from
the hips upward, being relaxed, acts as a
shock absorbing mechanism, the actual shock
of recoil is cushioned and slowed down until
rearward movement is stopped.

The left or forward hand, depending on
whether the shooter is right-handed or left·
handed, can take up some of the recoil by
gripping the forend. It can accomplish
more in this direction if a beavertail forend
is used. But the main grip on the stock
should be at the wrist of the stock by the'
shooting hand. Recoil of the .600 Nitro Ex
press from a 12 pound John Wilkes double
1 used to own would make my teeth click
together unless I closed my jaws firmly; but
when I did so and held the big rifle firmly
to my shoulder, it did not bother me at all,
even though the barrels raised high in the
air and my body was twisted around to the
right at each shot.

Too long a stock can also cause recoil
discomfort, because the muscles of the shoot
ing hand and arm are in a strained position
to reach the trigger and grip properly. The
stock should be long enough to keep your
thumb away from the nose in recoil, but not
so long as to cause strain in any way, to
reach the trigger. A good rule of thumb
is to stand the butt of the gun inside the
bent elbow and see if the finger reaches the
trigger properly. Too long a stock may also
punish the shooter by making it difficult for
him to get the butt in properly against the
shoulder. If the butt winds up on your upper
biceps instead of in the hollow of your
shoulder where it belongs, a hard-kicking
gun will soon cripple your shooting arm.

The straighter the stock on any arm of
heavy recoil, the less recoil will be felt.
This is because the gun with the straighter
stock tends to drive straight back, with less
up-thrust. The more excessive the heel drop,
the higher the barrels will raise in recoil and
the more excessive the up-thrust of the piece.
The longer I shoot, the straighter the stock
I can and do use.

Properly held, no gun or rifle should
bruise the shoulder if the stock fits the
shooter. During the last war, I shot a
case and a half to two and a half cases of
12 bore buckshot daily, Sundays and all,
for over two months, and never had a trace
of a discolored or sore shoulder. This was
when I was testing shotguns Uncle Sam had
bought for arming M.P. and other guard
organizations. My hands, however, did swell,
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I I
I I
I .22 CAL. .22 CA'- I
I I
I I
I I
I II a.SHOT AUTOMATIC REPEATER I
I

This amazing gun ejects empty shells auto- 6·SHOT REVOLVER REPEATER I
matieally! One of Germany's finest! Low Price
because only limited .supply available. Tremendous Value! SUPPLY LIMITED! This

I CHROME plated with beautiful impressive sensational European imported .22 Cal. 6-Shot I
looking white Pearl-like handles. It has excep- Repeater is precision made. Screw-in ejector
tionally light finger action. Made by West rod. What a Bargain! Only 5).1 inches long!

I
German experts known around the world for Blue Steel! Side gate Loading! Light trigger I
their accuracy and precision! Its barrel holds pull! Impressive looking white Pearl-like handles!
eight .22 Cal. shells. A gun you can be proud of. Buy now while offer lasts. Used for many kinds

I
Excellent for stage use, in many kinds of sport- . of sporting events by sportmen and for stage I
ing events and used extensively by sportsmen use, boating, etc. Fits in a woman's purse or
and boatsmen, etc. Women carry it in purse to man's pocket easily! Useful to ward off would-be

I ward off would-be attac\<ers! attackers! Featherweight! I
EITHER MODEL: CHROMED $8.95. In BLUE STEEL only $6.95. Purchaser must be 21 years

I
or over. State age when ordering. Not shipped to Cal., N. J., & N. C. residents. Others should check I
Ioeal fireworks ordinances re: permits & legality! Sold on MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. Send
cash, check or money order. Send $1 deposit with C.O.D. orders.

L Precision Traders, Dept. S.30, P.O. Box 26, Livingston, N.]. ..I---- ----------

The most complete firearms product
ever mode. Cleans, lubricates ond
Preserves in one application. A
development of missile research.

Prevents 'leading in shotg-uns. Now
odor free. Will not freeze, oxidize,
or evoporote. 5 oz. con $1.39 pp.

.cc.....:· ••t Ask your dealer for other G·OO products
~~ , Better Sports Through Research'

;- Jet-Aer Corporation Patersorl4, N. J

NEW NATO
NIGN VElOCITY CALIBER

SPECIAL PURCHASE! Our gun·
smith customizes this superb pre·

cision Swiss-made rifle with lightning fast
action. Sporterizes prime hardwood stock,

installs sling swivels, rebeds barrel. Finest
workmanship..308 Winchester is the official NEW

NATO caliber, sporting and target ammo available at all
sporting goods stores. Add $5 for selected collector's grade

exterior. SPECIFICATIONS: Straight pull, bolt speed action, 6
shot detachable box magazine. 22" bb1. w/crown muzzle. Sharp,
accurate bores. 2000 yd. adjustable sight. Precision milled all
sleel parts. ACCESSORIES & AMMO: .308 Custom load soflpoinl
ammo, 20 rds., $2.95. New leather sliry$t, $2. Gun case, heavy
duty ~2~ Cleaning kit (cleaning rod, patches, bore_cleaner brushes, gun
oill' $2', TO ORDER: Enclose check, cash or money order. $10 de·
posil for C.O.O. Shipped F.O.B. Culver Cily. 10·day money·back
guarantee. Calif. resid. add 4% state tax.

MARTIN B. RETTlNG, INC. ~~~~:rw~lr~nwn ~~k

(jun Holsters
GUN BELTS

THE MERIT MASTER TARGET DISC
with 11/2'/ flexible rubber light shield
has the famous MERIT IRIS SHUT
TER which gives you j'nstant choice
of 12 different click adjusted aper·
tures. All in one disc. This means
the correct peep opening for any
shooting condition.
Master Disc. . .....•••.... $ 8.00
Deluxe Master Disc•.....•• 10,00
MERIT DELUXE DISCS ARE SIMILAR
IN APPEARANCE TO OUR REGULAR
DISCS. HOWEVER THE CLICK SPRING
IS INTERNAL AND ALL PARTS ARE FREE
~~~~c:~:1l£l~EIt°D~I:UM TOL- CATALOG

MERIT GUNSIGHT CO.
Dept. GS-6144 Monadnock Way, Oakland 5, Calif.

and my arms would be so sore I could hardly
move them in the morning, simply from the
work of functioning the great many pump
guns daily. When you do that much shooting
daily for over two solid months, you learn
something about recoil and how to abate it.

Good soft recoil pads should be on all
shotguns or rifles of heavy recoil, and they
should be large, long, wide enough to dis
tribute the recoil evenly over as large a
surface of the shoulder as possible. Keep
that butt pad on the heavy shoulder muscles,
never on the collar bone, and never inside
the shoulder on the ribs of the chest. Keep
the elbow of the shooting arm up at least on
a level with the butt of the piece, pull the
stock back firmly against the shoulder, and
hold it there.

I have an eight·and-a·half pound .458 Mod
el 70 Winchester restocked by Nate Bishop
and barrel cut to 22" by Russ Hightower.
The overall length is now the same as my
.476 Westley Richards double with 26" bar·
rels. That rifle kicks like a wild mule because
of its light weight, but with my stock design
it does not hurt the face in the slightest, and
its big soft pad prevents it from hurting the
shoulder. It is wonderfully accurate. I fitted
it with a Redfield Sourdough front and a
Williams Foolproof Receiver sight, and it
will cut single holes at 100 yards from a
bench rest, if you can hold it.

Patterning magnum ten bore shotguns is
hard work. The recoil is heavy, and you feel
it when shooting at a target, the same as
you do if sighting in a heavy elephant gun.
Turn the same big ten bore on wild geese,
or the rifle on an elephant or buffalo, and
you never know if it kicked or not. In the
case of an elephant, even a big rifle feels
like a .22 in your hands when you get up
against one of those animated boxcars.

I have taught many small women to shoot
both double rifles and .375 and .404 Mag
nums, and they did not complain of recoil.
This recoil bugaboo is largely in the head.
Forget it, concentrate on your sights and
the exact placement of your bullet or shot
charge, and the recoil battle is won. I re
member asking Ml·s. Ellinger if her .375
Magnum, a light Hoffman Arms Co. rifle,
kicked after she had just killed a couple
brown bear. She answered, "Elmer, I don't
know if it kicked or not. I was so busy
trying to get my sights just right foli. .each
shot, I never noticed." I asked if her shoul
der was sore, and she said, "No, not even
discolored."

You can expect the big gun to kick when
fired at a target, but constant practice both
in shooting and handling them will ·inspire
confidence, not only in the arm but in your
own ability to handle it. When you reach
that stage, the battle is won and you will
have no further fear of recoil.

Practice holding the rifle or shotgun cor
rectly, as well as allowing the body to roll
with the recoil, and you will soon forget
recoil entirely. I have seen men shooting
heavy sixguns, brace their fully extended arm
and try to hold the gun down. Naturally, it
hurt their hand. But when they gripped the
big sixgun firmly, left a trifle of bend ip
their elbow, and quit tensing their muscles,
the gun raised naturally in recoil and did
not bother them or their hand in the least.

To misquote an old saying, kick is inevi
table, but if you relax you can enjoy it. And
when you do relax and stop fear- ~
ing recoil, you can start hitting. ...
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HANDLOADING BENCH
(Continued from page 13)

PULL!
(Continued from page 33)

OLD GUNS and SWORDS
You don't want to miss this absorbing
catalog. Fascinating background and
1,498 photographic illustrations of au
thentic old guns, daggers, swords, and
armor. For your Catalog No. 31. just send
$1.00 to cover handling and postage
with your name and address,

ROBERT ABELS I 860-U lexington Ave.
• nco New Yo,k 21, N.Y.

Bore Scopes. New Govt. Surplus: Postpaid.

P. O. BOX 5327
EL PASO, TEXAS

Cal ..41 RF Short for Derringer-
SO rds . ................•.••.•

.351 Wmctlester Self· Loading Metal P.atch
Per IOO-Vallle 514.00 ....••••••

30 Remington Soft Point
Per 100 ..............••..•.•

25·35 Winchester Rifle Soft Point
Per 100 ................•••••

6-5 Ita.li.an Rifle Cartridges

8MM :~ll:~~YM~~tar~O~art:" .
Per 100 ..................••.

.35 Remington Soft Point
Per 100 .. _ .............•...•

.45 Automatic Pistol Cartridges
762 :ua;:i:~ ~O{ift~r:e~if~~o.....•••••

.25.20caR:~i:a~1~g ~~fte182.tr·idges· .•..••
Per 100 _ .....•.•..••

.303 Savage Rifle Cartridges
Per 100 ...............••••••

30·40 Krag Blank Cartridges
Per 100 .......•..•..•...•••

32 Long R F Cartridges
Per 100 .....•.....•..••••••••

32-40 Soft Point.
Per 100 ................••••••

32 Winchester S.L. Soft Point.
Per 100. _...............•••••

30.40pe~r1~0~i ~~~r..~i~,.•••••••••••••
32 Remington Soft Point,

Per 100 .
Ear Defenders MSA for the Shooter. Brand
New, Gov. Surplus Val. $3.00 postpaid.

AMMUNITION
30 06 MILITARY NONCORROSIVE $7.50

• CARTRIDGES PER 100

$ 6.00
8.00

$12.50
10.00
10.00
10.00
17.50 :'
10.00 :
10.00 •
8.00

10.00
10.00
4.00

12.50
8.00

17.50
12.00

1.00
75c

RUBBER

RECOIL BOOTS
$ 4 DOZEN

,69c each

• CUSTOM MADE

• THE BEST
SINCE 1897

FREE CATALOG

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.

HQui(k-Draw" Holsters

.................................•....~
break only 85 percent of our targets, want
to tangle with some hotshot who can break
all or most of 'ern every trip out. That i~ no
contest. But, we like to have at this fellow
shooter who, give or take a few, shoots at
about the same pace we do. Today could be
the day we were up, and he was down. Next
time out, the pattern could be reversed.

Your ATA or NSSA card is your passport,
your key, your letter of introduction, to al
most any gun club in the world. So, if you
shoot skeet or trap, why not join your na
tional association, register your own targets,
and insist that your club register most of
its targets? Tbere is ample evidence to
support the conclusion that the more targets
a club registers, the more targets it throws.
It makes sense to conclude that the more you
do for ATA and NSSA, the more they can
do for you. And if the ATA and NSSA are
strong and effective, your chances of having
your rightful prize taken from you by a
"ringer" are almost nil, Furthermore, a
strong and effective ATA and NSSA can do
a better job of fighting our individual and
club promotional and legislative battles.

You can join ATA or NSSA at the next
registered shoot you attend, or write them.
Their addresses: Amateur Trapshooting Asso
ciation, Vandalia, Ohio; and National Skeet
Shooting Association, 3409 Oak Lawn ~
Ave., Suite 215, Dallas 19, Texas. ,~

or Bahler semi-wadcutters. Those cut shallow
will mark bullet noses. Other swaged bullet
designs, except full wadcutters, require spe
cial stems. The bleed-off hole is not needed,
and may deform bullet noses. Adjust the ex
pander and seater to load .357's with .38 dies.

Watch the powder supply, the primer in
dicator rod, and shells in the turret. A supply
of spare de-capping pins can save delays.
Inspect a finished round out of every 50, or
when you change feeder tubes.

Star suggests mounting the tool on a shelf
on a l' x 5' chair-high bench so the oper
ator sits on the bench. An extra hand can sit
at the back and feed bullets. I like my idea
better.

My machine is installed with Tee-Nuts
on a table-high bench. An operator sits in
a comfortable chair. If a lad feeds bullets
he sits at the left. The bench has a %0" hole
for fired primers and a 2" hole for ammo
to drop through. A 2" deep drawer under
the bench is handy for tools. A 2" x 3" box
lid is glued in the drawer, and a box in it
catches several thousand primers. A 2" hole
in this drawer lets ammo drop into a 6" deep
drawer below, where a box catches several
hundred rounds. You can open the top draw
er a few inches to catch a round for inspec
tion, or a short run of different loads. I think
this is real neat!

Turret loaders are not for a lad who wants
a box or two of ammo on week ends. They
are for production speed, which should al
ways be in the tool, not the operator. Ammo
quality depends on your components and
know-how, as with any tool. I've never had a
single goof that was the tool's fault. Many
target shooters and custom loaders swear by
the machines. They are ~

fast, efficient loaders. ~

capping or classification is not too difficult.
But suppose some fellow from a few miles
away shows up and wants to shoot. His
record is unknown to any of the club or
handicap committee. Where does he shoot?
In a low class or in a high class? On short
yardage or long yardage? When and if the
visitor shows an ATA or NSSA card, the
burden is lifted from the harassed handicap
committee. It's difficult enough to sandbag
club personnel to serve on handicap com
mittees now. It would be next to impossible
without the services performed by ATA and
'SSA.

Vic also mentions the shooter who shoots
just enough registered targets to maintain a
minimum ATA record, and who hopes to
cash in big at non-registered shoots. This
shooter is not supporting the game, and is
not repaying years of toil and effort in his
behalf to make competition shooting the
game that it is.

Vic does not say so, but he knows, I know,
and you know that competitive shooting is
the backbone of the clay target sports. Sure,
many shooters shoot 'mly for fun, and don't
follow the tournament circuit; but the tour
nament makes the clay target games. For
most of us, there arrives a point where prac
tice shooting no longer tingles the spine.
We want to square off with someone else,
and see how good we are, or how good the'
opposition is. We don't, however, if we can

Carboloy sizer. Ordinary dies could be worn
out in a few days with uncleaned cases. This
die burnishes shells, requires no lube, and
will outwear a dozen ordinary dies without
scratching. If the tool handle is ever hard
to operate, stop immediately and locate the
trouble.

You can drill a hole for a shingle nail in
the primer magazine below the stop collar.
Then slot the base so a nail can be inserted.
It acts as a primer cut-off, and to remove a
loaded tube. A FITZ Flipper is a great con
venience in loading primer pick-up tubes.

If a .357 hull is mixed with .38's it jams
the case feeder. If you can't jiggle it out
with your fingers, remove the selector plate
and feeder tube, draw back the plunger and
work it out. Remember, powder is thrown
with each pull of the handle, and that the
turret must be advanced each time. Use the
pencil gauge after every tie-up, at least until
you are extremely familiar with the machine.

If you suspect a round· is imperfect re
move it at the 11 :30 o'clock cut-out. Drop
these in a cim with a hole. barely large
enough to take a cartridge. They won't get
mixed with good ammo before they can be
broken down for salvage. Keep a tool lightly
oiled where directed, and absolutely oil·free
at the powder and primer assemblies. If you
have more than one powder slide, mark the
charge of the installed slide on the housing
with a grease pencil. Where several people
have access to a club or police loader, check
the charge stamped on the' slide before you
start loading; be sure a Bullseye slide hasn't
been reamed for a more bulky powder, and
not re-stamped!

Soft, swaged, half-jacketed bullets load
okay. Most (but not all) H & G o. 51
seater stems seat Harvey Jugulars, and C-H
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NEW HIGH SPEED FORMULA takes seconds
to apply ••• beautifies & protects. Deep blue
permanent finish actually penetrates the steel.
Used by gunsmiths and gun factories every.
where. Guaranteed to be the best cold blue
you ever used-or your money back.

3 GUN SiZE $2.00 ppd.
INDUSTRIAL-GUNSMITH SIZE

1 Pint $7.50 ppd.. . .

Marlin
• ".y 0' ••Iow '."rel,-

. . $12.50. Brand new-last
, available anywhere for

.. • Model 9S ~-

33 W. C. F•... 24" round

For Model 93 & 36
32·40-26" 'h Octaganal. 32-40-26" Full Octo-
gan. 32-40-20" Carbine. 38-55-26" Octagon-
al. 38-55-26" '/2 Octagon. 38-55-26" 'Round.
38·55-20" Carbine.

For Model 94 & 89
32-20-24" Round. 32-20-20" Carbine. 38-40
-20" Carbine.
• Note, 32/20 interchanges with 25/20 and
38/40 with 44/40 with no alteration.

For Model 92 & 91
.32 rim or center fire. 24" round, 26/1 round,
26" full octagon or 28" round.

SPECIAL-.32 Win. Special caliber barrels
-for '93 & 36 Madel Marlins, 15" far brush &
trail use ............................ $12.SD
(Light weight campensatar-1V2" long, easily
installed on abave .................... $1.(0). .

SMOOTH BORE .22 CAL.
SHOT BARRELS

Chambered for shot, new & in white, 223,~"
long, 3/4 " on shoulder, 9/16" on shank. Adapt
able to many small .22 rifles, $3.95 plus 4D¢ pp.

r PLEASE NOTE:, ,
.

.~ Due to the huge increase in correspondence
,~ and the shortage of technical personnel to·
. answer it ... IF YOU DO NOT HEAR FROM

, US IN 10 DAYS on odd parts requests-it
mean~ we cannot sUPl?ly items requested
. . . at least at the time inquiry was re
ceived.

FORMULA 44-40
NOW IN USE ON
4,000,000 GUNS

B~ 'Art. BLOCKS,)
tv0 101.." AT ABOUT 50%>

SAVING
Permits forging Mauser,
Springfield. Jap, & other
bolt handles low for scope
mounting and smooth sport.
er appearance. Takes only
minutes & produces a far
better job than cutting &
weldin~. No need to cool
bolt with water-blocks ab.

sorb heat so bolt is unharmed. One set lasts for hundreds
of jobs. Our own make & design-equal to usual $17 to
$20 sets. Full guaranteed-with instructions. ONLY $9.95
plus 55¢ pp.

WEST HURLEY, N.Y. It is estimated that over
4,000,000 guns, in collections, military establish
ments and shooters hands have now been either com·
plctely blued or touched up with Formula 44-40
Instant Gun DIne. The product has been on the mar
ket 10 yeaTs and has enjoyed such acceptance it is
now the largest sel1in~ in the world. Used by all gun
manufacturers. including government arsenals, it is
also used in the electronics, aircraft, clock and other
industries. New uses are found daily for this product.

r ~~~~&!~!~j,~!i~:;f;~~
for this occasion for nearly 100 years. Case
hardened in color, fits all muskets, Springfield
and Contract except Colt ••• only $2.75 or
two for $5.00.

S~V~ ~'I'l~.~ WHL~~T~EY
'ill! !a if) f!} e C $30.00 List

Q7 t:J ~ only $8.75
~~ ~.s::::,.4!1 .~ Assortment of 12 unused
~ ~ • Marble sights of various

models & sizes. Popular
numbers of the early 1920's such as improved Tunnel,
Vickers.Maxim Gold aperture, Gold Sheard, Standard
Bead, etc. The last of these long discontil1ued, expensive
to make, models. While they last-all 12 sights ••• only

~e·';iR SPECIAL-$90.00 Jist-36 sights for only $19.50
(While available).

(Continued from page 18)

a neat impression on the innocent bystander,
especially if he has already given it a try
and bowed out early in the game. And,
frankly, it's darn good shooting.

My goal, however, was targets only a
quarter of this size. (Remember my oath?)
So far, it had cost me but a scant 500 rounds
of .22's and an hour every day for two weeks.
Things were looking up. I could measure the
ultimate end now in fractions of an inch.
Another 500 rounds and another two weeks
and I'd have it made.

Hal
Trying to find something suitable yet in

expensive to shoot in the inch category wasn't
too easy. Catsup bottle tops were good but
unstable when the wind was blowing. Wood
en blocks didn't last long enough to war
rant their making, and a basketful of burned
out 5 watt electric bulbs proved to be a
messy menace to man and beast alike. Small
chunks of coal about this size proved to be
ideal; spectacular, too, when hit, since they
dissolved in a cloud of dust.

Being only human, I couldn't resist the
temptation of dropping down to half inch
pieces of stoker coal while still unable to
make 80 percent hits on chunks twice their
size. This was the point where real trouble
set in.

I bought several 25 foot pistol targets that
closely coincided with the one-inch coal tar
gets. Immediately, the answer was clear. A
sight set for 50 feet was absolutely no good
for 15 to-20 foot aerial targets. How stupid
can you get? Naturally, a rear sight needs
elevating from the 50·foot setting to hit "on
the button" at 20 feet.

I also found that only about 75 percent
of my shots hung' well within the black.
Some 20 percent were close to, but not
touching the black and the other 5 percent
were-well, they were just plain flyers. From
this it was easy to deduce that one out of
every five shots would miss completely. The
answer? More target practice; enough to
place every shot within or, at the very least,
cutting the outer circumference of the object'
I was trying to hit.

Dead center shots, as any shooter knows,
are extremely difficult to make. But, we also
know, they are not an absolute necessity for
perfect scores. A lOX on the small bore tar
get is a lOX whether perfectly centered or
hanging on at 4:00 o'clock. So also is a hit
flying target, whether dead centered or barely
chipped. .

To emphasize this more clearly, supposing
you are shooting a .50 caliber slug of lead at
a one·half inch bullseye. Your first try barely
grazes the bull at 12 :00 o'clock, your next
ticks it at 6 :00 o'clock. Both for all practical
purposes are hits. Yet measuring from the
extreme edge of the first hole to the extreme
edge of· the second will give an overall
spread of one and one half inches-lh plus
% plus ~1l. Therefore, if a shooter is capable
of making inch and a half groups at say
25 feet with a .50 caliber gun, he will also
be able to run possibles at that range on
half-inch bulls. Twenty-two's, needless to
say, do not offer this latitude; but it's worth
remembering that perfect "dead center" hits
are not a necessi ty. Shots that can be kept'

<Continued on page 48)

HANDGUN HITS
ON FLYING TARGETS

Arner.
Int'l

Price
17.95
19.75
11.77
17.97
29.71

List
Price
32.50
34.50
17.95
24.97
41.50

.30 Remington

.243 Winchester

.32 Win. Special

.220 Swift

.244 Remington

. 257 Roberts
8mm Mauser
.30-'06 Springfield
.270 Winchester
.257 Jap
.348 Winchester
.300·.375 Magnum

NEW CASE LENGTH GAUGE
I$4.25 EACH I

ITEMS
FISHING

Mitchell .tt300 (with 2 spools) ...•.
Mitchell ,ti'308 Ultra Light t 2 spls••
Johnson it 100 Century Splncast .••
Shakespeare it 1797. Wonder Reel ••
Alccdo Micron Spin Reel ...•••..•

GUNS
Armalite AR-7 Explorer .22 Semi-Auto 49.95 41.95
Marlin tt39A .22 Lever Action .•.•• 79.95 59.95
Savage 24 Mag .22 M/410 .•.••••• 44.95 38.95

SCOPES
Weaver K-3 1961 Models .....•.•• 37.50 23.95
Weaver K-V 2X-8X with mounts. • •• 79.50 52.95
Redfield 4X 1961 Models ...•••••• 59.50 40.50

RELOADING
C-H Super "C" Press. . . • . . • • • • •• 12.00 9.50

Lyman ~~~i~gwp~e:d~~a:6:re·•. :: : :: ttgg t~:~~
R.C.B.S., C-H Dies ... < ••••• 13.50 10.50
Inertia Bullet Puller. . • . . •. 7.70 5.50
McKillen & Heyer Case Lgth Ga. 4.25 3.60

Send Cash, Check or M.O., Money Back Guar.
antee. Sorry No C.O.O.'s. Write Dept. V.

LUGER AMERICAN CORPORATION
DISTRIBUTING POINT fOR THE UNITED STATES

GLENWOOD, MINNESOTA, U.S.A.

McKILLEN & HEYER, Inc.
3871 N. Kirtland Road, Willoughby, Ohio

It not at Dealer's, order direct.

SO~~T~NA~B!:N!~ 50%
Watches, Binoculars, Luggage, etc.

PRECISION POWDER SCALE

Accurate to 1/10 oCa grain. Electronically
balanced perfect for unheard of accuracy.
Built in oil baffie. Brass beam ONLY
hard chrome plated. 325 grain "'6 71
capacity. Shp. wgt. 4 lbs. ~.

American
INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS

Will no~ be ~ndersold FREE CaTllOG
on any Ifem In our JIll
NEW 1961 EDITION!! 25¢
Where every sale means a

savings to our customer!
Over 100 Pages, illustrated
and crammed fuJI of the
greatest discounts ever offered
on nationally advertised items.
Everything for the Sportsman

• Reloading - Rods
• Guns • Reels
• Clathing • Archery
• Skin Diving. Camping
• Scopes • Exercisers
• Shooters' Accessories

.45 Auto Colt

.45 ACP
.38 Special
.44 Special
.22 Hornet
.22 K·Hornet
.2'22 Remington
.300 Savage
.250 Savage
.22·250 Var.
.308 Winchester
.358 Winchester
.30·30 Winchester

RUSH $1.00 FOR DISCOUNT CATALOG
AND LEATHER GIFT WALLET

FIDELIS WHOLESALERS
Box 1324 Dania, Florida

25
CALIBER

"O'll\
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN AMERICA

, DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER.
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• 5 shot capacity-required by law for hunting, 'fits
flush with guard-streamlines appearance. Solid
machined bottom-not "raw" appearing oversized
fold overs that some are seiling 5'2.45

• 15 shot, in original wrap. only $1.00 ea. or 2 for $1.75
~ 30 shot. "banana" clips only $4.95 or 2 for $7.951

38 SPECIAL-.357 MAGNUM-9 MlJl
LUGER BARREL BLANKS

BeautifUl 6 groove, .357 groove dia., 1 tum in
16", full 26" long, .940 o.d. Used for converting
old 92 Winchesters into .357 magnum rilles (or
.38 special), custom barrels for Colt, S&W,
Lugers, etc. $8.50 plus 70¢ post., or 12" lengths
$4.95 plus 40¢ post.

FULL 48'" long-AS caliber. rifled 1 turn in 56....
straight length blanks, 1%'" O.D. These barrels
are rifled-(NOT buttoned or broached) which is
the only way to obtain proper groo~e depth. Eight
grooves make for super accuracy. 0 NLY $17.95 plus
$1.50 DD. & hdlg.
SAME, ONLY 32" LONGnnn$9.95 plus 95¢ pp.

45/70 BARREL BLANKS
straight ritled lengths, 32'" long, 1%" o.d. 1 turn
in 22". beautiful 4 groove rifling, used for re
barreling \Vinchesters, :Marlins, Whitneys. Spring
fields etc. Unheard of price of $9.60 plus 95¢.

L-O-N-G i45t~~~' i~~,torrU~C)o~J:~~s~~an¥~;
experimental work, Ueising Model 60's etc.. etc.
20'" long, $9.75 plus 75¢ PD. (SA~1E ONLY 12"
long for pistol. etc. $5.95 plus 50•.

Add $2.50 for chambering to .45 auto

U. S. CARBINE
MAGAZINES

FREE Water (& dirt &
tobacco) proof rubber cap
given w/ea. magazine.I

ANOTHER NUMRICH SUPER SPECIAL
HEAVY.LONG SUPER TARGET

.22 BARRELS

~[]\'li](Q)~~ ~ MORE

~MORE

EXTRA HEAVY 22 CAL. BARRel BLANKS

(0'

NEW REMINGTON MATCHMASTER BARRELS" for :use
tiS barrel blanks or on H(Hnln~ton guns in tho DOO SCrICS,
'16" Ion" 13/16" diameter, all pollshed and blued,
~hambcr;d for .22 1. r .• 6 gt'oovc rifling. Each ban:cl
trued. tested and serial numbered by HemlngLOn. lhe

~~~S g;v~C:ri;;t7~OIf~~ ~:b~~~Cw~~~r~ouE~~nliiI1Y~~e df~t~~~
_may we suggest you plclt up 1 or 2 of tpcsc at this
exceptional price before they arc gone? High strength
steel. suitable for cenler flrc calibers, fine for target

~lJ~~~_~~~~~:__~:!:~~a~~_S~~?:1 ~~~95tb~IU~ 1go¢T~~;~

Rare Parts - Brand New
Limited Supply

Mdl. '92 Hammers $5.95
Mdl. '86 Hammers 56.95
Mdl. '94 Hammers $2.15
Hammers. Low Wall & High,coil spring mdls. $6.95

CARRIERS Model 92-25 & 3~~~:5
Model 92-38 & 44/40,

$4.95

kr(--------Fun 26" 10ng-------->1:1
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.32 Win. Special-26", full magazine. Not made for
some ye3rs-last avaliable--well under regular price of
common carbine barrels-new. original. Fits all Model94's. Only $14.95
SAME, only "take-down" 30-30 $18.50 ppd.
Model 69 Barrels, new-also fits Mdl. 75 .22 sportor.

• 55.95 plus 6Se pp.
Model 67 .22 barrels w/receiver-also fits Mdl. 60.
GOA, 67 & 67A-specify 20" or 27" $5.95 plus 70ft pp.

(Discontinued for some years)

~e2ng~:~. e:r~~~;;t-e~s~a~~a~~~'epr:g~L~s~nT~~h:O~~r;
OLD CATALOG PRICE. Solid frame guns only-12 gao
in 28" Full. 28" Imp. Cyl., 26" Full, 26" Med., or 26'"
Imp. Cyl. SPECIAL PRICE $12.S0 ea. plus SOC pp.
TAKE DOWN '97 Barrels, Save $10.00 from old list
price, last available-12 gao FULL CHOKE, FULL 32"LONG, Duck barrels $17.95

,;

M --~ FIRING PINS
'92 Madel $2.95
'73-38 & 44/40 mdls $3.75
'73-25 & 32/20 mdls $3.75
Hi & Low Wall, state if rim or center flre .. $2.95

............-........-.-. BXTRACTORS
'92 Model, 25 & 32/20 $2.50
'92 Model, 38 & 44/40 .- $2.50
Hi & Low Wall, for small or large calibers

-state which-none for rimfire $2.95

LINKS FOR '73
WINCHESTERS

Brand new, either right or left. State which.
$3.75. SPECIAL! Pair for $6.50.

,E?

WIN. Model 94 FULL RIFLE BARRELS

complete with slide &
., <Gh screw .••••..••. $3.75

BARRELS FOR WINCHESTER '97 PUMPS
__$2.75 ppd.

adjustable for windage &
elevation. fits all U. S. Car..
bines. slides into receiver
dovetail - 2 minutes to ~

stall. as Issued. $1.85 ppd.

i- .-, -t 41i:;P
_______________$6.95

NEW .45
BARRELS

Firing

NOW DISCONTINUED BY MARBLE'S
(ollowing calibers only, 38/12-.303 Sav.-40/82-32
Spec.-9mm ritle-35 Newton-38/55-.30 Uem.-38/56
.22 \Vin. Auto--25/20-.401-.280 Uoss-.256 Ncwton
.35 Win. Auto.-.35 WCF-.32 Rem.-351 S.L.-40/65
-40/70-.32 "Vin. S.L.-33 \Vin. :Many of the above are
adaptable to other calibers. $1.50 each (a sa\'ing- of $1.00
from list) OR SAVE 50% by ordering 3 for $3. 75-give
second choices.

FOR ENFIELDS-THE BIGGEST IMPROVEMENT IN 46 YEARS!
SPEED ACTION-COCKS ON OPENING

... ~~
SIMPLY INSERT IN YOUR BOLT

The Enfields (bath 1914 and 1917 Models) are fine actions. Thousands have been made into
Magnum calibers; hundreds of thousands have been made into sporters, or used as "issued".
They are one of the strongest actions in the world. However, there are two serious drawbacks:
a "schlumpy" firing pin fall and a "cock-on-c1osing" action. NOW-our high speed unit cor
rects both of these faults. Lock time, the great accuracy improver, is reduced 72.8%-and
action now cocks on the upturn of bolt handles just as in the Winhcester, Remington, Spring.
field Mauser and a.ll other fine actions. This gives for better feeding, for better extraction.
I:~gular safety works as usual. Normally at $15 to $18 conversion-OUR UNIT, READY TO
INSTAll IN YOUR BOLT IN 2 MINUTES, SELLS AT THE UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE OF
$4.95 ppd. (State model. For 1914 & 1917 Enfields only. Not for British SMLE models.

Speed Lock-Safety Pin
"As recommended in Guns and Guns & Ammo."

~)))]])))JJjjjijj}jjJ1)&othDr I ~~~:::es
FOR SPRINGFIELD 1903 RIFLES

~:;:t ~~cC;n<i:f~~ i~~~~n. p~~ 1':~~~i~~SPta'm~~d al~~t ~1tigfd
firin~ pin. Really safe. does not depend on tiny wire
clips. True Mauser type with solid safety shoulder. Lock
time reduced by nearly 500/0. Speed mainspring otspc'Cial Austrian steel $3.75

I
brings long mimeographed list
of guns, modern & antique,
edged weapons, weird acces
sories, etc., for sale at our
Dew retail store. If you can't
visit us personally, here's the
next best thing. Prices lower
than any we've seen.
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ON~Y
) 90 m.inutes from New York CityvlaN.Y.S.

Thruway; 6 miles west of Exit 19 at
Kingston. N. Y.

Store open daily. Tues. thru Sat. -,1 P.M. ti1l9 P.M..

FOR ALL 1903 SPRINGFIELDS
Handsome conversion unit aIlows year 'round use ot
i~~~P~~l~~~~tep~~~ffceevtol:~:~~l~t~~g&ga~i~:i~a:)ol~~~p~~:
sihle with a real, man sized .22 which not only shoots
better hut feels hetter while shooting. (Just slide out
unit to chan~e hack to .30-06). Full sized, but short
actin~ holt. with precision rifled harrel liner ~ives
super accuracy. Each unit, tn display box, contains
.2~ holt, harrel liner. trigger ~uard & 7 shot magazine.
Bolls have adjustable headspnce feature guaranteeing
>'ears of accurate shoaling. Over 2.000 happy users.
Volume sales tumble price to a LOW. LOW $19.95 ppd.F.xlrll ma~azines $1.75 ppd.

BUY· SELL· SWAP CRAZY
BRING TRADING MATERIAl BARGAINS!

,45 AUTO MAGAZINES
WITH FREE CASE

Numrich Arms

RETAIL OUTLET
West Hurley, N. V.

QUickly instaIlcd
sig-ht set. Stream
lined front ramp
with sight. Rea r
sight with both
windage & elevation

:r1::edln'byBO~~m~~; As found on Colt
tightening Allen set Sporting Rifles
screw. Front .560
t.d .• rear .775 J.d.
Plenty of waIl thickness for reaming to a11 popu..
lar sizes. Blued, ready to install. ONLY $2.95
for complete set!

.44 CALIBER BARRel BLANKS

Full 1 1/16" diameter, straight, rifled blank-6
groove for super accul·acy. 27" long-large dinmeter
makes adaptable for must rim or center lire actions.

1 tUTc~::m~:;in-gfOi-:22-L:-R.-O~r~: ~Jd9:1~J~~ 70¢

w.ade t 954 ot new steel specs.•
superior to any made ore·
viousb. New, in orl!!. wrap.
pinJrs. SI.9S ea.-2 for $3.50.
NOTE: When 2 are ordered.
new web carrying case FREE:
DOUBLE LEATHER CLIP
CASES, as issued. exc.. Rus·
set color, NOT black 52.S0

NEW LOW PRICE
.22 CONVERSION KIT

THOMPSON BARRELS
New, .45 cal.. 10'/4" lang, $10.95 ppd. Magazines,
30 shot, $4.00, 20 shot, $3.00. All ather parts and
service available, write for quote.
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THE GEORGE LAWRENCE CO.

Over 50 cabinets in different finishes and
styles available. For catalog, send name,
address, and 25c in coin.
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sary. Never move the gun hand or arm inde
pendently of the body. Swing from the waist.
Swing the entire upper half of the body as
a trap or skeet shooter does. With a hand
gun, assume a pistol shooter's stance, arm
outstretched, elbow and wrist locked. Now
raise the gun to the approximate elevation
your target will reach in the air. As the
target comes into view, start following its
flight, not with the hand or arm but by
bending slightly backward or forward from
the waist.

With practice, you will find the sights are
always in alignment with this wrist-elbow
shoulder-locked position, regardless of where
you have to aim. The only remaining prob
lem is setting the target on top of the sights.

Check sight alignment in relation to target.
Always aim at the bottom of the target, not
its center. Trying to shoot dead center is al
most an impossibility for anyone but the
professional, and even he can't do it every
time. Remember the .50 caliber half-inch
target lesson. If the target rises and falls in
a vertical plane through the line of sights,
it will have to pass through the bullets flight,
which offers an inch and a half margin for
scoring a hit.

Lastly, check that trigger pull. A smooth,
fast squeeze, or pull, is as necessary in
aerial shooting as in any other form of
shooting. A fast pull is not a jerk. Needless
to say, you will never become expert at any
shooting sport unless you have complete con
trol over your trigger finger. Volumes have
been written on this subject, therefore I'll
not attempt it here. But I will offer this
much advice for what it's worth. If, when
shooting at paper targets, an occasional flyer
pops out of the black, chances are you are
jerking the trigger. The same goes~
for that miss on a flying target. ~

side of the Himalayas. Invariably the night
is as black as a well digger's pocket, and
the terrain is littered with all manner of
rocks and vegetation designed to hinder your
advance and profane your speech. Hoping
your guide is a student of Braille, you at
tempt to adjust your bi-focals to the inky
blackness, feel out the dangerous ground
ahead of you with your "bergstock," and
start the risky climb to the "lialzplatz."
Slipping, falling, trying hard to keep the
dim figure of the guide in view, you sneak
through thc forest and over the rocks, ears
working like radar in the hope of picking
up the auerhahn's call.

Picking up this call is difficult enough;
identifying it as the real McCoy is almost
an impossibility. Sounding much like "Telac
telac, telac-telac," the rhythmic snapping
of the cock's beak is easily mimicked by the
sound of dripping water, or of -,ree limbs
in the wind. Once taken in by either of
these or any other phoney sound, you can
spend tortuous hours stumbling around in
the dark, not knowing you've been duped
until you reach its source. Then usually
dawn is with you, signifying the end of the
night's hunt. You stagger back to the
warmth of the cabin, forego shaving and
sometimes even breakfast to seek haven in
the inviting bed.

Although he is equipped with ears like
those of a nosy landlady, and is as sus
picious as a jealous wife, the wily auerhahn

(Continued from page 46)
well within a one inch circle with a .22 will
produce lOX possibles every time on a half
inch bull.

As scores slowly increased on the target
range, hits also increased on flying targets
but not in direct proportion. Not too sure
other factors than those I had already found
were holding me back, I made a methodical
progressive study of the whole shooting
sequence, from body position in relation to
the target, to follow-through after the shot.
Rather than reiterate a running account of
these experiments, let's point out the major
requisites for becoming a proficient aerial
target shooter.

First, and aside from the fact that plenty
of practice and determination is needed, use
targets that are large enough to score on re
peatedly. Quart cans will usually suffice as
a starting target. Don't quit them too quickly
for smaller marks. Rather, try picking out
a certain section of the can to hit, say the
center section. If the bullet fails to fly true,
there will be enough of the can exposed to
catch the shot, showing just" what you did
wrong.

At this stage you are apt to run into some
trouble. If so, look for these faults. Check
the throw. Whether you do your own tossing
or have someone do it for you, endeavor to
have the object always in a vertical line with
your stance, never so far to the right or the
left that the gun hand must move sideways
as well as up and down.

Check your sights. Target in on a station
ary bullseye for the range you are most apt
to be shooting, generally about 18 feet.

Check YQllr swing. I have not mentioned
this before:{or I had very little trouble with
this phase. From here on in, remember that
a smooth rhythmic swing is_ absolutely neces-

between an eagle and a wild turkey, having
the huge curved beak and knife-like talons
of one, and the great fan-like tail of the
other. To complete this rather awesome effect
he sports a livid scarlet sear over each eye,
and weighs between 12 to 14 pounds.

Getting a chance to hunt this magnificent
bird is about as hard as drawing a bighorn
ram permit in Colorado. There just aren't
enough birds to go around. But if you're one
of the handful of lucky applicants, you can
figure on spending at least three days on
the hunt. The first day is devoted to hiking
in. Usually it takes anywhere from 2 to 4
hours to trek back to the auerhahn's lonely
citadel, and everything you'll need for the
hunt is packed on your back. This includes
food, extra clothing, and weapon. Arriving
at the deserted hunting cabin, you slip out
of your gear and then hurry up to the mating
area to witness the bird flying in to roost
just before dark. Following this hasty re
connaissance of trophy and terrain, you re
turn to the hut, eat under a kerosene lamp,
rehearse the stalking ritual with your guide,
and then pile into a crude wooden cubicle
to dream of auerhahn.

Starting his mating song and dance about
0200 hours in the morning, the auerhahn
cock remains in the tree until just about
daybreak. This means you get up "on the
graveyard shift," and you can be sure that
your wOJ:k will be in the most treacherous
belts of timber _and granite upheavals this

THE COCK OF THE ALPS
(Continued from page 31)

Dept. M5

Shooters with a good
eye for quality and
marksmanship choose
the Lawrence Gun
slinger II ••• a com
bination of finest leath
er and craftsmanship.

Write for free 20-pg.
catalog in color

Over 100 holster styles
and quick draw equip
ment. Also rille scab
bards. cartridge belts,
shell carriers, slings,
knife sheath and belts.

A At your dealer or
LV available by mail

Since 1857

Ready for action

{aw~
GUNSLINGER II

Safe. efficient, ef
fective. Perfect self·
protection against
any attack. Can be
carried in paChAl.

Portland 4, Oregon

FORT DEARBORN TRADING CO.
1027 Woodbine Avenue

Oak Park, Illinois

- CLASSIC _u -
GUN CASES

FOR WALL DISPLAY

I
t

Model No. 1018 Illustrated

Hand rubbed Rustic Walnut Cases.
Complete with glass lid that locks
securely with hasp and key lock.
Felt lined mounting clips in Satin
Brass finish included. All matching
brass hardware. Choice of red or
green felt lining.

FULLY GUARANTEED.
SIZES AVAILABLE

Derringer 8xl0xl%" $ 9.95 ppd.
Standard 10x18x2Y." $12.95 ppd.
Multiple 13x22x2Y." $16.95 ppd.

CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. NO C.O.D.

GALE PRODUCTS
216 W. JACKSON • Dept.
CHICAGO 10. ILL 7
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As Illustrated
$1995

No. 79
GUNSLINGER II
Special metal
reinforced
fast draw
holster with
leather lining.
New leather
lined contour
cut belt angled
for trim fit and
easy draw.



of the most popular U.S. firearm In two wars! The only
U.S. military small arm made with the lines and welscht
of a modern sporter. The only NEW late anodel military
weapon ever placed on the U.S. market!
SPECIFICATION: 18" barrel lenR'th. Weight: 5V2 lbs.
Gas operated. seml·automath::. Adjustnble sights.

~n~E~: t::=~::tO~~:np1'~~~~~io~r ~I:::'~ :~tg~~~~~hn:~:::::~:~~: ~ :gg
U.S. Carbine accessories ever be· Canvas muzzle covers (suitable for
fore orrered and wtth the excep, most rlrles) 2 for........... .. .50
tton or the 5 shot maga.zlne. all SDare Darts for your carbine:
are official U.S. Army, Marine Carbine bolts complete with rlrlng

~:~s, oert.e· ~xs::~?:~s ~~:fr, ~~ ~\rde:~t~~~~f~t:t~: ..::::::::::::::'~:gg
throughout. Many In extremel)' TO GROER~ Enclose check, c.h or
short supply. money CH'der. For ·C.O.D. enclose
30 Caliber Carbine Ampluntllon, deDoslt of $10 or more Der car·
100 rounds $7.50 blne. ShlDPed railway express col·
30 Caliber CarbIne Hunllng Ammo, lect, F.G.B. Hollywood. California
:sO rounds 7.00 residents only. add 4,.. state tax.

~:r:;t~t~~lier::::::::::::::::::::~:gg ~~;::::'umm:''de~ $~~Ck cuarantee.
Cteanlng ktt (patches, oil, bore ALPINE SALES.. INC.

~::r~~~~ ··c·aiie... ·(wiiii.. ·zi'pper a~~ 113 Craft Building
carrying strap) ....... ..... 2.00 5880 Hollywood Blvd.,
]5 shot malraslnes, 3 for.... 1.00 Los Angeles 28. California

Write for FREE Brochure in color with all
information on Stocks and how to order!

)ftrrtffs STOCKS
Box 741 TwIN FALLS. IDAHO

$8995
COMPLETE

12 gauge
only

Bayonet and
scabbard,

official. $4.95

• Law Enforcement
• Target Shooters
• Hunters
• Field Shooters
• Quick Draw
Stocks carved for all popular
American guns, individually
custom fitted. Genuine walnut wood!

Best Shots Demand
HERRETT'S HANDGUN STOCKS

15 shot
pouches, belt
type~ holds 2
magazines, 2

for $1.00

NOW ••• A REAL PRODUCTION LINE SHOTSHELL RELOADER
AT A PRICE THAT MAKES THE INITIAL COST OF
"ROLLING YOUR OWN" WORTHWHILE

the all new 100
Here's a new "progressive-type" reo
loader with engineering and design
features that enable you to turn 'em
out at better than 500 per, that loads
any hull including the new plastics
accuratelyand efficiently. that is safe,
and that makes reloading economical.

30 shot
magazines

$2.95

$

.... ,. ... $9~
NEW SIGHTMASTER "101" RIFLESCOPE.:
It's here at last! The most sensational scope value In a lifetime In your chOice of power - 2¥2X, 4X or 6X. Its got _
all the deluxe features you've been looking for preCIsion glass optICS throughout; color corrected; & WIth Internal
adjustments for perfect focus & alignment. Beautlfully blued steel. Long eye relief. Easy to Install, fIts over 350 U S.
and foreign rifles including Enflelds. Only $9 95 ppd. lOCI. mount. Send cash, check or M.O C,O.D.'S reqUIre $5 •
depOSIt. Add $1 for Air Mad. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. When ordenng speCify scope
power, make ana maoel of nfle. Dealers i_quirt. 'AN TECHNICS, INC.; 123V Pan Technics Bldl., Incinitas 79. Calif.

goofs off while he is rendering his mating
call. If it wasn't for this, every cock would
die a natural death. Lasting for only a
minute or so, and repeated at short intervals
throughout the night, the first part of the
call ends abruptly on a loud note sounding
like a cork being wrestled from a cham
pagne bottle. This is called the "Haupt
schlag." Then the ecstatic bird goes into the
second stanza, a weird hissing noise which
lasts for several more seconds_ During this
stage, the cock closes his eyes and becomes
totally oblivious to sound. Taking advantage
of this, a hunter, moving only then, can
stalk right up to the very tree where the
otherwise watchful bird is serenading. But
this takes a lot of doing.

Unless you are pretty close to the source,
the auerhahn's hissing call is practically
inaudible, so you stand endlessly in the dark,
listening for your cue, the "Hauptschlag."
If you hear it, you move, following in the
exact traces of the guide, taking two or
three, never more, rapid steps. Then you
freeze again until the cock repeats this por
tion of his song. It may take an hour to
traverse 300 yards, but it's the only way
of getting within shooting range.

In this manner the guide 'maneuvers up
the timber-tangled slope, you following if you
can. One step too many, or a shotgun butt
banging against an unseen tree, can put you
out of business. Another frightening possi
bility is that you may spook a feeding roe
deer which, when terrified, starts barking like
an agitated dog. It's a nerve-wracking, stam
ina-testing process, and when you reach the
crest, you're pooped and in a nervous tizzy.

If you are lucky and the bird is there, you '
must remember that the auerhahn takes an
awful lot of killing. Tales of missed and
wounded birds are legion in Bavaria. Every
thing, except possibly the proverbial kitchen
sink, has been thrown at this cock in an
effort to dislodge him. He has been blasted
at with shotguns loaded with shot and with
ball, and he has been pelted with rifles of
every caliber, vintage, and design. Padded
with a lot of rugged feathers, and a past
master at camouflage, he is tougher to hit
and bring down than most birds flying. He
has a maddening habit of hiding behind a
network of twigs and branches that are invis
ible in the darkness and he rarely appears
as anything more than a black blob against
an even blacker background. Shooting con
ditions couldn't be worse. As a result, you
go loaded for bear.

A weapon enjoying a great deal of popu
larity and well suited for taking this unique
grouse, although primarily designed for drive
hlmts whel'e you can bust a boar and pheas
ant all in the same day, is the modern light
weight version of the drilling, or its less
expensive cousin, the epic "Bock-Buchsflin
ten" with one shotgun barrel over a rifle.
These combination jobs, weighing between
6 and 7 pounds, bored to 12 or 16 gauge and
backed up by a rifle slug, are tough medi
cine on any auerhahn. When conditions per
mit, you can drill him cleanly through the
meaty part of the breast, insuring a well
preserved trophy; or you can more safely
blast him with a lethal pattern of shot and
let the feathers fall where they may. The
jaeger religiously picks them up afterwards,
auyway.

The preferred shot for a smoothbore is No.
2, and definitely no smaller than 4's. Some
jaegers may even refuse to guide you with'
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hectic chase. Not once could I have wagered
on a clean kill with a rifle. Other times, the
birds left their roost so early that even the
finest sighting wouldn't have disclosed the
many branches in the way.

Coupled with these factors, the angle of
aim is usually about 40 degrees from the
vertical, and your aiming point is small. The
bird is almost 112 tail and you're shooting
for a vulnerable spot about 4 inches square,
concealing the chest cavity. In an exhausted
condition, with your nerves hopping like
Mexican jumping beans, it's tough even with
a rest.

My advice to any hunter going after this
bird is to leave the rifle in the rack. Pin
your faith on shot. These birds don't die
easily of fright; you have to weigh 'em down
with lead. Then you anxiously survey the
ground ahead to see whether you've clob·
bered an auerhahn or a pine bole. You never
know for certain, since they both sound like
a sack of sour mash hitting the ground. But
if it is an auerhahn, then you're pnictically
a candidat.e for the Iron Cross, and no one
can say you haven't deserved it.

Following a confirmed kill, the joyous
jaeger dashes t.owards the st.ricken trophy
and wraps the still thrashing bird in his
coat.. This tradit.ional act out. of the way, he
then rushes off down the slope with a pair
of daint.y evergreen sprigs, One he dips in
the wound of t.he auerhahn and present.s
to you on his knife blade or hat, wit.h the
accompanying words, "Waidmanns Heil,"
plus a firm handshake. The remaining branch
is t.hen placed in t.he cock's frozen beak as
a final tribut.e t.o the King of the Bavarian
Redoubt..

A silent. witness to this sacred embellish
ment of t.he fallen game you have to admit
that. the auerhahn is the world's top grouse
-if hunt.ed German st.yle. He is a worthy
opponent., and surely t.he world's ~

rarest feat.hered t.rophy. ~

(Continued from page 7)

add that while we did get some leading of over. It's the old story of the bumblebee
the bore of the pressure gun from the use that engineers can prove cannot fly. But
of commercial ammunition, we got none somehow the bumblebee manages to get
from the use of your bullets." along quite well, despite the engineers.

Armed with this data and information, However, these Prot-X-Bore bullets were
Lakeville Arms, Inc. did not hesitate any not the full answer to the problems that.
longer in aggressively promoting the sales bothered handgunners. These bullets had
of their bullets, in spite of continuing crit· increased velocity only slightly over what
icism. Reports and letters came in from Keith and Thompson had done years before.
the field where the American public shot The important thing that the Prot·X-Bore
game. The one outstanding fact that stood bullets had done was to provide the hand-
out above all other comments in these gunner with shocking power far in excess
letters was the shocking power of these of anything he had known in the past.
Prot-X-Bore bullets. At least, the 'handgun. A Prot-X-Bore bullet travelling at 1047
ner could use the full potential of pure lead. fps delivers muzzle energy almost double

In machine rest tests, the accuracy of these that of conventional bullets and shocking
bullets remained a source of continual power even greater yet. This is not high
amazement to all neutral parties. Two inch velocity for a .44 caliber bullet. What was
10 shot groups at 50 yards were "normal." needed was to retain the advantages of pure
A Ilh" group was common. This included lead, and increase velocities. The answer
both .38 and .44 calibers. But still the was so simple that shooters had been looking
writer-experts screamed that these bullets at it for 50 years. Again, Jim Harvey
could not be accurate. They deformed. Any- stepped into the picture and swaged a bullet
one knew that a hunk of pure lead, rammed formed from pure lead and a jacket. This
at high speed down the chamber of a hand- jacket was not a full length rifle type jacket.
gun, flung violently into the forcing cone of Rather, it was a half jacket covering the
the barrel and then twisted, turned, and base and extending up the sides of the
accelerated. through the barrel simply would' bullet. This jacket protected the bullet and
not. could not shoot accurately. kept most of the lead from bearing on the

They were proved wrong, millions of times (Continued on page 52)

GUN RACK

the latter. The Germans mostly use a pellet
measuring 4lh millimeters, which is equiva
lent to our BB.

An auerhahn not totally kaput, and that
means on the ground at your feet, will al·
most invariably go into a long glide, sailing
out over the boulder infested canyons to even
tually crack up in some impenetrable second
growth of juniper. Thus leaving no blood
sign, and often winging out of sight, he ends
up in the maw of the fox or the huge raven.
At twenty bucks a head, even wounded, plus
guide fees and the cost of lodging, this can
be a disappointing episode in a hunter's life.
Especially if you don't get another chance
for several more years, and this is being
optimistic.

Ranking right behind the combination
guns, the standard shotgun is most used on
auerhahn. Barring mishap, you can ap
proach within generally short range of this
weapon. Getting this close, you forget the
front bead, which you can't see anyway, and
slowly elevate the muzzle until it blots out
the cock's rocking image. Sometimes this
is hard to do, when you can't tell where the
foliage ends and the bird begins. But you
seldom take a chance on waiting for better
shooting light. Instead, as soon as you get
the bird's position plotted, you clobber him.
They don't linger long when the horizon
starts paling somewhere over nearby Austria.

While some tyros lean towards the exclus
ive use of a rifle shooting a full-jacketed
bullet of medium velocity, they usually trans·
fer their allegiance after viewing the target
area in the predawn gloom. Auerhahn have
been known to change mating trees quite
often, so it's sheer folly to plan on getting
a clear shot just because he might have been
in a barren pine the night before. It is true
that some are shot this way, but they are an
exception rather than the rule. On one hunt,
I saw a cock change locations three times in
the course of fifteen minutes, leading us a

20x50
AMAZING OFFER!

$29!!!!

Illustrated catalog. shows
how to reload rille and
pistol ammo. lists compiete
line of RCBS equipment and
pric'es. Dealers: write for
names of nearest jobbers on
your letterhead.

QUALlTY~
RELOADING

TOOLS

R[BS'NC. D.pt. E-5~
P,O. Box 729 Oroville, Calif.y-'

Precision machined. Stand·
ard 'l',,14 thread for all
popular reloading presses.
Hand polished for long
wear. No decorative chrome
plating to crack and peel.
No inter-changeable inserts
which neck size only. Over

500 calibers $13 50
avaIlable, •

FREE RCBS
RElOADING CATALOG

Sold in 14 pint cans in powder form
... makes solution that brilliantly
cleans hundreds of brass cartridge
cases ... in 3 minutes!

LIST PRICE $1.75

Jobber Inquiries Invited

~~~~~~~ CASE·BRITE CO. ~lo~~e~:.:~r:~"N~:

CASE-BRITEJ~X':"IZ~~ :
CLEANS BRASS CARTRIDGE'~~RR~

CASES IN A JIFFY! .;.~ ~ ~ ;:.

Brand New Glasses! Tre·
mendoDs power. Brings all
objects 20 times c1oser. Col
or corrected. Achromatic.
Wide SOMM front lens (2·
across) assures greater il
lumination and sharpcnsp

Wet~e:,:;. aph1~~~~~~~i
fingertip adjostment. Stream·

Wanted ~;.neetdst.~~~~):il ::~t }~:~
~~e~~::.hi:r-r~:~g ~~~~'b~~r. to hold and
3D-DAY NO·RISK TRIAl~~t~ f"o~ti~ll;:e~

=dpI~a$dl~&3 ;~~:ieLea:rh~~~~~et:~~B~,~n;~~~f~· ~~~lgZ~:it
UNITED BINOCULAR CD., 9043 S. Western, Dept H287. Chicago 20

~
It's EASY! With

Gunberth Plans & Kits
All details on Plans. Kits
and Hardware are listed in
big, fully Ulustrated •••

'~HaDdbook"-Catalog
Finished cabinets in 82
ditTerent styles also avaiJ·
able. Get your copy NOW!

Only $1.00 ppd.
(Refundable tiro!order Il

COLADONATO BROS.
Dept. G4J, Hazleton. Pa.
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HERE IS OUR
GUARANTEE OFFER.

Use any Herter tools or dies for two months. Use them hard
and if in your judgment they are not of better workmanship
and made of better materials or they do not. outperform all
other tools, return them for a full refund.

Shp. Wgt. 2 Ibs.

HERTER'S FAMOUS STANDARD RELOADING DIES

$4.79
$6.49

• Standard 'l's" x 14 threads fit all
standard tools. All popular calibers
available.
Price-2 pc. Rifle Die Sets

3 pc. Pistol Die Sets

• Unconditionally guarantee our
dies to be equal to or better than
any reloading dies at any price.
Made to S.A.A.M.I. Standards from
the finest quality steel, precision
machined, hardened and polished,
then chrome plated to a lifetime
finish.

HERTER'S FAMOUS MODEL 3 HERTER'S POWDER SCALE MODEL B
SUPER RELOADING TOOL

Price $13.95. Shp. Wgt. 23 Ibs.
World's largest. selling reloading
tool, this really speaks for itself.

• Loads rifle, pistol or shotshells.
• Full length resizes and swages

bullets with ease. .

• Lathe bed cast iron frame not
aluminum or alumnium alloys.

• Complete with primer arm insert
and shell holder of your choice•

• • •
Price $12.29

Shp. Wgt. 23 Ibs.
• Same as our Model 3 Reloading tool

but with a primer rod that screws into
frame. Shell holder then is screwed
in top of frame for priming. Not as
good a system as using a primer arm
but satisfactory. Takes more time to
reload than with primer arm.

• Complete with primer rod and shell
holder of your choice.

Price $6.25 Shp. Wgt. 4 Ibs.

• Aceuracy guaranteed
to 1/IOth grain.

• Mechanical dampener
and beam lift.

• 325 grain capacity.

• Beam insulated against forces of galvanic action and
static electricity. Super sensistive with large easy to
read calibrations.

patent pending
Price $7.95 Shp. Wgt. 6 Ibs.

• Only measure of this type made with gen
uine micrometer setting. Permits rapid pre
cision adjustments.

• Has Herter's famous baffle powder hopper
that takes all weigM off from the powder
and prevents packing.

• Of finest quality and guaranteed!

HERTER'S MODEL 9A HERTER'S SOFT UNBREAKABLE
RELOADING TOOL POLYETHENE PLASTIC CARTRIDGE BOXES

51
HERTER'S INC. SINCE 1893 WASECA, MINN.

• Unconditionally
guaranteed finest
procurable quality
guaranteed for your
lifetime.

• PRICE for any pistol
or rifle cartridge
52¢ Shp. Wgt. 8 oz.

• Price for any
shotgun shell
59¢ Shp. Wgt. 8 0%.

SEND FOR FAMOUS FREE BOOKLET. ffJ'""
HOW TO RELOAD BY GEORGE ...

~::A,:: ::r::ANr 40' PAGE RE- •
LOAD::MCJ~~:~~~IVERY (i

ALL PRICES FOB WASECA, MINNESOTA

Price $12.95 Shp. Wgt. 18 Ibs.
• Lathe bed cast iron frame not

aluminum or alumnium alloys.
• Full length resizes, swages bullets

with ease.
• Complete with primer arm and

shell holder of your choice.
• Nothing more to buy, ram and

all parts finest carbon steel.

• Up and down stroke.

$41.95
With charging bar of

• Gives you uniform highest
time.

• Loads shells accurately without adjustments.
• Loads the complete shell including crimping

with only four strokes.
• Can be easily converted to handle any guag'" or

load. .
• Comes completely assembled, tested, and ready

to use.
• Flip Type measures makes for quick safe chang

ing of load, no dangerous spilling of powder or
shot.

• Charging bars for popular loads.
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are acceptable. Upon impact, the full force
of pure lead travelling at high velocities will
produce a shock and a killing effect that
can only be compared to rifle bullets at
rifle velocities.

A few figures taken directly from loading
tables are extremely interesting. Remember
that these are not experimental loadings,
but recommended loadings released for use
by all handloaders. These are not top maxi
mum figures, but safe, working figures.
Cal. 375 magnum:

127 grain bullet, J ugular Jacketed, 1951 fps.
156 grain bullet, Jugular Jacketed, 1625 fps.

Cal. .44 magnum:
170 grain Jugular Jacketed bullet, 1950 fps.
220 grain Jugular Jacketed bullet, 1614 fps.
240 grain Jugular Jacketed bullet, 1575 fps.
270 grain Jugular Jacketed bullet, 1445 fps.
These figures are taken from data com-

piled from laboratory tests and speak for

New, Exciting, Illustrated
= ....:=::-=- Catalog Everv Six Weeks

Now 72 Pages Each Issue!
Thousands of antique Colt
revolvers, Kentucky rifles,
pistols, muskets, swords,
daggers from allover the
world: uniforms, helmets,
gun books, etc. - all differ
ent each issue. Widest se
lection available anywhere!

'1':'.1:»---'" Subscription Just $1.00
per Year. Send now to:

NORM FLAYDERMAN
44 W. Putnam, Dept. G·5

GREENWICH, CONN.
TOP CASH PRICES PAID
For your Antique Guns and
Military Equipment.

Zinc washer is fixed to bullet base
by tit of lead; helps clean the bore•
themselves. Never before has a handgunner
had such performance available to him.
These are without doubt the fastest, most
accurate and most deadly handgun bullets
on the market today.

Public reaction to these bullets was in
stantaneous approval-except for a few
people. Criticism is good for both business
and progress, but blanket condemnation is
another thing.

Let us review some facts. The steel used
in modern handguns is the equal of steels
used in high power rifles. Barrel steels
today are excellent and give long life. The
handgun velocities listed above are high for
handguns, but when considered as rifle veloc
ities must be classed as low or moderate.
Rifles will fire tens of thousands of rounds
of moderate velocity loads using rifle bullets
with heavy jackets and hard lead cores.
Jugular Jacketed bullets are made of, pure
lead with special jackets designed and al
loyed to handle handgun bullets. There is
a tremendous difference between the jack
ets used in rifle bullets and those used in
Jugular Jacketed bullets. These is even
more difference between the design ~nd con
struction of .45 ACP bullets and Jugular

Improved Minute Man Gun
Blue instantly prtlserves and
renews steels and iron sur
faces-Not a paint or lacquer
- No heating necessary
Comes complete with all nec
essary equipment.
GUARANTEED - Tested and
proven over 40 years bY ••
repeat sales to satisfied
users. SEND
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.-----------,

I ~~5~ B~a~1o~~Op:.FG. CO. I
IName.._ I
IAddress : I
I I
I.C!!:=;;;;;.;;;;;.=:::!!~•.;;;:;=J

(Continued from page 50)
barrel. As a result, leading was practically
eliminated, and velocities took a sharp rise.

Turning again to reports from testing
laboratories, here are some figures on the
new jacketed bullets. Laboratory testing
has been a constantly repeated thing with
Lakeville Arms, Inc. It is always going on.
October 26, 1955 Cal. .357 Magnum 127

grain bullet, Jugular
Jacketed. Average veloc·
ity, 1951 fps. Pressure
44,950.

Octoher 27, 1955 Cal. 357 Magnum 114
grain J ugular Jacketed
bullet. Average velocity,
2025 fps. Pressure 42,970.

(Both of these loads had the jackets crimped
onto the cores.)
Novemher 16, 1955 Cal. .38 Special 114 grain

Jacketed hullet. Average
velocity, 1272 fps. Pres
sure 17,150.
Comments: Experimen
tal hullets, jackets not
crimped to bullet, shed
ding in flight, causing
bullets to keyhole.
Comments: Bullets key
holing at 15' from muzzle.

November 16, 1955 Cal. .38 Special 127 grain
Jacketed bullet. Average
velocity, 1254 fps. Pres
sure 17,480.
Comments: Jackets
crimped to bullets.

This series of tests proved that, at high
velocities, it would be necessary to crimp
the jackets onto the lead cores to prevent
shedding of ·the jackets in flight. About this
time, the name Jugular Jacketed was Trade
Marked and is now the property of Lake
ville Arms, Inc.

Tt was found that crimping the jackets
not only kept the jackets on the cores, hut
that the crimp reduced the bearing surfaces
as much as one third. This crimp is a swag
ing process that does not loosen or deform
either the jacket or the core. Actually, it
makes the jacket even tighter on the core.
Crimping also controls expansion of the
lead nose upon impact.

Now what do we have? First, we have
a bullet that can take full advantage of the
modern powders, magnum primers, and spe
cially designed and built magnum handguns.
These bullets can be pushed as fast as pos
sible without leading or injury to the hand
gun. Bearing surfaces of these bullets' have
been kept to a minimum and additionally
reduced through crimping so that even at
maximum handgun velocities the pressures

11.50
9.00
B.OO
7.00
7.50
5.25
4.50
4.50

17.00'
17.00
12.00
15.50

SILVER FINISH
RAISED LETTERS
Limited Quantity

ARMY - MARINE
CIVILIAN

SPECIAL

$I!~PAID
Write for list of

AUTHENTIC
COLLECTOR'S BADGES

Improve the appearance of your Revolver or Auto·
matic with a new pair of Selected Grips in Plain
Elephant. Ivory, Pearl or Genuine Natural, Un-
breakable Stag. Per Pair Pearl or

COLT Stag Ivory
Bisley $9.00 $17.00'
Single Action Army 7.00 16.00
Single Action Scout .; 7.50 17.00
New Service 6.75 15.00
Army Special 6.25 9.00
Official Police 6.25 9.00
Police Positive N.M 5.25 7.75
Bankers or Detective Special 5.25 7.75
Police Positive O.M. . 4.50 6.50
Pocket Positive 3.50 4.50
.22 Woodsman, old model. 6.25 15.00
.45 Auto. Government 6.25 15.00
.38 Super .22 Ace 6.25 15.00
.32 or .380 Auto. 4.50 7.50
.25 Pocket Auto. 3.50 4.50

SMITH & WESSON .
Magnum Style Grips

.357, 1905, 1908 9.00
K.22, K.38, new model .. , 9.00
Chief Spec. H.E. Rd Butt .. 9.00

U U Kit Gun (Sq. Butt) 9.00
Standard Stvle Grips
Regulation Police 8.00
.44, .45 Model 1917, 1908 .. 8.00
K.22, .38 Sq. Butt, 1905 O.M. 5.50
1902 Rd. Butt 5.00
Chief Spec. Kit Gun Sa. Butt 5.00
Chief Spec. Kit Gun Rd. Butt 4.25
.32 H.E., .38 T.B 3.50
.32 N.D., .38 N.D : 3.50
(DERRINGER)-Remington,

Gt. West. and Germans 3.50 4.50
RUGER Single Six 7.50 17.00
Ruger Bearcat' 6.00 8.00
Ruger Automatic 10.00 18.00'
Hi Standard Double 9 7.50 17.00

Carved Ivory & Pearl Grips are Again Available.
*Not Available In Pearl.
~ To insure prompt delivery we carry in stock

over 1000 Genuine Pearl, Ivory and Stag Grips
GRIPS WILL FIT YOUR GUN as they were
made and fitted for standard factory frames.

Sold by Dealers, Gunsmiths or Direct
SEND 25c FOR BIG NEW 48 PAGE

CATALOG NO. 60

FRANK MITTERMEIER
~ Cunsmlth Supply Headquarters (est 1936)
V-//~ 3577 E Tremont AYe.• New York 65, N Y.

STAG GRIPS

GENUINE
IVORY OR PEARL

.FAMOUS GERMAN AIR PISTOL

.177 Cal. rifled BBL.
Adj. Sights and Trigger.

Comes Attractively Boxed
w/200 Pellets. $19.95 ppd.
OUR FIRST LIST OF RARE, UNUSUAL
AND CONTEMPORARY FIREARMS ... SOc

THE ARMS LOCKER Dept. W.
2027 Harbor Blvd. Costa Mesa, Calif.

Expert Rifleman's
Badge
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BROWNING

Costa Rican Model 30 machine JnIn, cat.
~g1n:95;V~~ec{$:9.9~.ithout magazine,

ONLY

FRENCH CHAUCHAT DEWAT
French light machine gun, caL Bmm,
complete .
Accessory kit sent FREE with each
Dewat. Select, $24.95

tm'~-~ BREDA'

ItaIian sub machine gun,
caL 9mm, Without magazine, $34.95. "'_

British air cooled aircraft machine In1n: same as U. S.
Browning- except .303 British caliber, $59.95.

9rnrn,

Choose a Bucheimer gun
case . . . for style . . . for

durability ... and too, it fully
protects your gun. All Bucheimer

gun cases are· made by skilled
craftsmen from thoroughly tested

materials. There is a Bucheimer gun
case in your price range.

Price $2.95 to $50.00
Sold by Sporting Goods Dealers and Gun Shops

everyWhere

THOMPSON

variety of non-operational machine guns, available through no other
students. All weapons listed below are available for immediate delivery.

J. M. BUCHEIMER CO.
FREDERICK, MARYLAND

POTOMAC ARMS CORP.
P.O. Box 35-200 5. St.and St.

. Alexandria 2, Virginia
(We buy & trade. All types of firearms.)

German MG 'OS" machine gun, caL
7.92, (with Costa Rican Seal), com
plete with tripod, $89.95; select
$114.95.

MAXIM
German cal. 7.65 (as above), but
with all brass fitting-s and brass
water jacket. complete with tripod.
$125.00.

*Made unserviceable or deactivated by steel welding. Internal parts function. Can be used for instruc
tion purposes, or as a prized decorator for collectors.

SHIPPED' EXPRESS CHARGES COLLECT. C.O.D.'s ac.
cepted if $20.00 minimum deposit accompanies order.
For free list of shooting- equipluent, enclose large
stamped addressed envelope.

U. S. M-IAI sub machine gun, Cal..45,
complete. Fair, $95.00, Good, $125.00, Reblued, $150.00.

No. 36

*UNSERVICEABLE MACHINE GUNS

Jacketed bullets. There cannot be any com
parison. According to government manuals,
the life expectancy of the .45 ACP barrel,
fired with issue ammunition, is about 5,000
rounds. This same barrel would fire bullets
of Jugular Jacketed construction in excess
of 20,000 rounds. There are .44 and .38
handguns that have fired far in excess of
5-10,000 rounds of Jugular Jacketed bullets.
These handguns show little wear and many
can still pass a new gun inspection at the
factory. Therefore, the condemning of Jugu·
lar Jacketed bullets because they wear out
barrels fast does not stand.

Another point of criticism is that firing
Jugular Jacketed bullets or zinc base bullets
injures handguns. Some people have stated
that handguns using these Jugular Jacketed
and Prot·X·Bore bullets will jam and fail
to function properly and must be repaired
constantly. Any handgun must be cleaned.
The more it is shot the more it must be
cleaned. This is simple common sense.
There are several specific handguns that have
fired many thousands of rounds of Jugular
Jacketed bullets, Prot-X-Bore bullets, and
conventional type bullets. These handguns
show absolutely no sign of abuse, abnormal
wear or difficult functioning:

Grease builds up in a handgun when
shooting conventional type bullets. It is not
right to commence firing Prot·X·Bore or
Jugular Jacketed bullets at this stage without
cleaning the handgun first. High velocity
loads firing Jugular Jacketed bullets will so
vaporize the conventional lubricants that this
deposit will build up throughout the entire
handgun. This building of layer upon layer
of vaporized grease will eventually lock and
jam the handgun. This is not normal, but
it has been seen to occur in handguns that
have fired many thousands of greased, low
velocity cartridges.

In reply to the few remaining critics of
Prot·X-Bore and Jugular Jacketed handgun
bullets, it is only fair to state that if things
were as bad as pictured, the American hand
gun shooter would certainly have revolted
by this time and filled the mails with his
tales of woe. For some reason, this has not
happened. Sales continue to increase. Fur
thermore, some of the most famous and suc
cessful names in the handgun bullet business
have commenced producing half jacketed
bullets, a true and long overdue tribute to
Jim Harvey, the originator and ~

pioneer of this bullet form. ~

PACHMAYR GUN WORKS, INC. Depf.G·5
1220 S. Grand Ave., Los Angeles 15, Calif.

Marksmen discovered long 3g-0 that for real
shooting accuracy. grip adapter's wide shallow
curve cuts muzzle sway and counteracts tend
encies to flinch. Developed by Pachmayr over 35
YClars ago. Easy to install. Available for praett-

§~l.lbo~ncR.~~~~~e~O~y&th~ tVe':t.~e~?J~~~s·cu~~~
gun hOllS€,. Send for Free 16-page folder.

i FAST: DRAW' ell. DERRiNGER ·1.
• fo' HIDDEN PROTECTIONI

A deadly weapon! Compact, easily concealed, 4l.fl" long, I
I lightweight-lor personal, home protection. Real gun'

Beautifully engineered by world·famous
W. German armorers. Shoots .22 Cal. •

•
Short, Long. long Rifle. Amazingly accu·
rate, dependable, built to last years.
BRAND NEW, exact replica of original

•
Remington Derringer. Double Barrel,
BLUE STEEL $11.95. DElUXE CHROME
fiNISH $22.95. Send $5 deposit, Bal. CODI You must be 21 or over. Police use as second gun."
NATIONAl PRECISION SALES CO, Dept.. D_18

•
606 MAIN ST., EAST ORANGE. N. J. jMONEY!AU GUARANTEE!)-----------
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Only the RED BOOK has ALL this fact-filled information!

• Up-to-date price evaluations of
more than 2,000 ·famous rifles,
shotguns, revolvers, machine guns
-foreign and domestic

• Includes list prices of weapons
plus three price values according
to excellent, good and fair
condition

• Tells you how to be an expert
bargain hunter on the used gun
market

• Every weapon described in detail
as to type, make and model. Gun
stocks, inlay designs, barrel,
size of bore, year of make and
other unique features are listed
for quick identification

yours free ... a gift from GUNS Magazine

If you trade-in or purchase one used gun or a hl,.lndred,
you're bound to save more money when you have the
Red Book at your side. With just a flip of, the pages
you can quickly tell the price values of leading firearms.
The Red Book puts you "in the know" .•• on a com
mon bargaining ground with gun dealers in your
community.

It's yours free
with your 14-issues-for-the-price-of-lO subscription to
GUNS Magazine. We guarantee you'll like GUNS; if
you don't, just let us know and we'llre£und the un·
used portion of your subscription. Y~u can lose rtothing.
Fill in the coupon below and we'll send the current
issue of GUNS and your FREE Red Book immediately.

MAIL COUPON BEFORE MAY 1

r------------------------~• GUNS Magazine G-5 II
8150 N. Central Park Ave. I
Skokie, Illinois ..

Send me my free copies of the Red Book and the Buyer's Guide," I
and start my 14-issues-for-the-price-of-IO subscription to GUNS I
immediately..$5 enclosed to be refunded if I'm not completely I
satisfied.

I
Name I

I
Address I

I
CityZone__State I
*If received within time limit above I

L ~

The Complete Gun Buyer's
Guide & Directory

Mail coupon for your GUNS subscription
before deadline date and, in addition to
the FREE Red Book, we'll also send you
absolutely free this brand new, up-to
date Gun Buyer's Guide & Directory.
Lists 300 product categories, cross-in
dexed for easy reference, and hundreds
of manufacturers of hunting and shooting
equipment. Tells you who makes it and
where to buy it. Yours free if you act fast!
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(Continued from page 25)

WHO MAKES A BETTER DOUBLE?

GUN BOOKS
POCKET CLEANER

Scrubs pockets quickly. clean &
bright. For use in any motor or
hand·driven chuck. Or can be
manually operated. Fine steel
Wire brush, with metal sleeve.
Only $1.00 Ppd. Specify whether
for large or small primers.

KUHARSKY BROS.
2425 W. 12th st., Erie, Penna.

Quickly loosens rust and cor
rosion on guns, rods, reels,
outboards and equipment.

AT ALL HARDWARE
AND AUTO STORES

RADIATOR SPECIALTY COMPANY
CM .... LOTT(. N. C.

BOHLIN'S
"Elmer Keith

MAGNUM
Profectsighf Holsfers"

Specially constructed groove to
protect rib and blade of mica
rear sight which does not "con-
tact" the leather. "Cobra
Snapaway"© gun hold-down

which also prevents snow, etc. ob·
structing notch in the blade. Hol
ster retains its permanent shape
under all usual conditions and is
fast-drawing. Belt 2% inches wide

with any angle of holster desired. First
Quality leather and workmanship guar
anteed, leather douhle and sewed.
Give waist & hip measure, caliber and

~a~~~l ~~S1~$nl.6~~ a~~'I~~1 C~el~&t~nia~~~
40/0 State Tax-35% deposit required
on all C.O.D. orders.

Plain: Tan $34.50. Black $36.50. Fully
carved (shown): Tan $46.50. Black $48.50.

MaTeer 0/ ulVorld's FinestU holsters that have no equal.
for fast-drawing.

Edword H. Bolin 931 N. Highlond Ave., Hollywood 38, Colif.
Copyrighted 1960 by E. H. Bohlin

PRIMERI
Only$t-O~.
Pa. Res. Add

'40/0 Sales Tax
DEALERS &.

• JOBBERS
INQUIRIES

INVITED

FREE Sample To~
Shooters ~.!~~

the dry, white, powdered lubricantI
Ideal in case neck resizing-, reduces split necks,
saves dies. harmless to powder charge. Works like
KI'3phite, but will not smudg-e reloads or hands.
Slick for JnIl1 actions, immune to cold. First ask your
dealer. If not available, send $1.50 for 5·oz. cont.,
PLUS 25c postaR'e. Sample on request.

SCIENTIFIC L:UBRICANT5 CO., DEPT. GG-2
3469 N. Clark St. Chicago 13, III.

the 20 gauge 3" shell, 1% ounce load, pour
ing out of his little Model 21, barreled full
and full, with which he loves to go duck
shooting. Olin's personal affection for fine
shotguns and his leadership in shotshell am
munition, reached a happy solution when
Olin bought Winchester. For the previous
management had just launched the Model 21.

It was a machine-made gun. Today, ma
chines do their part, though far more hand
finishing is the rule. But when Olin first
became not just the pleased sportsman who
could shoot a "21," but the man upon whom
ultimately the responsibility for its success
or failure must devolve, the Model 21 began
to take on a different character.

It did not "flop" in the Depression. Econ
omists often comment on a thing of curious
nature during a depression. Some men hold
onto their money. Those who retain their
wealth often are more interested in spending
it for leisure-time activity than they would
be if pressured by full production into de
voting their full time to business. In a sense,
they can afford to retire to Florida and play.
Shotgunning, naturally with a fine double
gun, is often such a form of play. In the
depths of the Great Depression, the Model 21
grew into a luxury arm. It expressed in line
and detail what Doane summed up by de
claring he honestly believes the 21 "is the
finest double gun made anywhere today."

The 21 in this era was a lot like the Cad
illac car. Seldom heard of up till then as a
premier marque, it challenged the leader
ship of Packard, Pierce Arrow, and a host
of others; even the great Duesenberg. The
Cadillac has survived. And in competition
with the great Parker Bros. guns, the luxury
Ithaca doubles, those of exquisite form and
finish by Ansley J. Fox and L. C. Smith, now
vanished from the scene, Winchester's brash
new entry remained ahead.

It was at first a typical production gun,
with a high degree of interchangeability,
which to some extent meant less critical
tolerances on many of the parts. "Even the
fore-ends would interchange, after a fash
ion," Doane reminisced.

What did you get in those days for $49.50?
A gun "required to endure tests as great and
searching as are applied to the famous Win
chester repeating shotguns," says the Novem
ber 1932 catalog. Says Paul Doane, "We
proof tested a Model 21 in comparison with
other 'comparable makes'." (When I asked
what other makes were tested, I was informed
"telling would not be ethical.") Tl~e test,
according to Doane, was to subject each bore
of this Model 21 to ONE THOUSAND CONSECU
TIVE PROOF LOADS! At the conclusion of this
test, no change in dimension of tubes or
action could be measured. The closest other
U.S. gun, Doane told me, withstood 87 or 89
proof loads before shaking loose.

This test has never before been published,
but the reaso~s why the Model 21 will take
such a beating are evident when you study

L;tncuster, CnliforniuBox 542-G

OVER 175 IN STOCI{
WRITE FOR FREE CATA.LOG

JACI{ FIRST

was not always a premier gun, though it al
ways expressed solid, reliable, durable gun
making by Winchester.

"Back in 1931 when the Depression put
Winchester up for sale," veteran WRACo
guns-man Paul Doane told me, "I was on the
road for Western Cartridge Co. Western, as
you know, eventually bought Winchester; is
the origin of what today we call the Win
chester-Western Division of Olin Mathieson
Chemical Corporation.

"But in those days I can recall seeing
Model 21s in the window of Bob Smith's
store in Boston, priced at $49.50 or there
abouts. For that price, you got two triggers
and no automatic ejectors, but it was a good,
solid gun!"

The purchase of Winchester by Western
was the beginning of the repeating arms
firm's climb back to the top, not only in the
spiral bore arms field but in the business of
making scatterguns. Winchester had always
wooed the shotguns, but really could not
be considered "properly wedded" until after
1932, whenWestern took over. Back in the
1880s, when WRACo operated a large retail
enterprise, the New York Winchester Store
distributed a good-quality Birmingham, Eng
land, contract double gun, the rabbit-ear
variety, with Damascus tubes, in several
grades. These early smoothbores engraved
"Winchester" on the top rib are really rare
today, but even rarer are men who collect
shotguns, so they have never been much
esteemed. Clubby, with to'o much stock drop
and barrels as likely to uncoil today as a
tensed rattler, and as deadly, the primitive
English-made Winchester double is yet the
direct ancestor of the glittering Grand Amer
ican double trap of today.

Repeating, in shotguns, was the emphasis
for years, and is still the main stream of
production for smoothbores with the big
Oval-WoP proof stamp on them. But to men
of discernment, the close-holding double, with
its barrels almost lying in the palm of one's
guiding hand, has always been a favorite
form of fowler. To John M. Olin, even before
the merger of his Western Cartridge Com
pany and Winchester, the shotgun field had
been a source of pleasure, profit, and tech
nical achievement.

Olin's career has symbolized American gun
firms' never·ending search for better mate
rials and ways to do things, to build things
better. At a time when U.S. gunpowders
were lagging in development, Olin went to
Belgian, German, British powder makers for
loads for his shells. But he also went into the
powder business, and from pioneer emerged
as a leader. The Olin Ball Powder, now
licensed in half a dozen countries abroad,
is the logical reverse on his earlier searching
in foreign markets. All this development
went into shotgun shells: the famous Leader,
the Western Super-X, and other loads that
achieved trap and game records.

One of Olin's personal favorites has been
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"That choke will still be there 20 years from
now and after half a lifetime of shooting,
even at constant trap and skeet clays, in ad
dition to game shooting. The choke· won't
stretch, and the tubes won't shoot thin;
not on my Model 21 •.."

Dear's 21, from "before the war," though
a rugged piece of gunmaking, is not the
luxury gun of today. From being a top piece
of machine-gunmaking, it has evolved now
to assume the honored title of America's
best double gun. It is not enough to scoff
that it is, with the exception of a low-priced
machine-made gun, the only good double
made today. Its claim to that title is that it
weathered the same era, the same reverses ()f
the depression, the same hardships in com
peting for the shooters' attention, that its
peers did. And, it survived. The men of
Winchester, and especially 20-gauge-magnum
booster lohn M. Olin, believed that "some
body in the U.S. should build a good dou
ble." Today's custom 21 is the final answer.

Crafted in a special shop, within the big
humming industry that is Winchester, 'l:he
Model 21 is touched only by the most skill
ful, talented workmen of the plant. A few
footsteps away, M-14 rifles chatter through
acceptance function tests in the proof bunk
ers. In another direction, a gigantic monolith
of a machine, the barrel hammering set-up,
turns out micro-finished .264 high velocity
barrel blanks, completely chambered, at the
rate of 40 an hour. But inside the Model 21
shop, all is serene and unhurried.

Like good wine, the Model 21 is taken
through its paces to perfection in a deliber
ate and careful manner. The barrels are
smoked to fit; the cocking of the hammers
is checked and rechecked for perfect oper
ation. Inner parts are engine-turned to a
jewel-like surface. Once, some gun writer
reported widely that "engine turning in guns
hides scars and bad marks in poor metal
work." This might be true in the guns he
spoke of, but engine turning has a function
on a fine gun. Among other purposes, it tends
to help the steel hold oil, for protection.
Even though some parts may be alloyed and
rust-resistant, for a gun that may never need
opening up in a couple of lifetimes, it is
wise to have the inner surfaces retain a pro
tective film of oil.

The chasing and engraving is done by men
who neither affect the "floral arabesqu,"'~ so
common in the Ferlach school of engraving,
nor yet the deep Teutonic Relief favored by
some more northern European sculptors. The
layout on the Model 21s is American tradi
tional, and the vignetted game scenes, the
inlaid gold head of Nilo Farms' great re
triever, King Buck, or the delicately turned
scrolls in borders and edge-engraving, are
done by men who have the fullest compre
hension of what they are trying to achieve,
who are in a very real sense, their own in
spectors.

It's a limited edition, Winchester's Model
21, newest of America's most traditional yet
most modernly-built guns to challenge ~
the finest double guns of the world. ~

~~~~~
USERS REPORT OVER 1,000.000 GUARANTEED fOR 200,000

lONG lIfE • NO SCRATCHING. NO GAllING
MANUFACTURED laY

~ 1)ie &?'!!h- eo.
ClM[NT!O CARBID( CARBOLOY CUADl MUK)

P. O. BOX 226 • COVINA, CALIf.

the design of the arm. Hard-headed Con
necticut engineers can compete with hand
craftsmen any day, the Model 21 design

. seems to say. "The frame of this Winchester
Double Gun is made, not of the usual case
hardened material but of Winchester Proof
Steel, treated to have a tensile strength of
over ninety tons per square inch ..." claims
the catalog. Next time you pick up, !;ay, a
top grade British fowler, look at the 14 tons
per square inch proof marking on the gun
and compare ...

The Model 21 has a long action, which
means minimum angular movement of the
barrels in opening to load. The smaller arc
the barrel at the hinge pin travels through,
the less wear there is possible at the pin.
And a 21's hinge pin is abnormally large.
Unlike the European proof houses, which
permit a gun after standing proof in the
white to be "knocked up" tight again by the
maker upon blacking and finishing, the WP
proof stamp goes on the finished gun. A 21
hinge cannot he loose after proof and be
acceptable_ The latch or bolting of the 21
is simple. Doane, whose lifetime of expe
rience with Winchester and Western explains
quite honestly his lifetime bias in favor of
these guns and shells, is pretty hot on the
bolting of a Model 21. "You can buy any
number of guns abroad that have cross bolts
and top bolts and doll's head extensions into
the breech and Lord knows what all, with
side clips to cut your fingers and everything
else calculated to make you fumble in quick
loading. But you don't buy a stronger gun."

"We have taken a 21, and removed the
bolt, and tied the barrels to the breech with
black silk thread," he told me. "Then we fired
the proof loads in it and the thread was not
broken. You don't need Mickey Mouse ears
to hold the Model 21 shut and safe!"

The emphasis which Winchester-Western
now can put upon materials in the Model 21
is nothing new. There were very few gun
factories in Europe which could match the
know-how of the Research and Development
boys in New Haven on metallurgy. Chrome
molybdenum alloy steel was specified for the
Model 21, when in actual blow-up strength
a lot of cheaper foreign guns were being
farmed out with proof marks on them, made
of low-carbon steel and frames of little more
than a "good grade of gun iron," suitably
carburized by the case hardening process.
Why all the emphasis on hard, tough steels
in the bores? lohn Dear, long a WRACo
Research & Development man, had the an
swer to that, and lohn owns three M21s; one
of which has been his constant companion in
the field for more than 20 years.

"I know it will not fail me from some
part breaking when I'm far from gunsmiths
up in Canada," Dear explained. "And it's
good for my lifetime, at least, so far as the
shooting goes." In terms tha.t sounded for all
the world like the praises of a British "best
gun," Dear justified the selection of chrome
moly for the relatively low-pressured shotgun
tubes. "The choke is cut into the bores, not
just swamped down by swaging," he said.

GUNS
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Colt Wells Fargo·
.31 Cal. 1848

• Colt Army .44 Cal. 186'0

ANTIQUE

What

Typical illustration
*(shown greatly re
duced) from ..Small
Arms of the World"

MANY OTHER GUN BOOKS. At your'
bookseller or write for full descriptive
catalog. The Stackpole Company, Harris
burg, Pa. 'German· Sauer. Cal. 7.65 mm auto.

THE STORY OF POPE'S BARRELS, by
Ray M. Smith. $10.00. Saga of the best
rifle barrel craftsman who ever lived.

THE BOOK OF PISTOLS AND RE
VOLVERS. An encyclopedia reference
work; 750 illustrations. Covers handguns
in use throughout world. $10.00.

GUNSMITIllNG, by Roy F. Dunlap.
$9.00. 800 pages of authoritative text, pic
tures, diagrams. For reference orinstruction.

HATCHER'S NOTEBOOK, by J. S.
Hatcher, Maj. Gen. U.S.A. (ret.). $8.50.
Answers thousands of questions for gun
smiths, collectors, ballisticians.

If your question is on small arms, you'll
find the answer in Small Arms of the
World, by W. H. B. Smith ($15). This gun
encyclopedia is newly revised; covers all
military small arms, including Soviet. 725
large size pages; 1700 illustrations.

VALLEY GUN SHOP, Dept.G
7784 Foothill - TlIiuDgG, Calif.

THE GUNS THAT
WON THE WEST

These are replicas of original rare COLT guns
made of strong metal-look and feel like the
REAL GUNS-with gun blue finish.

1847 Colt Walker-44 cal. $6.95
1873 Colt Peacemaker-45 cal. . $5.95
1836 Colt Texas Patersan-40 cal•...... $6.95
1848 Colt Wells Fargo-31 cal•........ $5.95
1860 Colt Army-44 cal•............. $5.95
1851 Colt Navy-36 cal•.............. $5.95

Truly novel gifts that are interesting conversation
pieces. Each gun comes complete with a short
and enlightening history on its period.

Send ctuh, check or Money Order nowl
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Costs ONLY 99 ¢
You owe it to your own peace of
mind-to your loved ones-to be
able to defend' yourself in these
days when attack may come at
any time from hoodlums. criminals
and "wise -guys". So mail coupon
below NO'Y for my complete
Instruction on KARATE-for the
amazingly low price of only' 99c
plus 26c for postage and handling.
If }'ou and your friends don't say
KARATE has made a new man
out of you. every cent will be re
funded' PS: if you order now -I'll
include without extra charge your
personal Membership Card in the
American Karate Fpderation.

I!IJJMagazine says ".
bare-fisted violence~'

complete my instructions, you'll
be ready for ANYONE~forANY
emergency-and you will feel
supremely confident of being able
to handle any situation perfectly.
In fact. a knowledge of KARATE
will turn you into a NEW L\1AN
even if you never actually ha ve to
use it! For you will become self
assured and completely confident
of yourself and your ability to
handle yourself. You will walk
with a determined and confident
step you'll look any man in
the eye and you'lI walk the
streets with the knowledge that
NOTHI~G can frighten you
that you can deal with any man.
any weapon, any situation -and
that you can do all this with NO
bodily contact!

PRECISE PUBLICATIONS, KC-29
36.4-A Mai n st., East Orange, New Jersey

O Rush your special Combinat.ion money-saving package of
SUPER KARATE BOOK and DUMMY. I enclose $1.98 as
payment in Cull (I save 52c ) Ship in plain wrapper. My friends
and I must de delighted with my amazing new power or >'ou
refund my money in full.

O Rush my copy of SUPER KARATE BOOK in plain wrapper
for which I enclose 99c plus 26c for postage and handling
(total: $l.25).

O Rush my life-like Karate DUMMY in plain wrapper, for which
I enclose 99c plus 26e for postage and handling (total: $1.25).

NAME .
ADDRESS .
CITy _.. ZONE STATE.

O I understand that by studying KARATE I am morally bound
and obligated never to practice KARATE as an aggressor
(only to defend myself) and will never abuse it.

~---------------------~

..---------------------

SPECIAL MONEY-SAVING
COMBINATION OFFER!
Order both the SUPER KARATE BOOK
and LIFE-LIKE DUMMY for only $l.98
postpaid and SAVE 52c. Just check box in
coupon below. 'Ve pay all postage and
handling.

MASTER EVERY SITUATION!
'Vith KARATE you can disarm
and disable two. three and even
four attackers. You can apply a
simple pressure of. your thumb
and finger against anyone of a
dozen vital nerve centers of your
opponent and watch his gun or
knife fall from his limp hand while
he himself sinks to the ground
completely helpless and faint.
You can calmly watch a bully
come at you with clenched flsts
and see him sail over your head
without ha,-ing had any contact
with him other than with the
sole of your shoe! When you

your hand. You. can toss all
attacker from the rear o,-er your'
shoulder and slam Irini into the
ground. (In fact. a rec"nt pboto
graph in Pageant i.\lagazine shows
a ll5-1b. girl slamming her 2-l0-lb.
instructor into the practice mat!)
With KARATE you can disarm
an opponpnt rushing you with his
fists, a brokpn bottle. a revolver.
or any kind of bludgt.'on. You can
turnanaggressor·s at~ack into your
advantage with only your bare
hands, your arms and your legs.
'Yhat would you do if you Were
insulted by a bully'! ... or if 3 or
4 hoodlums passed remarks about
your girl? . . . or if you wert...
suddenly mugged from behind'!
... or if someone canle at you with
a baseball bat'! If you're like
millions of other Amet'icans. you'd
be absolutely helpless-and you'd
be ashamed. humiliated. robbed.
beaten. kicked-and pitiful 'in
the eyes of your girl or friends.

I'LL MAKE YOU A MASTER OF

KARATE
(Karate is the secret, Oriental art of deadly self-defense that turns your
hands, arms or legs.into paralyzing weapons ... without any bodily contact.)
in just 2 hours after you receive IISUPER
KARA TE" you will be on your way to being
an invincible Karate Master, at home, this
Fast, EASY picture way or it costs you
nothing.

YOUR BODY .IS YOUR PROTECTION!
The result of hundreds of years of
development in Japan, KARATE
is the Oriental system of self
defense in which you turn your
hands. arms and legs into in
credibly . powerful weapons of
allack. ""hen you know how to
use KARATE. you disarm and dis
able your opponent in SECONDS.
When you apply KARATE tech
niques, you can cut an aggressor
down with a blt>w of the side of

I spf'nt :3 years in Japan learning
the little-known Oriental art of
KARATE, and was awarded the
4th Degree Black Belt-symbol
of the highest possible proficiency.
Now I'm ready to show you ever~·

secret I learned-and [ guarantee
['II make YOU into a KARATE
Specialist within hours ---<>r ever}'
cent you paid for my information
will be refunded!
You don't have to attend either
of my 2 se!u>ols where [ train
men like y'ou and turn them into
KARATE experts. No, I can show
you how to practice KARATE in
the privacy of your own home
with only a few minutes of prac
tice a day. I have jam-packed all
I know about KARATE into
"SUPER KARATE"-profusely
illustrated and clearly ·explained.
In this book I take you'step by
step through the fundamentals of
KARATE so that you understand
clearly and immediately how these
amazing principles operate to
make you master of ANYONE
you may meet-no matter how
big he is, or how much he weighs!

PRECISE PUBLICATIONS, KC·29
364-A Main St., East Orange, New Jersey

GIANT LIFE·LIKE
KARATE PRACTICE DUMMY

only 99c
• INCLUDES [LLliSTRATED KARATE IN'

STRUCTION PROGRAM! Now you can
speed up your knowledge of KARATE and
become a champ more quickly than you ever
thought possible! You can practice on your own
personal KARATE model-just as though
you actually had a live partner to work witht
Amazingly life-like Giant KARATE PRAC·
TICE DUMMY shows clearly those vulner.
able areas which should be attacked. Instantly
you know WHERE to attack, while the
easy-to-follow instructions included free ,!ith
your KARATE MODEL show you ,HO" to
attack. You also learn the body s major
.vulnerable regions, the defense or on-guard
position to take, .and your body's personal
weapons which you can use to deadly effect,
such as edge of hand, knee, elbow, etc. Big
numbers on DUMMY show you exact location
of. pressure points and weak spots which you
can practice attacking. Order your own
personal DliMMY and illustrated KARATE
instructions now. Check coupon.
Only ·99c plus'26e for postage.
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head spacing. Can load any shell including
new plastics. The MEC 500 has extra station
for optional Star Crimp Head, either 6 or
8 point, used for new paper and all plastic
cases. Flip-type measuring assembly permits
fast, easy charging or changing of loads.
Manufactured by Mayville Engineering Co.,
Mayville, Wis.

NEW LINE OF RIFLESCOPES available in
choice of 21hX, 4X, or 6X. Sightmaster "101"
series has precision glass optics throughout,
color corrected, with internal adjustments
for perfect focus and alignment. Offers wide
field, over 40 ft. at 100 yds. for 2V2~·modeI.

Precision built for rugged use, shock proof..
Easy to install. Fits over 350 U.S. and for
eign rifles. Priced at $9.95 list, including
mount. From: Pan Technics, Inc., 1232 Pan
Technics Bldg., Encinitas, Calif.

CHARCOAL SNUFFER. Save charcoal to
use next time you cook out. Scoop unburned
briquets into cast aluminum container when
through cooking, then put on lid. Fire is
put out for lack of oxygen. Snuffed briquets
start easier and faster. Priced at $3.00 ppd.
from Streeter Sales Co., Dept. A-I07, 710
Commerce Bldg., Erie, Pa.

MEC 500 "progressive" shotshell reloader.
Unit will process 500 per easily. Priced at
$89.95 complete in 12 gauge. One stroke of
press handle performs up to nine different
operations on six separate shells. MEC 500
featnres exclusive Resize-Deprime station, de-

• signed to resize shell to original diameter and

STAY IN THE KNOW, while on the go,
with Zenith miniature, all transistor radio
Royal SOC. Slips into auxiliary speaker
cabinet for rich, radio tone indoors. Royal
150 Model is smart looking all-transistor
pocket radio. 2%" speaker for fine tone
quality. Precision vernier tuning. Both mod·
els from line of Zenith Sales Corp., 6001 W.
Dickens Ave., Chicago 39, III.

SHOPPING

COMPLETE, COLORFUL GUN STOCK
CATALOG issued by Reinhart Fajen, Inc.,
Warsaw, Mo. Includes complete line with
nearly 200 pictures of latest rifle and shotgun
stocks, semi-finished and custom made for
domestic and foreign guns, along with stock
making tools, components ideas, accessories,
fitting instructions. Fancy grades of walnut,
maple, myrtle wood; fancy hand-carved
checkering patterns and game scenes. Cata
log sent ppd. for $1.00.

CAST IRON WARE ideal for outdoor use
manufactured by Lodge Mfg. Co., South
Pittsburg, Tenn. Line includes cast iron
cooking ware, stove and country holloware,
sad irons, grates, well wheels. Miniature
black iron ash trays novel gift item, prac
tical for cabin use.

FEDERAL HAND TRAP. Simple, inexpen
sive, versa tile device for shooting practice.
Trap is easily loaded ... a light easy swing
throws target. Gives gunner any desired
angle, rising, dropping, or quartering shots,
high, low or sharp angles. Traps priced $2.09
each fro~ Federal Cartridge Corp., 2700
Foshay Tower, Minneapolis 2, Minn.

LEXOL leather preserver and cleaner a must
for sportsmen. Self-penetrating liquid con
ditioner restores oils to leather, adds life,
preserves appearance. Some of the items
which respond to Lexol cleaning are boots,
shoes, saddlery, harness and tack, handbags,
belts, athletic and sports equipment, cam
eras, gun cases, luggage, and women's leather
coats and jackets. Lexol is a product of The
Lexol Corp., Caldwell.N. J.

CAMPING TRAILERS, in standard and de
luxe models, ruggedly built with solid, welded
steel body design, and one-piece welded
steel chassis. No bolts, rivets, metal screws
to loosen up and cause extensive repair.
Roomy interior. Deluxe model offers com
plete comfort. Adequate cook, work area.
Polyfoam mattresses sleep 4 adults. Incor
porates conveniences of rigid travel trailer
with camp trailer portability. Trailer mod·
els from line of Westholt Mfg. Inc., 925 W.
Harry, Wichita, Kansas.

BONDZALL BODY FILLER line includes
'Magic-Tint' hardener system. The unique
formulation uses three distinct types of fill
ers for perfect finishing: 'chunky' filler for
body and wet strength; 'filamentaI' for inter
nal adhesion and flexibility; 'platey' filler for
easy troweling. A product of Fybrglas In
dustries Div., Dept. G-5, 3010 W. Montrose
Ave., Chicago 18, III. ,
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2767 E. COMMERCE
SAN ANTONIO. TEXAS

NAZI DAGGERS
AND DRESS BAYONETS

By
R. RAIDL - D. LESLIE

60 Pages showing over
100 Variations of German
Military and Diplomatic
Ceremonial Knives.

5250 POSTPAID

DEUTSCHLAND ORDNANCE CO.

STITH MOUNTS

THE

Sj Ii u.s: and Canadian "at.

lream tOne Complete job •• shown
for Most guns sa.

Anti-recoil Gun Barrel
Th. ",unl. It,ek. tI. lux. thet II Jl,.cillen
"'echinetl Inte yeu, ,IfI. lte".I, e.eltlln_
unli_htly hen nl. Cent,elletl elceJl. fer
hi_h.lt kinetic It,ekln_, ",Inl"'u", Itlelt .f.
f.ct entl Jl,ectlcelly ne IU"'Jl. All Itut Jl'••
.entl j.t th,ult (I.centle,y ,.cell). Gue,·
ente." we,k",enlhIJl. reltl.,. Deel., tlil·
e• .,lIta.

PENDLETON GUNSHOP ~:~d~~.~.·U~O::~·
Licensed fitter for Canadian customer.
IAN S. DINGWALL. Custom Gunsm;th

2379 aurrard St. Vancouver '0 a. c.

~.._-.-------.--.._-------~

JUST PULL THE BUTTON~
The best Q.D. Swivel you'll
ever ownl Strong 1-piece
machined from solid Alcoa
75-T6. Natural color, satin
finish. 1" size only•.

Never \)(>
fore has an
achromatic tele
scope sold for any.
where ncar this amazing
low price! You Jtct clearer
sharper pictures at all powers
because of the super compound
Achro Lens. No color. no fuzz. Vari-

~~~e~~eEb~~ra~j~~~~lee~~efl~nt41or~r~~et
i~~l~~~ ::::fg~i~~da~~l~ori~~;~~(hi~:~~f:ec\'°~e~~ot.

22 hOfus in the black at 200 yds. Guaranteed to brmg
g~~tgl~te O~;:i~Sns.p~~r~eme~l~i':tct:fcaC~Cing60br~~~':'~i:~:~l~'iO~
lenses. A precision AmerIcan made instrumtlnt, uncon
ditionally ~uarantced. Carry inA' case included. Send only
56.98. Cash, check or money order. We pay postaA'e.
Criterion Co., 313 Church St., Hartford, Conn.• Dept. TSA-SC

CF- z;tiP'_.,
_ -""~~4.-N f ,J -F

v~:>~
If"

KUFF-RITE TROUSER HANGER is slim,
envelope type hanger that holds trousers by
the cuffs. No slipping or falling off hanger
. . . marks of hanger are completely elimi
nated. Made of durable, leather-textured
vinyl, ideal for travel use. Lightweight, re
quires no more space than trousers. Available
for $1.00 at leading department stores, or
write Oxford Sales Co., 1030 Euclid Ave.,
Cleveland 15, Ohio.

HUNTERS' SPECIAL is new International
Harvester "Scout" hi-way truck, available
with optional 4-wheel drive for rough going
into hidden mountain camps. Full capacity

five-foot long pick.up body with maximum
load totability. Roomy passenger cab ac·
commodates three persons. "Scout" has eco
nomical 4-cylinder motor, removable win
dows, doors, windshield, tops in both front
cab and full body cab style. Prices begin
at $1598 plus taxes, FOB Fort Wayne, Ind.

COLT FIRST MODEL DRAGOON used by
Army in latter 1840's shown illustrated on
top. In center is Model 1860 Cap and Ball
Colt Army revolver, work horse of Civil War.
On bottom is Model 1873 Colt Single Action
Army revolver, first cartridge revolver used
by Army. These revolvers and other hard-to
find firearms, edged weapons, and related
items for sale in catalog-reference book avail
able for $1.00 from The Museum of Histor
ical Arms, 1038.Alton Road, Miami Beach,
Fla.

!
I

I
I______________J

WITH

FISHING OXFORDS. Genuine hand sewed
pac moccasin oxfords, cut from chocolate
ski grain oil tan leather. Tough, unlined, so
when filled with water can be emptied easily.
Rubber non-skid sole and heel with rawhide
laces. Available in widths A, C, D and E;
other widths on special order at no addi.
tional cost. Priced $17.75 ppd., from The
Gokey Co., 94 E. 4th St., St. Paul I, Minn.

DEUTER'S DAY R CKSACK Maloja 'lod
el is suitable for skiing and outdoor use_
Features include new cross lacing, rain /laps,
front pocket with hidden zip fastener, back
cushion with profile seams for air circula
tion. Large rain damper with traverse strips,
cowhide straps, handgrip_ Folds completely
for storage. Complete attractive line of Ruck
sacks and sportbags available from Himala
yan Industries, P.O. Box 1647, Monterey,
Calif.

--,,,
:

ALUMINUM CAMP STOVE. Lightweight
stove comes in corrosion-proof, .027 gauge
aluminum case. Stove available in two- and
three-burner models. Makes its own gas for
cooking from any good grade of white un
leaded gasoline. Camp stove is instant light
ing, equipped with life-long burners easily
regulated to give desired amount of heat for
fast or slow cooking. Two-burner aluminum
stove $24.95; three-burner model $34.95.
From the line of The Coleman Co., Inc.,
Wichita I, Kansas.
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brand new * JUST OFF THE PRESS
THE DISTINCTIVE~Y'T~Tc::::!

~~ THE EDITORS I I~ '-' .A.~ .~
. GunsMAGAZINE .Q U ART E· R L Y

A MAGNIFICENT NEW PUBLICATION WITH EXCLUSIVE
LUXURY FEATURES THAT PUTS IT INACLASS BY ITSELF

--------------------------
~ SPIRAL BINDING ~ BRILLIANT FULL COLOR COVERS PRESERVED IN

GLEAMING PLASTIC COATING ~ SUPERLATIVE COLOR LITHOGRAPHY THROUGHOUT ~
~ SPECIAL GATEFQLD MASTERPIECE OF GUN ART IN GLOWING COLOR SUITABLE FOR
FRAMING ~ UNEQUALLED EDITORIAL EXCELLENCE ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~

.0;:R~~SNE~~~~~fL~~DYST~~IE:NE~~RLB~FO~EIp~B~ISH~
vivid accounts of gun slingers in the Old West

up-'o-'he-minu'erepor's on gu.s 01 aI/types ~
hundreds of dramatic photographs • • • unique
graphic design

priceless reading matter in all fields of gun interest

exciting stories of the Civil War Days

special reports on important events shaping the
role of firearms in the modern world

------------------_.---------
No expense has been spared to make Guns Quarterly a color-filled, richly printed
"limited edition" volume. We're fast running out of superlatives to describe the unique
and rewarding qualities of this impressive quarterly. You must see it for yourself. Once
you sense its variety and sparkle, once you are enriched by its timely and timeless
information, Guns Quarterly will take its place among your prize possessions.

G-S

~01Jrn3~caHffiDrn3~ ~®\YAYl at a no-risk
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

Guns Quarterly is published twice a year.... You would expect it
to sell for a price much like its counterparts in the hard cover book
field, anywhere from $10 to $15 ... but you pay only $4.00 for a
two-year subscription. And, you take no risk, if you're not completely
satisfied, simply tell us. We'll cancel your subscription and refund
payment in full!

GUNS QUARTERLY
8150 N. Central Park Ave.
Skokie, Illinois

Please enter my name as a subscriber to GUNS QUARTERLY and mail me the
current volume. $4.00 enclosed for my two-year subscription under your money· back
guarantee offer.

Name _

Address -,--

CitY Zone__State _
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LARGE 11 X 15 INCH PAINT:"
ING I.N BRILLIANT FULL
COLOR INCLUDED IN EVERY
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The Hide-a-Way
Holster

Handcrafted for
YOU; fits inside
trousers band;
concealed but
available; pro
tects against
grease. rust. Wt.
2',1, oz. top grain
soft cowhide. rIv
eted nickel clip.
$2.95 P.P.

1127-SPECIALi SWORD
CANE, RIDING-CROP ~

WHITCO

GENERAL FRANCISCO PANCHO
VILLA MEDALLION

Heavy silver medallion, 900 fine;
obverse Pancho Villa: reverse. Mex
ican Eagle with outspread wings
and snake in beak, "Division del
Norte, 1960". $4.50 ea_ P.P.

Beautifully made. hand plaited.
genuine leather riding crop, with
18'" dagger hidden inside. Practical
collector's item. $5.00 P.P.

P. O. DRAWER 1712
BROWNSVILLE 18, TEXAS

REBARRELING - CHAMBERING
Standard. Magnum. Wildcat, etc. Bolt '06 to

.308 Norma Mag. or 30-338 $14.50
BLUING-eONVERSION8-REPAIRS

J, G. COAR, RD#3, Honesdole, PO.

Name _

Address, _
City ,State _

THREE DIE PISTOL SET
The 3 die set is similar
to the Rifle set, but will
load cases with little or
no taper. The unique #1
die is a trimmer body as
well as a size die when
used with the Pacific Cut
ter Trimmer assembly.

Three die set-$13.50; complete with carbide
insert-$29.50; #1 die with insert- $22.00_
All Pacific Dies Packed in Plastic Storage Box.

r---------------------------~Gentlemen:
Please send complete information of
Pacific Metallic tools and dies with
name of nearest Pacific Dealer to:

MICRO FINISH

CHROME PLATED DIES
TWO DIE RIFLE SET
Pacific dies are precision
machined to the closest
tolerance possible, from
the best steel available_
All are properly hard
ened, chrome-plated, pol
ished and inspected and
are guaranteed highest
quality at any price.
$11.50 Complete

•.. Collector's item ... authentic duplicate of orig-inal
silver "piece of eight" of pirate fame and the "pillar
dollar" of the 17th Century ... basis for our American
dollar and term "two bits" that came from division of
the coin to make chang-e in •'cob money". The rarest,
most sought after coin in \Vestern Hemisphere. Even
experts cannot tell this extraordinary duplicate from
orlginal. Limited Quantity, no more when these are
gone. Circular milled coin, authentic silver content, of
equal weight silver COB pirate money colonial piece
struck on irrCR'ular planchet, $5 each. PP. No COD.
Specify piece wanted. Either is worth far more.

PIECES OF EIGHT

1144. BLACK BEAUTY GUN BELT
Fast draw type holster, with soft glove
leather white lining. Belt and holster in
black cowhide only. $8.99 P.P. Send waist
size, caliber, model and barrel length of gun
when ordering. Double gun set available @
$13.95 P.P.

NEW MEXICAN ISSUE:
Independence Commemorative, 10 peso sil
ver coin, 1960 ... only 1 million struck. B.U.
Limited supply at $2.00 ea.; 5 for $9.50; or
10 for $18.00.

Coin catalog will be sent
on request.

NEW IDEAS IN TOP QUALITY HOLSTERS

NOW Bullet Swaging with
no special tool

Buy Pacific Tools and Accessories
Exclusively. They are made

for each other.

For information on the full line of the famous
target pistols and rifles write to:

H·.. ~.HEINRICH F. GRIEDER
P, O. Box 487,ilmmer Knoxville, Illinois

You'll want Vol. IV GUNS QUARTERLY in your library.

The new Pacific Swage
Dies are used in the new
Super Deluxe Tools for
perfect bullets every time.
The Super Deluxe Tool
has more -than enough
strength and leverage for
swaging_

Complete Set

~
one size $14.50

.. PACIFIC GUNSIGHT CO.
~ Dept.G

Box 4495 Lincoln, Nebr.

RIBLIOGRAPHY: Encyclopedia of Philadelphia,
Volume 4, pages 1086 and 1087, Jackson,
Joseph: Harrisburg-The National Historical
Association: 1933. The Philadelphia Evening
Bulletin: Editorial Page: December 18, 1918.

SHOT TOWER, 1807-1961
(Continued from page 19)

was a Quaker, withdrew from the firm when
the War of 1812 caused the shot tower's
products to be turned into munitions,' and
Sparks became sole owner. In 1838, the
name was changed to T. & T. Sparks, Ir. In
1854, it came into possession of a nephew of
the same name. In 1875, Thomas W. Sparks,
his son, became the fourth generation owner.
In 1874, the Swedes' Burial Ground behind
the building which belonged to the old
churches of Wicaco, Kingsessing, and Lower
Merion, was purchased by Sparks and added
to the factory area.

In 1903, the plant was sold and the place
abandoned as a shot factory. It remained
idle for several years and finally the Board
of Education purchased the area in 1916 for
a playground and to preserve the historical
tower. Today, the place is known as "Shot
Tower Playground."

T. W. Sparks had 45 different types of
shot listed in his catalog, falling into three
categories: drop, chilled, and mold. His office
at 121 Walnut Street was just around the
corner from another famous landmark, the
Kreider Gun Shop. The twb cabinets pic
tured here hung for many years in that shop
after the discontinuance ~

of Sparks' business. ~

LOOK IN YOUR OWN
BACK YARD

(Continued from page 27)

gun-powder on shooting nights. Outsiders
were treated as "honorary" or "guest" mem
bers.

The club acquired, as its first range, a
frame building in nearby Glenview, which
had served as the Glenview VFW Hall. After
just one shooting night in this location, (and,
I hasten to add, through no fault of the
club or its members!) the building burned
to the ground. Result-one shooting club
with no place to shoot. This was just one of
many set-backs this group of shooters was
destined to endure, some of which would
have kayoed a less dedicated band. But the
urge was strong and would not be denied.

Don Perser, present club president, re
calls that in the club's opening stages,
equipment was of the most rudimentary
sort. First rifles were field models rather
than target types. There were no spotting
scopes, slings, shooting coats, or any of the
shooting accessories near and dear to the
dedicated target gunner. All of these came
later, as the bug bit and the club grew.
Each member put his back to the wheel of
progress-one obtaining a deal on shooting
coats, others conducting a fund raising pro
gram to support their foundling club and pur
chase necessary equipment.

Several ranges were secured, only to be
lost for various reasons. In some members
interest began to dwindle; but the solid
core of shooters held on. The desire to
shoot was too great for them to give up.
But they faced real problems. Where might
they gain more members? Where could they
find a range? How could they build a strong
club again?
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LUGER: WORLD'S FINEST HEAVY DUTY

RELOADING TOOL

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

$3.95 ...
POSTPAID Revolver Cleaning Kit. Remove.

Leading trom Forcing Cone. Cy!·
illder, and Barrel. Available in 38-44-45 cal. Kit for two
calibers $7.10. Patches (Pkg. 10) $.60. Dealer Inquiries
~ Invited. Check or Money Order-No COD's.

~ GUN SPECIALT1ESco".:. 0p.~:~ ~::"9i.
11029 Washingtan Blvd.

Culver City 66, Calif.

Authentic Western

HIING

$16~~mPlete

is mailed to each member after each shoot.
Active participation in the National Rifle

Association's sponsored events always is an
interest-getter. The 1961 Winter League and
Sighting·in days were recently completed,
with outstanding results. The Sighting-in
day was held at the Fox Valley Rifle range
on October 8, 1960, for Big and Small bore
fans, and for the hunter as well as the
targeteer.

Everyone who has served as an officer of
any sort in any club, expects the volume of
work that goes with the honor. In the Avon
Rifle Club, a direct switch is held, at least
for one night. Once each year, a "President's
Night" is held. Shooting hours are extended
to permit the individual rifle and pistol com·
petitions which are held. Prizes are secured
so that everyone, even the novice, will walk
away with something. The most honored
prize for the evening is the "President's
gold medal," awarded to high gun in the
rifle competition. Refreshments are served
during the evening, and the turn·out is al·
ways good.

Every three months, an individual medal
is offered to the high shooter in the rifle
competition, and to the most improved shoot·
er. The most improved shooter may be a
fellow who can't beat anyone, but he's out
there trying-and he does receive recogni
tion for his efforts and faithful attendance.
The club doesn't overlook a single bet for
keeping members shooting and happy..

The original group of close friends are still
holding their "scheutzen-koenig" competi
tions in addition to their activities in the
Rifle Club. But the club is now their main
interest.

Competition isn't just limited among its
individual members. From time to time the
club, as a group, competes shoulder to
shoulder with other gun clubs in the Chicago
area. Trophies are bought out of the com
bined club dues for the evening, and the fun
is on. Recently, the Avon club won a pistol
trophy on their visit to the Strowger Gun
Club of the Automatic Electric Company,
held at the Oak Park Sportsman's Club, in
Oak Park, Illinois.

All of these activities and policies have
made it possible for this club to survive
three range moves, and to overcome the
problems of transfer, transportation, and a
wide variance of shooting abilities which are
often common to the industrial gun club.

So if you are ever in the dilemma of not
having enough persons interested in shooting
to form yOUT gun club-look in your own

-------------------~ backyard. Perhaps you have a few targeteers
in each of several· local business firms. It
just needs someone to draw them together.

Current officers of the Avon Rifle Club are
Don Perser, President; William Ballert,
Vice-President; Jim Asher, Executive officer;
Ed Siemon, Secretary-Treasurer, and Robert
Steffen, Range officer. All are convinced that
it doesn't take wealth, or elaborate facilities,
not even "store bought" medals, to nourish
a shooting club, what it takes is-~
desire. ~

You receive one .38 SMITH
& WESSON CALIBER
SIX SHOOTER, guaranteed
mechanically perfect. Will
fire standard ",38 S & WI
ammo available in any
sporting goods store, PUR.

CHA?E PRIC.E ALSO INCLUDES one top grain all-

~j~\\~~'j~a,,~~~1j~~SJat?!~~WBll~~6~~o'~~iT~
SpeCIfy _wal~t and right or left hand holster
Revolver, British mfr., all milled steel.
NOTE: Also avail_ TO ORDER: Send
-able in .45 Caliber, check, cash or
if desired, at $16.95 money order. $5

___~~~~-, deposit for C.O.D.

F~E~~T~~~VI;,CJt~&,~.1.~it Shipped F.O.B.
of 50 primer .38 S&W or 45 Culver City. 10-
·t~~·~a~ala~dai~s1;it~l~~i~·b6~: day money b~ck

L..:p:;:';::ete:.;..........,.;$:,:2:,;;.4;,;5;,;,' .,.... ~~~~~n~~::$31.95

A letter sent to the Director of Civilian
Marksmanship, Department of the Army, in
troduced the Avon Rifle Club to the five
point firing range at the Lincolnwood Re
serve Armory on Chicago's North Side. The
club, having obtained affiliation with the
National Rifle Association, applied to the
DCM for support under its program which
lends rifles and equipment to new clubs.
(Information on this program may be ob
tained by writing National Rifle Associa
tion.) Firing nights were scheduled, and
once again, gunfire was heard. Next was the
question of membership-and what better
place is there to look for interested shooters
than in your own backyard?

The Avon Rifle Club contacted the Skokie
Valley Industrial Association, representing
industry in the area, offering to open its
doors to any Industrial firm in its member
ship. The challenge had been met-and the
battle won. Today the Avon Rifle Club is an
independent club, having within its ranks
shooters from many industrial firms. It is a
strong club now, participating in rifle, hand
gun, and shotgun events.

"It is surprising," Don Perser says now,
"how many persons you can find who want
to belong to a club, but are not able to con
tact the right person-just by looking around
you. Any small group of shooters could, we
believe, inquire of industry in their area,
find interest, and pool their efforts for a
mutual effort."

A typical night at the Lincolnwood Ar
mory finds the club gathering at seven p.m.
for fifteen minutes of sighting-in. From 7: 15
to 9 :30, rifle shooters fire five shots prone and
sitting, plus ten shots in the kneeling and
offhand positions. Handgunners fire two
matches over regulation courses. Then a
novelty shoot takes over, time permitting.
The ingenuity of club members in devising
novelty shoots has certainly contributed to
the club's active life. Don Perser reports that
members often keep the regulation shoots
moving swiftly so that they can plink away
in the novelty events. Some of the novelty
events have found shooters trying to hit a
target sliding down a taut wire, controlled
from behind the shooter by a fish line. The
uneven movements resemble that of a curious
rodent. A pendulum clock provided another
novelty game. One member rigged up a bob
bing piece of chalk-something to try for,
for the stalwart target shooter.

Another club policy bears emulating by all
shooting clubs. An informed club is an inter
ested club, and so a memo, listing all scores

Shp.
Wgt.
6lbs.

Only

$795

Shp.
Wgt.

23 Ibs.

guaran
most ac
measure.

42c

Price for any pistol
or rifle cartridge 42c.
Shp. Wgt. 8 oz. Un
conditionally guaran
teed fOf your lifetime.

Full length, resizes and swages
bullets with ease. Up or down

~troke.Cast Only

lfonframe; $1385rest of tool
steel. Die
holder of
you r
choice.

Unconditionally
teed the world's
curate powder
Micrometer set
ting. No long
tube to catch or

M-~lill\\.h0 I d powder.
Automatic pow
der knock. Baf
fles in powder
chamber. Stand
so you work
over table, not on edge.

GUARANTEED IMMEDIATE SAME DAY
DELIVERY.

'Vrite today for first }j'REE reloading
.,.;;. book that really makes it possible for

;,.. yOU to reload rifle, shotshell amlllo ino matter of minutes by superior Eu-

~ . ~:e:~o~:;h~~; huge FREE catalog
of reloading tools, dies. supplies.

LUGER: WORLD'S FINEST PRECISION

RELOADING DIES

"011\
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN AMERICA
BUY. RELOADING DIES AND TOOLS
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER.

LUGER: UNBREAKABLE PLASTJC

CARTRIDGE BOXES

LUGER: WORLD FAMOUS MICROMETER

POWDER MEASURE

Standard % x 14 threads fit any tool.
Made of finest die steel, hand polished,

hard chrome Per Set

plated. Fulllength $475resize and bullet
seater. All popu-

lar cali?er~. $425
Shlppmg

weight 2 lbs. 12 Sets

ORDER DIES AND TOOLS. USE fOR
SIX MONTHS. RETURN If NOT
fAR SUPERIOR TO ANY MADE IN
EUROPE OR NORTH AMERICA.
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SAVE 40% OF NEWSTAND PRICE
You can save 40% of news stand price on
SHOOTING TIMES jf you act now! You'll
soon be enjoying your first copy of the gun
world's most fascinating monthly magazine.
For only $1.00, you can't afford to miss this
unusual offer. Clip the coupon below (or use

tS,~:;"_"""'. a separate sheet of paper) and mail your
;; $1.00 today!

-'The Kentucky Hille"-B. O. Ackerman

-'Wildcat Cartridge Fever"-Bob Hagel
here's a sample of articles tt

'The Confederate Pistol Mystery"-Graham Burnside
you'll soon be reading: tt k'Hunting Turtles With A Handgun"-Bert Popows i

...............................................................~
• IIISHOOTING TIMES, DEPT. GM BOX 1500, PEORIA, ILL. •• •II 0 Here's My $1 ~OO ••• Send Me The Next 4 Issues ••• or. • • II
i. would like the followin'g subscription: 0 l' yr. $3.00 D 2 yrs. $5.50 0 3 yrs. $7.00 I
• II.NAME •

IADDRESS •••••••.••••••• I
• •
IICITY ZONE STATE......... II

• •II , ALL SUBSCRIPTIONS REFUNDABLE IF NOT ENTIRELY SATISFIED!! •

a ~.....................••!

issues of
laOOTI•• TIM.'
the voice of the
gun· enthusiast

.... for . 00
only

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Use This
Handy Coupon

Or A
Separate Piece

Of Paper
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THE GUN MARKET
Classified ads, 20c per word per insertion including name and address. Pay..
able in advance. Minimum ad 10 wards. Clasing date July 1961 issue (on

sale June I) is Arril 16. Print ad carefully and mail to GUNS Magazine,
8150 North Centra Park Blvd., Skokie, 111.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

HAVE GUNS ... 'Vill Sell! Miniature l'istols, Rifles
And Accessories. $1000.00 \Vill Obtain Valuable Whole
sale Distributorship, Write G & S Mfg. Co., Dept. GM.
Nashville 3. 'I'enn.

\VHOLESALE RETAIL franchise available. Spanish made
shotguns, equivalent to Browning. Capt. Jack Hensell,
876th AC&W Sqdn" APO 401. New York. N. Y.

COINS

BRILLIANT UNCIRCULATED Mexican silver dollar
50c (Refund first order-unrestricted). Universal Serv
ices, Box 866. San Antonio 6 - AC5, Texas.

COLLECTORS

ATTENTION MILITARY Arms Collectors. Rarc Vickers
Annstrong, Pederson Pattern .276 Caliber Semi-Auto
matic I"tifle or Carbine. Free Photograph, description and
Price upon Request. San Francisco Gun Exchange. 75
Fourth Street, San Francisco 3. California.

LARGE ILLUS'l'HATED Catalog-Antique and modern
guns. swords, war relics. armor. military gear. Excellent
reference book-$1.00. Brick House Shop, New Paltz 4.
N. Y.

ANTIQUE AND Modern \Veapons For Sale, Accessories.
Commission Buying in the U.K. A Specialty. Auction
Catalogues Supplied. Herbert Sutcli:fl'e. Ing Hey. Brier~
cliffe. Burnley. Lancashire, England.

GUNS-SWORDS-Knl.es-Daggers-Flasks. Big list
25c ,coin. Ed Howe. Cooper Mills 10, Maine.

ENCRAVINC

GUN ENGltAVING of unsurpassed Quality. Folder $1.00.
E. C. Prudhomme. 302 Ward Bldg., Shreveport. La.

FOR SALE

SUHL 12 ga dbl shotgun, F & M, beautiful wood, A. E.,
indicators, engraved, perfect, satisfaction, $195. Ronald
Dawson, Exeter, Nebr.

CUNS & AMMUNITION

NOBODY UNDERSELLS KLEIN'S! New and used Guns.
Golf, Camping, Fishing Equipment. Colorful Bargain
Circular FREE: or send 25c for 144 pg A.{..L-SPOH.TS
BARGAIN CA'£ALOG. KLEIN'S-G, 227 W. Washington,
Chicago 6. Ill.

NEW FIltEARMS-Scopes-Reloading Supplies-Acces~
sories. Quick Service-Lowest I'rices. Large Catalog Free.
Walter Oliver. Box 55. Auburn. Indiana.

STAMP FOR 16 page list of W"in's, Lugers, Colt's. S&W·s.
Kentucky's, Stevens plus many other Modern and Antique
Guns, 'Vill trade. Chet Fulmer. Detroit Lakes, Minnesota.

10,000 GUNS!! !-ANTIQUES, Moderns, Swords, Armour
-every description. Giant Catalog $1.00. Agramonte's,
41 Riverdale Ave., Yonkers. N. Y.

LEARN GUN Repairing At Home. Profitable business.
Details lOc. Modern Gun Repair School, 225-G Taft, Greeh
Bay, 'Wisconsin.

GUNS, SURPLUS military rifles $8.95. Revolvers $8.95.
Bargain list 25c. Armsco, P. O. Box 1308, Ventura, Calif.

COLT ~IODEL-1849, .31, 4" Barrel. two line New York
address, 90% silver on straps, all markings excellent, in
cluding cylinder engraving, bright finish, good bore. Nice
piece. $110.00. Send envelope for list. J. M. Hepsworth,
1046 Harris Avenue, Newark 2, Ohio.

GUN CLEARANCE, spring clearance of entire display
stock. New unfired display guns, up to 40% off list.
AYA, Sako, FN, La Salle. Winchester, and many other
makes. Full line of reloading equipment. Max Zweig
Sons Inc., 937 D St., N.'V., "~ashington 4, D. C.

45-70 SINGLE SHOT carbines, very good to exc. condi~

tion, with new bbls. $45.00. 'Ve reload YOUR 45-70
brass. $6.75 per 100 F.O.B. Orders for 500 or more ex~
press prepaid. H & H Gun Sales, Box 203, Kent. Ohio.

MODERN AND Antique Guns, Large list dime new list
every month, will trade. Lyle Quist Guns. Crookston,
Minn.

WANTED TO Buy-'Vinchester single shot lever action
rifles and shotguns. Describe and price. Also parts.
Irwin Kotek, 1370 Monterey, Redlands, Calif.

RIGBY CASED set percussion single rifle and extra shot
gun barrel with lots of accessories $225.00. Joe Steinhagen,
Brooten, Minn.

EVERY GUN BOOK IN PRINT
"The Baker's Dozen Plan"

Send SOc for list and year 'round mailings

RAY RILING ARMS BOOK CO..
Dept.G, 6844 Gorslen St., Philadelphia 19,Pa·

BUSCADERO OUTFITS
"RAPID FIRE" HOLSTERS
SHOOTERS' ACCESSORIES

DALE MYRES CO.
BOX 7292-L, EL PASO, TEXAS

HOLSTERS, BELTS, Guns, embroidered emblems, badges,
police equipment. Send 30c for literature. L. D.
Ringuette Co., Dept. G, Grants Pass, Oregon.

RUSSIAN MOD. 91 7.62mm Moisin rifles. Very good
$12.95. Excellent-$15.95. Free list. Freedland Arms
Co., 34 Park Row, New York, N. Y.

WINCHESTER ,1,162 PUMP New $65.00. ,1,163 New $89.50.
Jeff. Trader, Pocomoke City, Maryland.

GUNS, NEW, Modern, Antique, Illustrated List $1.
J. M. Powell, Gunmaker. Reigate, England.

GUNS, SURPLUS military rifles $8.95. Pistols $8.95.
Bargain list 25c. Armsco, I". O. Box 1308, Ventura, Calif.

GUNS. ALL kinds. None over $20.00. Bargain list 25c.
:Miller's, P.O. Box 1285, Sacramento, Calif.

OVER 300 GUNS. List 50c. Agawam" Associates. Inc.,
Box 55, Agawam, Mass.

NEW ,1,1-1 CARBINES. $74.95. Ammunition $5. hundred.
Sloper, \Vestwood, California.

MAUSER M98 rifles, actions, parts, hardware, accesso~

ries, bought and sold. Smires, Columbus, New .Tersey.

8 and 9m/m NAMBU, also 30m-1 carbine hunting ammu
nition, $5.00 per 50. Free list. George Spence, Steele, Mo.

U.S. M1 30.06 Garand rifles. Very good-$79.95. Excel
lent-$89.95. U.S. Mod. 1941 30-06 Johnson rifles. Very
good-$59.95. Excellent-$69.95. U.S. 30-06 Enfield
rifles. Very good-$29.95. Excellent-$34.50. U.S. 30-06
high number Springfield rifles. Very good-$49.50. U.S.
45-70 Springfield rifles. Good-$39.50. British Mk. 5
303 jungle carbines. Very good-$24.95. Excellent-$29.95.
German Mod. 98 8mm Mauser rifles. Very good-$34.95.
Czech Mod. 98 8mm Mauser riflea. Very good-$29.95.
Swedish Mod. 94 6.5mm Mauser carbines. Very good
$29.95. Spanish Mod. 93 7mm Mauser carbines. Good
-$22.95. Very good-$24.95. Chilean Mod. 95 7mm
Mauser rifles. Very good-$24.95. Chilean Mod. 95 7mm
Mauser carbines. Very good-$27.95. Russian Mod. 91
7.62mm Moisin rifles. Very good-$12.95. Excellent
$15.95. Russian Mod. 1940 & 1938 7.62mm Tokarev rifles.
Very good-$49.95. ExcelIent-$59.95. Swiss Mod. 1911
7.5mm Schmidt-Rubin rifles. Good-$I3.95. Very good
$16.95. Finnish Mod. 1930 7.62mm Moisin rifles. Fair
-$19.95. Italian Mod. 91 6.5mm Mannlicher~Carcano
rifles Fair-$12.95. German Mod. 98 7mm Mauser
rifles: Very good-$29.95. Japanese 7.7mm Arisaka
rifles. Good-$l4.95. Very good-$18.00. Japanese 6.5mm
Arlska rifles. Good-$20.00. Very good-$25.00. 30-06,
303 British, 8mm Mauser, 6.5mm Swedish, 7.62mm Rus
sian 6.5mm Italian, 7.35mm Italian military ammunition
at $7.50 pcr 100 rds. Free gun list. Freedland Arms Co.,
34 Park Row, New York 38. N. Y.

CUNSMITHINC

GUN SCREWS. 6/48 or 8/40 assorted lengths 50c per
dozen. Protessional 2 flute Taps $1.20 Special hard steel
drills 45c. All postpaid. Send for Catalog 15GC on all
Buehler mounts (including New Micro-Dial). Low Satetys
etc. Maynard Buehler Inc., Orinda. Calit.

CUSTOM VARMINT and hunting rifles to order from
$150.00. Also scopes, sights, accessories. Specializing in re~
stocking, refinishing, rebluing ot rifles. Write your wants~
will answer promptly. Ace Sport Center, 438 East 86 St.
New York 28. N.Y.

DRILLINGS AND combination guns relined to American
calibers a specialty. 'Ve can handle any practical rifle or
pistol barrel and conversion \Vork. Please describe work
tully, no price list. Snapp's Gunsholl, 214 N. Washington,
Royal Oak, Michigan.

SHOTGUN SPECULISTS: Complete Refinishing from
$20.00 up. Restocking, Rebluing, Hepair all makes. Re
boring, change chokes. lengthen chambers. New Parker
Barrels. Frank I~e Fever & Sons, Inc., Custom Gun~

smiths. Frankfort. New York.

BLUEING, NICKEL Plating-Pistols Disassembled $4.00.
Barrels Snubbed $3.75. Parts tor Percussion RevolverR,
Early \Vinchesters. List 50c. Culver, Box 163, North
Miami Beach, Florida.

SHOOTERS-IF interested in gunsmithing and will work
a few hours in your shop for handsome, accurate .22 target
pistol, send 10c for illustrated information. Box 362, Terre
Haute, Indiana.

EXCELLENT REBLUING of rifles and pistols with
Lynx-Line Blu-Blak finish. Military ritles customizt;d.
Scopes and sights installed. Discount to Dealers. 'Vnte
Don Mott. Hereford, Arizona.

GENERAL GUNSMITHING-Repairing, rebluing, con
version work, parts made. Inquiries invited. Bald Rock Gun
Shop, Berry Creek, Calif.

CHAMBERING, BARREI~S, Barreled Actions and Com
plete Rifles in most Calibers; including, .264, .338 and
.308 Norma Mag. Wardrop. Box 245, Mechanicsburg, Pa.

.-READ' $fJfJN!-
NEW PISTOL SHOOTERS
Handbook-Catalog
Watch lor llnnouncement

GIL HEBARD GUNS
Box 1. Knoxville. Illinois

THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC STOCK INLAYS

~
are my business and I make
the finest. Brilliant colors.
beautiful desig-ns. hand cut
by precision machinery. Send

. for latest list.
C. D. CAHOON • DEPT. 2. BOXFORD, MASS.

INDIAN RELICS

3 INDIAN WAlt arrowheads. Flint Scalping Knite. Flint
Thunderbird $4.00. Catalog lOco Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Arrowhead. Glenwood. Arkansas.

LEATHERCRAFT

FREE HDO-It_Yourself" Leathercraft Catalog. Tandy
Leather Company, Box 791-V38, Fort Worth, Texas.

RELOADINC EQUIPMENT

RELOADING TOOLS; components: Lyman, nCBS, Speer.
Hornady, MEC. Alcan, Pacific and others. Send list
price less 20% and postage. Dal's Custom Loads, Box 542.
Oxford, Mississippi.

SELL OR TRADE

FLORIDA HUNTING and fishing campsites 100x135 only
$295, each. At Manatee Springs on the Suwannee River.
'ViII accept guns in trade. Send for Free Plat, terms and
pictures. I'aul Vonn, Belleview, Florida.

GUNS BOUGHT Sold & Traded. List 50c. Agawsm
Associates, Inc., Box 55, Agawam, Mass.

SICHTS & SCOPES

\VHY Pay more when YOU can have the finest Quality
ZUiho Scopes with internal adjusted reticules at the lowest
prices. 4x $27.50, 6x $29.50, 2.5-7x vari power $35.50.
"Dealer Enquiries Invited. " \Vrite for your free catalogue
to "'Veico," 5318 Chenevert, Houston 4, Texas.

WANTED

DEALEHS 'VANTED: I manufacture Brass Gun Hang
ers, Boot Hangers for waders, etc., Bench Rest Pedestals,
Shot Shell Reloading Tools, )'fulti Shot Shell Reformers.
For free literature write E. R. Barnhart Enterprises. Inc.,
2801 Hardy, Independence, Missouri.

WA.1~TED FOR CaRh: Nazi, Japanese, European Knives,
Daggers, Bayonets. Singles or large lots purchased. Charles
Kingston, Box 36, Lowell. '''ashington.

MISCELLANEOUS

DEALERS SEND license No. for large price list New
Firearms - Scopes - Mounts - Reloading Tools - Compon
ents - Leather Goods - Binoculars - Shop Tools. 3821
different items on hand for immediate delivery. Hoagland
Hardware, Hoagland, Indiana.

MINIATURE CROSSBO'VS! 18'" stock, 20 lb. draw wt.
tlberglass bow, rayon bowstring, and four rubber or steel
tipped arrows. Price $3.12 Pa. tax included.. Send check
or m.O. to NittallY Crossbow Co., Box 87 -C, Penna.
Furnace, Pennsylvania. Satisfaction guaranteed.

"FREE SAMPLE Copy Of Shooting Times." The gun
world's newest pUblication, devoted to every facet ot the
tascinatJng world of guns. Send name (print) and address
to Shooting ~imes. Dept. G, Box 1500, Peoria, Illinois.

530 PROFESSIONAL lWRMULAS. Fishhaits. trapping,
beers (fruit-wines). (vegetable-wines), brandies, cham
pagne, others. Guaranteed-95c. Brogan's (G), 29 Mary,
Pawtucket, R. I.

HEAT BLUE your Antique and Modern Hand-Gun. Done
in old-time method. Send your gun in for an estimate to'
Robel ~[anufacturers, Box 4155, 28 ,Yo Rittenhouse St.,
Phlla. 44.

HANDCUFFS, $7.95; LEG Irons, $12.95: Leather re~
straints. Collector's specialties. New catalogue 50c. Thomas
Ferrick. Box 12G, Neweburyport, Mass.

"nOMEBREWED WINES, Beers"-Highcst Powered.

?gg:~iJ~, \~:~~ICn~~S: J~~m*~~~ 3r6e.ci~~Sy.\1:00. Dean·s.

THOUSANDS OF used guns listed. All kinds, priced right.
Published twice monthly. Sample 25c. Yearly $2.00.
Shotgun News, Box 57 F, Columbus, Nebraska.

"'VINEMAKING," "BEER, Ale. H Strongest methods.
Illustrated. $2.20. Eaton Bookstore (Supplies), Box
1242-N, Santa nosa, California.

RUANA HUNTING and Bowie kniYes. Send stamp (or
illustrated price lists. Ruana K.nife Works, Box 574,
Bonner, Mont.

CROSSBOWS! HUNTING Bows! Factory-Direct-Prices I
Jay Co., Box 1355. ,"Vichita, Kansas.

NAZI ITEMS bought & sold, orig. only, 1 piece or col
lection; "lists 25c"; Lenkel, 812 Anderson, Palisades, N. J .

WORLD'S FINEST

PISTOL GRIPS·~~
GOLD BOND

Guaranteed Unbreakable!

Sold By
The Best Gun Shops

Brochure & list 25c
(FREE ONLY to Dealers)

FITZ -Box 49702-Los Angeles 49, Calif.
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ELMER KEITH SAYS
(Continued from page 8)

very deep and very lasting blue, something
not always attained with some hot blueing
chemicals now on the market. The fact many
of the largest gunsmith shops in the country
have used Blu-Blak for many years with per
fect success is recommendation enough.

Swaged Target Bullets
We have just tested some .38 Special wad

cutter swaged bullets by the Northridge
Bullet Co., Box 64, Northridge, Calif. They
are correctly sized and well lubricated, and
they shoot very well at 25 yards so long as
light to normal loads are used. These wad
cutters are intended primarily for 25 yard
Timed and Rapid target shooting and are
very good for the purpose; but all wad cut
ters that we have ever tested, either factory
or hand swaged or cast, tend to tip and lose
accuracy at 50 yards. These fine swaged
bullets, like the good Speer product, are
made' in .38, .44, and .45 caliber, in 147
grain, 215 grain in .44 caliber, and 180 and
200 grain in .45 caliber for the .45 auto.
They cut clean full caliber holes in all
calibers, and are held to very close toler
ances.

ATTENTION!
Your classified ad in GUNS
Magazine gets the attention
of over 150,000 hunters ...
shooters . . . and collectors.
You get big sales results
for as low as $2.00 per ad.

The best measure of a magazine's selling power is its consistent use by the
advertiser. The Gun Market classified section of GUNS is used by advertisers
month after month after month because it pays off in sales! for dramatic
proof, loolc over this partial list of current advertisers using GUNS over
three years:

D.EVICE. •• S15 VALUE
38 Special Cal.

CLASSIFICAnON , m n I am enclosing $ _

My Name n_m __ nn n h n __ n._n. • 00 __ 00 __

R. W. Knight
Tandy Leather Co.
Tele-Optics
and many others

Beyer Mfg.
Jay Co.
Ladd
E. C. Prudhomme

Rates: 20c per word per insertion, including name and address.
Figure 7¥2 words to the line. Minimum 10 words. Closing
deadline: Copy in written form in Skokie Office no later than
16th of the month preceding on sale date. (Note: cover date on
each issue is one month ahead of on sale date; e.g., March
issue is on sale February 1st; therefore closing date for ad is
December 16.)

Ed Agramonte
Ai's Gunroom
Norm Flayderman
Freedland Arms

These advertisers are using GUNS for just one reason-they want orders •••
and they get 'em in GUNS. Plan now to test your ad in the next big issue.
See how GUNS can get more sales for you-and at lowest cost!

USE THIS
SPACE TO
PRINT OR
TYPE YOUR
.CLASSIFIED
AD

For police or civilian
defense against robbers,
mashers, etc. Causes no
permanent injury. Highly

Njckel Plated pol ished heavy nickel
Peerless Type case with spring-steel

HANDCUFFS pocket clip.

$15.00 value; Special MON~~NgR~~~~~~~OD.s
$7.95 pair Registered Colt Distributors
Deluxe leather Suppliers for

carrying case $2.50 Official Police Equipment

This product Is not Intended Cor sale In stales or
locallUes which have laws forbidding thelr sale.

Dove Call
Just received a dove call from Bob Hin

man, Outfitters, Box 1222, Peoria, Ill. It
certainly will produce the call of the turtle
or morning dove, and does a ·very good job
of it if you practice. Doves have been called
for years in Europe, but it is something new
in the U.S. Doves are very sporty shotgun
ning targets, and they make excellent eating:
The new dove call is priced at $2.00 post
paid.

New Lyman Sight For Model 99
Lyman is now out with their new Model

57 sight for all Savage Model 1899 rifles,
including their new model with shotgun
safety. This is a fine precision Lyman re
ceiver sight, with either the rounded un
obtrusive hunter knobs that can be set with

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• PRDTECT YDURSELF :

with this Fountain Pen-Type POCKET :

TEAR GAS i•

Public Sports Shops, Dept. G, 11 S.161h St., Phila. 2, Pa.

u. S. SNIPER SCOPES

SHOOTERS-COLLECTORS here's a top Quality orl•.
G.I. SNU:JER SCOPE for sptg. or mIlItary rifle. 2:JhX
coated optics. 5%" eye relier post & cross-hairs. hydrogen
filled. Yo" tuhe $22.50 ppd.

SANTA ANA CUNROOM
P. O. Box 1777 Santa Ana, Calif.

Street n_n n n_n m mh__ n n __ n_m-.--.---.----.----.----

City __ m m .m_ Zone 00 State mm m n _

CLIP AND MAIL'" GUNS Magazine, G-5
THIS FORM TO:"The Gun Market, 815~ N. Central Park Ave., Skokie, Illinois
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a coin, or with the big target knobs as de
sired. With hunter knobs and the target
disc thrown far, far away, this makes a very
fine receiver sight for use with either Sour
dough (my own preference) or bead front
sights on any of the famous model 99
Savage rifles. Their new model '99 in caliber
.358 Winchester, with the above rear sight
and a Sourdough front, makes one of the
finest light weight timber rifles available in
a lever action, good even on our heavier
game at reasonable ranges. Slide can be re
moved and replaced, and zero remains con-

stant. Priced at $8.50, the new Lyman 57
SB sight offers the hunter a very fine, low
priced, receiver sight for his model 99
Savage.

Speer "Plinkers"
Speer Products Co. of Lewiston, Idaho,

have anno~nced the newest addition to their
bullet line-the Speer "Plinkers." 'I;hese are
100 grain .30 caliber bullets designed pri-

marily for vanilints, small game, 'and plink
ing. They are priced to sell at $2.85 per
hundred. Speer reports surprising accuracy
at velocities up to 3200 feet. The half
jacketed swaged bullets disintegrate on im
pact, eliminating ricochets. Free data slips
included in each box of "Plinkers" cover
loads for .30-30 Winchester, .30 Remington,
.300 Savage, .308 Winchester, .30-40 Krag,
.30-06 Springfield, .30 Short Magnum, .300
H. & H. Magnum, .300 Weatherby, .303
British, and the 7.65 mm Belgium.

New Case Cleaner
The Casebright Company, 1130 Emerson

St., Rochester 6, N. Y., has ,a new case
cleaning compound that you mix with water
and that has done a very fine job of cleaning
badly corroded cases for us. We tried it on
corroded and dirty .44 Specials, and also on
some ancient black powder .45-70 cases. It
cleaned two batches perfectly except where
brass was eaten away by corrosion. On the
third batch of cases tried in the same clean
er, however, it failed. The cleaning ingre
dients had by then been exhausted. This is
a simple, easy to use cleaner, not dangerous
to use, and if directions are carefully fol
lowed it will do a first class job, leaving the
case really sparkling bright.

New Jefferson Autoloader
An improved version of their handsome .22

long-rifle autoloader is the newest member
of the Jefferson family of fine firearms for
sportsmen. According to the manufacturer,
the improved Model 159 autoloader features
a finely tuned, jam-free, semi-automatic ac-

tion that is c~p~ble of a sustained rate of
fire far surpassing anything the hunter,
plinker, or target shooter will ever require
or can ever achieve through mere trigger
finger manipulation.

Action and barrel are positively and per
manently aligned for maximum accuracy and
safety. Gener~usly proportioned stock is of
genuine black walnut, protected by J effer
son's exclusive "Fire-Kote" finish which
brings out beauty of grain seldom seen in
rifles of this price range. The finish is de
scribed as impervious to moisture, weather
and chipping. .

Other specifications include 15-shot tubu
lar magazine, 22-inch swage-rifled barrel with
l-in-16 right-hand twist, annular ramp front
sight with adjustable rear, and rubber rifle
pad. Receiver is grooved for tip-off tele
scopic sight mounts and a quick-attachable
4-power achromatic scope with internal ad·
justments, especially developed for this rifle,
is available from the same maker, complete
with mounts.

The Jefferson Model 159 can be loaded
singly. This helps to make it a fine rifle for
primary instruction of youngsters in all
phases of shooting. The rifle is priced at
$44.95. Scope sight, complete with mounts,
is only $10.00 extra. For catalog, write The
Jefferson Corporation, 112 Quinnipiac ~
Avenue, North Haven, Connecticut. ~
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Destined to Become One of
Your Treasured Possessions!
* Over 380 gianf pages* 64 fascinating features
* Hundreds of illustrations

. EDITED BY JOHN T. AMBER World famed gun col
lector, shooter, author and editor, John T. Amber says,
"This book was my biggest task! Picking out the
finest of all the wonderful articles, stories and features
from the past 15 years of the Gun Digest seemed almost
impossible. Actually, it has been the readers of the
Gun Digest who have inspired this TREASURY •••
and often pushed us a little to get it into print."

HERE'S HOW THIS MAGNIFICENT "TREASURY" CAME TO BE! Hardly a week has
passed without some gun collector or shooter urging us to collect the best from the Gun
Digest's first 15 years. Often it was a "lost" item from five or even ten years ago that he
wanted to read again. We'd hear, "Back in 1948 you printed an article on proof marks. Now
I'm collecting old guns and I need this article and I've lost (loaned or given away) the Gun
Digest it was in." Or: "Today my twelve year old son asked for instruction on reloading ammo.
The Gun Digest recently had a great article on this, but someone has borrowed it. Can you
help me out?" The Gun Digest TREASURY is the answer to your requests for the best 0
15 years of Gun Digests!

The TREASURY is jam-packed with the "lost" articles you want to read again ••• with
many already famous features that will give every gun lover hours of honest reading enjoy
ment. Each one of the articles, features and stories is a gem of fact-filled, exciting reading
entertainment. Each author is an eminent authority on his subject.

SHOOTERS ••• HUNTERS ••• GUN ENTHUSIASTS ••• 1f you are one of the millions who
have been enthusiastic "Gun Digest" readers for the past 15 years, you'll want to own thi
great Gun Digest TREASURY. Reading this remarkable TREASURY will be like meetin
an old friend _ •• every moment you spend with it will revive pleasant memories, renew 01
friendships, give you the pleasure of discovering new moments of enjoyment.

Yes, the Gun Digest TREASURY is vibrant and alive with the classic, authentic feature
that have withstood the test of time in the world famed, most popular of all gun books-the
Gun Digest. Your most difficult moments will be when you try to put the TREASURY dow
before you have read it through •.• it will hold you spellbound!

LOOK AT THIS 64 FEATURE TABLE OF CONTENTS!NOTHING LIKE IT HAS EVER BEFORE BEEN ASSEMBLEO I
ONE VOLUME! SHOTGUNS: DUCK GUNS, LOAOS ANO CHOKES, by H. M. Salisbury' UPLANO GUNS ANO LOADS, by Charles As .
i GAUGE GUNS, by Nash Buckingham' SHOTGUN CHDKE.AND PATTERN, by Jack O'Connor' THERE'S DANGER IN DAMASCUS, by J.
Houlden' SHOTGUN FAllACIES, by Francis Sell. HANDGUNS: FUN WITH AHANDGUN, by Walter F. Roper. SIXGUNS, by Elmer K
22 TARGET AUTOS, by Gil Hebard. RIFLES: FROM MILITARY TO SPORTER, by Charles T. Haven' VARMINT RIFLES. by Clyde 0

. DAYS OF THE KRAG, and DAYS OF THE SPRINGFIELD, by Col. Townsend Whelen. AMMUNITION; AMERICAN BUllETE
CARTRIDGES, by Kenneth L. Waters. MILITARY WEAPONS; WEAPONS OF SOVIET RUSSIA, by Roger Marsn. WAR SURPLU
WEAPONS, by Bob Wallach and Bob Brenner' HOW TO SHOOT THE MI. HANDLOADING; 10 COMMANDMENTS FOR HAND
LOADERS, by Robert V. Thompson' TIPS FOR BETTER HANDLOADERS, by Kent Bellah. HANDLOADING IS GREAT, by Warren Page
BALLISTICS: TRAJECTORY NOMOGRAPH, by Robert V. Thompson' MjV:Mjd-MAXIMUM MUZZLE VElOCITY, by Peyton Autr
EXPLODED DRAWINGS: TOKAREV AUTO PISTOL. S&W 12 MATCH AUTO PISTOL. BROWNING AUTO SHOTGUN. COLT
MODELli60 • COLT MATCH TARGET. COLLECTORS;BLACK POWDER MISCELLANY, and AMERICAN SMOKELESS MISCElLANY,
by Charles H. Yust • FREUND & BRO., PARTS 1 & 2, by John Barsotti' KYNDCH CATALOG. FORERUNNERS OF TH EFIRST WINCHESTER,
Parts 1, 2 and 3, by Thomas Hall' GETTYSBURG SHARPS, by Paul A. Matthews' SHARPS CATALOG. THIS GUN COllECTING GAME, by
John T. Amber' REBEl REVOLVER, by William A. Albaugh III • COLT LONDON CATALOG. THE MINIE RIFLE, by E. F. Donnelly. PLU
EUROPEAN BREAK-OPEN GUNS, by Dr. Otis P. Gray' SCOPE DOPE, by Milton M.ldzal, O. D.' LOVE THAT GUN-BUT
NOT TO DEATH, by Henry Stebbins. RIGHT ON THE BUTTON, by Warren Page. WORLD'S HANDIEST GUN, by Frank
de Haas' SHOOTING THE MUZZLELOADERS, by John Barsotti' TIPS ON BIG GAME SHOOTING, by Jack O'Connor
BENCH REST SHOOTING: WHAT IS IT, AND WHYl, by Col. Townsend Whelen' THE HISTORY OF BENCH REST
SHOOTING, by Raymond M. Biehler' FiElD REPAIRS FOR THE BIG GAME HUNTER, by Clyde Baker' STORY OF
EUROPEAN PROOF MARKS IN GREAT BRITAIN, FRANCE, BElGIUM, MODERN GERMANY, SPAIN, ITALY, AUSTRIA
HUNGARY, MODERN FRANCE, POST WAR GERMANY, by A. Baron Engelhardt. KNOW YOUR WILDFOWL. TEACHING
THE YOUNG TO SHOOT, by Henry Stebbins' 10 COMMANDMENTS OF GUN SAFETY. GUN ENGRAVING AND HOW TO
DO IT, by E. C. Prudhomme. ENGRAVING SAMPLER. OBSOLETE METALLIC CARTRIDGE FIREARMS.

BUY IN STORES OR BY MAIL ... AND STILL GET YOU TAKE NO RISK!
!OuU: t~:E~~~,Rh~~~s~U!lr~~k~IWRY at the WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION
re~ular $:J.% postpaid price directly from the OR YOUR MONEY BACK!
Publisher, through this ad-or from any sport- Absolutely the greatest collection and
ing' goods or hook store! If bought in store. TREASUH Y of Shooting' and Gun Articles
just send sales slip to us with Coupon at right you've ever read. The Gun Digest TREASURY
-we'il send your 2 FREE HAHE OLD GUN is a book that gives increased pleasure every
CA'l:/\LOGS immediately! time it is read!

DEALERS: STOCK UP NOW! THIS IS A LIMITED FIRST EDITION BOOK.

EXCLUSIVE-To Readers
of this Ad! Genuine First
Edition Copy! Sure to be
a Collector's Item!

Your orders for the Gun Digest
TREASURY will be filled with a
genuine FIRST EDITION copy.
This volume will be distin
guished from all later editions
which may be published! En-
hance your reading pleasure
with the knowledge that you
own a "limited" first edition
copy of the Gun Digest
TREASURY .

TAKE THESE 2 BABE
DLD GUN CATALDGS
FREEl

Please send me the Gun Digest Treasury with
the Free Extras for free 7·day examination. I
will pay postman $3.95 plus postage. If I am
not thoroughly pleased, I can return the book
within 7 days for my money back!

- .ZONE_STATE__

SAVE! Enclose payment with this coupon and
we will pay postage and handling charges. Same I
~~~!. t;.a:k_g~~~!:e2. J
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SAKO VIXEN & FORESTER
Designed for Top Performance

0;;N~~
SPORTER r:;:~\~\rft

Calibers .222R. and .222R Magnu:rn (without rear sight) ~~\ ..

Sporter Model $139.95 • Deluxe Sporter $194.50

t. l

~.

\ ..{

THE SAKO

FfJ~
DELUXE

Calibers .243•.244 and .308 (without rear sight)
Deluxe Sporter $209.50 • Sporter Model $149.50

....~-••-_~'~...i(ii: 1a 4-1..- mus . .EO.,. & £. ~>•., .8rr.
The Sako Vixen and Forester rifles offer ""orkmanship and accuracy

not found in any other production firearms ... quality that ""ill

assure the finest performance. Whether you choose the feather

""eight ultra-accurate Vixen or the equally accurate and more po""er

ful Forester, you can be sure of a lifetime of shooting pleasure. Both

Vixen and Forester are designed for top performance in their par

ticular calibers; both have. for good reason, been ""idely accepted as

the best buy in hunting rifles. See your dealer and take a look at

Firearms International's complete line of quality sporting arms.

SEND tOe TO DEPT. D_05 FOR LATEST CATALOG
FIREARMS

INTERNATIONAL
CORPORATION

WASHINGTON ZZ. O. c.
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